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PREFACE

This second part of the fourth volume of Ind+Tibetica.comprises the most important inscriptions found in the monuments
studied in the first part. These inscriptions are unique in naming the donors, painters, sculptors who contributed to the
adornment of the walls of the chapels and temples with frescoes that mirror the vast pantheon of the Tantric visions in
their bewildering variety. These inscriptions enable us to identify each and every divinity in all the richness of its pantheonic
mandala. This would not have been possible, were there no inscriptions. Prof. Tucci has copied the inscriptions with fidelity,
reproducing the orthographic errors and anomalies due to the
frequent indifference of the Tibetan copyists. T h e errors have
been pointed out and corrected in the translation of the inscriptions.
The several chapels of the Kumbum which have been described in the first part can be understood with greater precision and in specific details through the translation of the inscriptions. In the translation we have added references to the
chapels on the top of every page: thus 111.16 means the 16th
chapel on the I11 floor of the Kumbum. This helps to locate
the context of every inscription.
The present volume deserves further study as the Tibetan
texts are becoming more and more accessible, in translations, and
studies, or even in Sanskrit originals, like the Sarva-tathagatatattva-sangraha which is the most fundamental text of the
yogatantras that are crucial to the several systems of Tantras illustrated in the Kumbum murals.

T h e Kumbum is a unique monument of Buddhist art, vying
in importance with the Ajanta caves, Kizil, Tun-huang,
Yun-kang o r Lung-men grottoes, or the Barabudur. It is the
last fragrance of the creative grandeur of Buddhism, the glory
and silence of time supremely alive. Here is a gallery of frescoes that mirror the diversification of Buddhism. Sakyamuni is
transformed from Master into Lord, into an idealised figure.
T h e Enlightened One became the Enlightening One, The
Radiator of Light. From Buddha the interest shifted to the
abstraction ef Buddhahood. From an individual he became a
symbol, the science of Buddhahood. Nirvana was transformed
into paradise, and karma became modifiable by prayer. Elabe
rate patterns emerged. Buddhism was face to face with the Absolute, the Ultimate, the First, the Eternal, the Everlasting and
the All-pervading which now was the adamantine purity of the
Adi-Buddha. With metaphysical daring this Eternal par cxcelh c e , definable by negatives alone, became the bejewelled sambhoga-kaya passionately embracing his transcendant consort or
prajfia. Extreme serenity was identified with extreme passion,
the crystal light with the fire of love, the intangible with all the
intoxication d the senses. Sensuality and symbolism, metaphysical filigree of jewels, caresses and cerebrality, earth and sky
were celebrated in proportion and serenity, in portraiture and
cryptograms. The murals and sculptures of Kumbum carry
these eternal depths to the eyes of the faithful.

Lokesh Chandra
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TEXT OF T H E INSCRIPTIONS

MINOR TEMPLES
Samada.

Iwang.
Central chapel (see p. 135)

chapel of Tshe-dpag- medIAmiayus (see p. 136)

GRAND TEMPLE OF GYANTSE (see p.136)

( 1 ) Reading doubtful.
(2) sic, perhaps for hja-sa? (Mongol jasak), compare Laufer,

Loan-wordr in Tibetan, no. 174.

:

SKU ABUM Kumbum
FIRST FLOOR

Third chapel (see p. 137)

( 1 ) Cotnpai-e Bu-ston, Description o f the temple o f Zhalu, TSA
fol. 12b.

Fourth chapel (see p. 14 1)
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( I ) Probably:
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Fifth chapel (see p. 143)

Sixth chapel (see p. 145)
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Seventh chapel (see p. 147)

Eighth chapel (see p.148)

Ninth chapel (see p. 150)

Tenth chapel (see p. 152)

(1) Corr.:
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Twelfth chapel (see p. 153)
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Fourteenth chapel (ree p. 154)

( 1 ) Verse defective, correct to de-yi dge.

Fifteenth chapel (see p. 157)

Seventeenth chapel (see p. 158)

Twentieth chapel (see p. 159)

.

SECOND FLOOR

.First chapel (see p. 1 6 1)

(1) Verse defective, perhaps needs to be corrected to de-yis.

Second chapel (see p. 162)
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Third chapel (see p. 164)

Fourth chapel (see p. 165)

Fifth chapel (see p. 166)

( 1 ) The same dhrase of Rnam-par-snanlvairocana at the end of
the
dkyil-hkhodmandala
in
SArrbs-@is-pa
sp)od-pahi-rgyud-kyl
dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa of Eu-ston, complete works, vol.TSA.

Sixth chapel (see p. 168)

Seventh chapel (see p. 169)

Eighth chapel (see p, 171)

w

(1) Corr.: mgon.

w

Ninth chapel (see p. 173)

Tenth chapel (see p. 174)

Eleventh chapel (see p. 175)

Twelfth chapel (see p. 176)

(1) = ak'or yug tu.

Thirteenth chapel (see p. 178)

Fifteenth chapel (see p. 18 1)

y3~~'9-~v4'qq
1
Sixteenth chapel (see p. 182)

THIRD FLOOR

First temple (see p. 183)

( 1 ) In text gsum.

Second chapel (see p. 187)

Third chapel (see p. 189)

Fourth chapel (see p. 190)

( I ) Completed according to the dkar-chag.

Fifth chapel (see p. 191)

(1) 1n text phyugr.

Sixth chapel (see p. 192)

( I ) For kyk.

(2) T h e same phrase is f0und in the work of Bu-ston. M~rhun-bjodk y i rlkyil-hkhop--,qi Dkod-pa, p. 1 .

Seventh chapel (see p. 194)

Eighth chapel (see p. 195)

( 1 ) The same expression in Bu-ston, do-je-sriin-po-rgyan-gyi rgyudkyi dkyil-Mhor-gyi mam-gzhag, T S A p. 1 .

Ninth chapel (see p. 196)

v

v

Bu ston: la
(2) Thus also in BU-sto< Kun-rig-gi dkjil-hkho~-~~i
bkod-pa, p. 1

(1)

--A

Tenth chapel (see p.197)

Eleventh chapel (see p. 198)

(1) Cfr. Bu ston: K u n rig gi dkyil ck'or gyi bkod pa, p. 1.

(1) A citation that recurs in Bu-ston, Kun-rig-p dkyil-Mhor-gyi

bkod-pa, p.9.

Twelfth chapel (see p.200)

Thirteenth chapel (see p.202)

Fourteenth chapel (see p.203)

Fifteenth chapel (see p.205)

Sixteenth chapel (see p.206)

Seventeenth chapel (see p.208)

Nineteenth chapel (see p.209)

Twentieth chapel (see p.2 11)

(1) Bn eton, op. cit., p. 1.

FOURTH FLOOR
First temple (see p .2 12)
I.

second shapl (see p.2 14)
11.

Fifth chapel (see p.2 18)

Sixth chapel (see p.22 1)

VI.

Eighth chapel (see p.224)
VIII.

Tenth chapel (see p.227)

X.

Twelfth chapel (see p.229)

XII.

DOME
First temple (see p.232)

Second temple (see p.242)

Third temple (see p.247)

Fourth temple (see p.254)

INSCRIPTIONS BELOW THE PAINTINGS
First temple (see p.256)

Second temple (see p.259)

Third temple (see p.261)

Fourth temple (see p.263)

CA M P A NA

Lower floor (see p.264)

(1)

( 1 ) The numbers in square parantheses correspond to the group

of paintings represented on the walls according to the scheme given by
me.

.Upper floor (see p.267)

i1

TRANSLATIONS

MINOR TEMPLES
SAMADA
I. Svusti. 1-9. The noble (abott) of Skyan (1) possessing the
teaching of the Tathagata and whose honorable (2) name is
adorned (at the end9 with the term "intelligence" (blo-gros)
without an intermediary word appearing (between it) and the
initial term "law" (3), in Phyi hbruns at Mdog in Gyas-ru (4) '
had (5) a statue made of Hjam-dbyans/Maiijughosa the protector (6), measuring four cubits (in height) and rich in luminous
splendour: (he had it made) because the teaching of the
Buddha may remain in these countries and because its merits
devolve 'in favour of two (masters) called the honorable
Bkra-Si-mgon-po who was the prime master and of the yogin
-----------------------------------------

(1) Skyah or Rkyan: prefixes s and r are easily interchanged in the script.
Rkyali or Skyati stand here for Rkyan-phu, namely 'samada.
(2) The expression zhe-sirs is not in the dictionaries. It ha's to be compared
with the zhe-sa. See also verse 3b where this value of zhe-sira is clear. Zha-sira is
found in the documents published by Thomas who does not trapslate it
perhaps because he takes it as the name of a place but adds: is ordinarily a
phrase meaning presence, JRAS 1928:65. The expression cannot be dissociated
from zlrcrl-sna that now is pronounced shenga.
(3) Clear allusion to the name of Chos-blo-gros, in which the genetival particle hyi is missing: kyi between chos and blo-gros; hu stands for yis.
(4) One of the two partitions in which ~ t s a ; lwas divided.
(5) bzhelir does not only mean to do or get done a religiounmrk, statue or
temple or painting, but the mental proposal to do it.
(6) hgon-po for nrga-Po; the alternance of a and m in the prefixes is frequent: for instance, mgo and hgo, etc.

who is the brother in Vajra (1) whose name of Bsod-nams is
(declared by) rgya-mtsho (2).

4. For the merit derived from having got this statue of Hjamdbyans/Mafijugho~adone, (due) to our noble (3) effort, the
teaching (of the Buddha could) remain long and the world
could see the sense of truth transcending duality (4).
11. 1-2. The best virtuous friends possessing the drink of im-

mortality (of the truth), because they have served the supreme
virtuous friends ( 5 ) , with the purpose of obtaining perfect
good, they have bound down and have accomplished the vow
of that noble (blama) who is kind towards everybody, both
noble and humble, who for the sake of the law (chos) has despised (lit. : killed) the most important gains (6), who possesses
that ornament which is moral discipline (tshul-khrims) and
whose intelligence (blo-gros) opens (that vase) of ambrosia which
is the mouth (7). 3-4. For the merit derived from having had
done the statues of the gods (symbolizing) the three mystical
families (8) and who are manifestations of the physical, verbal
and spiritual planes of all the Victorious Ones of the three

.....................................................................................
( I ) Namely, consecrated by the same master.
(2) Namely : Bsod-nams-rgya-mtsho.
(3) drag-Po for drag-pa.
( 4 ) That is the supreme truth transcending both affirmation and negation,
being and not being..
(5) T h e virtuous friends are the kalydnamitra, the friends of goodness, that
is those who possessing the highest virtues invite with the example of their
lives to the practice of good; the supreme virtuous friends of man are the
Buddhas who have revealed the redeeming truth.
(6) gsod here has the meaning of"brfias;riiad for riied.
(7) Namely, his intelligence inspires the eloquence similar to neclar,
because it leads to immortality : mouth in fact is called bdud-rtsihi brten-kh.
See ~non-brjod-kvibshn-bcos mkhas-pahi ma-rgyan p. 90.
(8) Namely, Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvara, Yhyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi,
Hiam-dbyans/~afijughosa.

times, all the creatures that live in the three forms of existence
(1) could drink the ambrosia of gnosis destroying the poison of
sins with the strength (2) of that ambrosia which is the fruit of
wisdom (3) when this stands on the ground of compassion (4).
111. 1-2 (As for what concerns) the vow of the noble abbott of

Skyan who was a perfect master, (as recorded that) although in
Dbus and Gtsan had come on their own desire, many artists of
different languages and scriptures (5) nevertheless, in order to
satisfy the desire (of the master), Gzhon-nu-hod (6) etc. they
tried with great effort and did make happy the great master of
Brahmanical family, Mati, born at Pan-tso-ra. 3. This one, although old and with his limbs already hard, has no one to
supercede him because he has received the secret baptism. And
this also has been done in order to obtain fbr himself and
others illumination and in no way for the desire of attaining
fame in this life.

.

CENTRAL CHAPEL

I. Swasti. O h ! Four are the continents (7) : but the main is
Jambudvipa - and in the continent (of Jambudvipa) a very
noble place is the partition (ru)of Rkyan-ro.

( 1 ) Infernal~,men, gods.
(2) Symbol of Phyag-na-rdo-rjeNajrap+i.
(3) Symbol of Hjam-dbyandManjughosa.
(4) Symbol of Spyan-ras-gzigdAvalokiteSvara. This vow read here makes
us think that this basis was the last and therefore this inscription could
occupy the third place in the series.
(5) In the inscription 1.2 yig has to be read instead of yi.
(6) Gzhon-nu-hd is remembered often in the Myan-chun, p. 106. See also
vo1.1.63.
(7) Namely,
besides Jambudvipa
:
PBrvavideha, Uttarakuru,
Aparagodanlya.

T h e munificent donor, the very noble Kon-rig, husband and
wife together, for this figure of the Buddha Byams-pa/Maitreya, the very noble, the Vanquisher (had been done by them),
could obtain very noble merits and supreme illumination. 2.
T h e munificent donor ~ h has
o given the materials (to do the
said works) together with all relations and he himself with
numberless creatures may obtain supreme illumination.
,Honour to the Buddha.
T h e painings in encausto are according to the Indian manner : the painter himself was Rgyal-mtshan-hgrags.
CHAPEL OF TSHE-DPAG-MEDIAMITAYUS
Painings of the Tathagatas according to the manner of Khotan .... Not equal.
T h e minor Iotsava Dban-ban-hdugs (sic).
T h e governor (hjah-sa?)... .gzigs.
T h e figure inside the chapel (represents) the noble (1) HjamdpaVMafijuSri.
T H E GRAND TEMPLE OF GYANTSE
This paradise of the eastern wall containing 125 (images of
the cycle) of Bhadrakalpa with the goal of purifying two kinds
of stains (2) with the merits of ... who has the force of faith, has
been made by that munificent donor who is the king of the law,
Dpal-bzan (3). T h e painter who painted it was the venerable
Gan-bzan.
T h e merit thus obtained may become the cause for which all
-------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------( 1 ) Ijphas mistake for hphugs.
(2) Those that obscure the intelligence and those that hide the way of virtue. In'the inscription read Bskal instead of skal.
(3) That is ~ ~ h a ~ s - ~ a - d ~ a l - b zthe
a n -grandfather
~o,
of Rab-brtan-kundgah-hphags-pa.

Kumbum 1.3
the creatures, infinite as (infinite) the space ( l ) , and first of
them the father and mother (of the king) may obtain the double body (2). T h e masters together with the gods also (3) may
obtain the realization (of their vows).
On the southern wall there is a paradise with 125 images of
the cycle of the Rhadrakalpa (4) : their munificent donor was
the monk Rtse-spe ( 5 ) , bearer of that bundle which is asceticism.
The painter who painted it was [Rin-chen-hgrags of] Bzari-ri
in Siie-mo (6).

1. For this merit of mine so acquired, the creatures, collected
in a point all the merit as it is in triple time, may devolve to
attain the great illumination and their desire may be fulfilled
for the sake of the truth (expressed in the formula) of the triple refuge.
SKU-HBUMIKUMBUM
FIRST FLOOR, THIRD CHAPEL (1.3)
Honour to Vajrapani (7). On the southern wall of this temple
(consecrated to) Phyag-na-rdo-rje hbyun-po-hdul-byed (1) the
p-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) In the inscr. read mkhah instead of mkhahi.
(2) That is to become Buddha; to the Buddha the dogmatic literature attributed two bodies : the one born and the other eternal, in other words the
n i r m a n a k ~ ~and
a the dharmakaya, see e.g. Ta-che-tu-lun chapter 9, Taishd
vul. 35 p.101, for other citation Bukky6 daijiten S.V.(vol. 5 p.4029).
(3) In the inscr. read ltar instead of star.
(4) In the inscr. read bskal instead of skal.
(5) This seems to be the name of a place or of a clan rather than that of a
person.
(6) Thus supplied on the basis of inscriptions preserved in other chapels.
(7) The formula of invocation is generally in Sanskrit in almost all the
chapels.

Kumbum 1.3
display of the gods (is seen) (who constitute the mandala) of
Phyag-na-rdo-rje hbyun-po-hdul-byed/Bhiita*ara
Vajrapi.ni
presiding over the cycle of thirtyfour divinities.
On the right and left,shoulder there are images of ~ d d - f j e hchafiajradhara and of the great master (2).
-----

(1) O n BhtitadPmara there is a Tantra : BhtUa&mara--ra-rdja
of
which there is also a Chinese translation : Toh. 747, Taish6 20.129.
Sadhanas which describe this divinity are preserved in the Bstan-hgyur. See
the index by Lalou and Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, Buddhist Iconography, p. 44,
Sddhanumdki, p. 512 and 515. Besides what has been written by Bu-ston one
may see a chapter of the Sgrub-thabs-kun-btur dedicated to him (Vol. CHA :
Dpal-kye-rdo-rjehi bfad-rgyud rdo-rje-gur-gyi las rgyas-pahi lha-gsum-las phyagnu-rdo-rje-hbyun-Po-hdul-byed-kyi
sgrub-thabs rju-gnun man-hag drui-bcas, due to
Tshul-khrims-rin-chen of Sde-dge, usually known by the name of Zhu-chen).
Bhtitadamara too was originally one of the divinities pertaining to some ethnical group of India or of the two provinces o n the border and was later
assimilated with one of the many aspects of Siva.
Possibly he represented a personification of the wild cry (damara) of the
bad forces known by the name of bh.iita :then the name designated a class of
demons of whom there is a hint in Hinduism (see Ddmaratantm). In Buddhism Bhtitadamara was, as usual, transfigured and became the warlike aspect
of goodness chasing away and defeating the bad influences gnod, gdon, hgegs.
According to Indo-Tibetan works-see
for instance the cited work of
Rin-chen-tshul-khrims, folio 19-this defeat happens with the force of compassion; and if this would fail, with the terrific forces emanating from the
God himself. Then, the interpretation of his image is symbolic. T h e blue colour is the absolute (dhnnnadhtu) infinite as the ether, one face only because
all things are identical (ehraro), that is empty, four hands because four are
the a p r a m d ~: in the right hand he has the vajra with nine arms because the
nine elements of the law serv'e to win the various imaginations which may
arise in the minds of the bodhisattvas in the first nine mystic lands; the left is
in the attitude of the mudra of menacing and has a noose because, when the
pacific means are not efficacious, it destroys the bad forces and then it drags
them again with the noose of the great compassion; the other two hands are
in the mudra called bhntadamara and are on the heart because, realizing that
the absolute and the gncrsis are identical, is put to an end the false imagining
of dualities (ibid. p. 16). Thus it is evident that in this case also Buddhism
symbolically interpreted e m of the many aboriginal deities contacted in its
progressive conquest of peoples.
(2) Perhaps Sa-chen Kun-dgah-shin-po.

Kumbum 1.3
The donor of this paradise (1) was the Blama of ~ a : l u 6 ,the
great initiated one (2) who with faith brought to accomplishment his purpose, the master with his disciples.
On the western wall he is accompanied by a crowd of terrific
deities who are the emanations of Rdo-rje-Utsa-rgya (3).
On the right shoulder he is accompanied by two images of
Blamas. The particular donor of this (paradise) was Hgar-btsun
(4) of Sa-lu in Rgyari-ro. On the northern wall is ... in the middle Phyag-na-rdo-gar-mkhan-mchoglNartakavara Vajrapani ...
derived from the Gar-mkhan-mchog-gi-brtag, revealed by the
tantra pertaining to the class of Kriyatantras. His body is blue,
he has [four] faces and sixteen hands ... in playful dance posture. ... Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapani presiding over the mandala
of seventeen deities and Gnod-sbyin Gar-mkhan-mchog/Yak$a
Nartakavara in the mandala of three divinities, the principal
one with his two accolytes.
On the left side there is Phyag-na-rdo-rje sa-hoglpatala-Vajrapani, as he is revealed by the Tantra dedicated to Rdo-rjesa-hoglvajrapatala ( 5 ) , seven divinities in all, the main deity
( I ) As we shall see, the painted surface with figures of deities, mandalas
etc. is called a paradise.
(2) Mahavajradhara was the mystic name of the one who had received the
highest baptism.
(3) Another manifestation of Phyag-na-rdo-rjeffajrapwi. On this divinity
exists a liturgical manual in the Sgrub-hbs-kun-btus, vol. GA : Dpal-phyagnu-rdo-j e U-tstsha-ryahi sgrub-thahr jes-gnczn las-hgs-dan bcas-pahi sikor-mum
from which it is seen that this divinity was invoked in the rites of purification
and of destruction of bad for^^, ,--?A, pdon, especially because they procure
diseases.
Possibly it is the symbolic representation of the emanation of the magic
power of the God or of the medicine man in the moment in which he accomplishes the ritual.
(4) O r translating literally "the reverend of Hgar". Sa-lu is the homonymous village between Samada and Shonang. Although the Myan-chun does not
talk about it, the place is very old : at Sa-)u !kiky&ri composed the
Bodhisattva-marga-krama-sangraha, Bstan-hgyur, Mdo 32.15. See above
1.133.
(5) Toh. 74 Rdo-rjc-sa-hog-gt rgyud-kyi-rgyal-ba, missing in the edition of
Snar-than.

Kumbum 1.3
with his six acolytes. On the upper partition (1) is the series of
Lamas initiated in the mystic revelation connected with Hbyunpo-hdul-byed1Bhiitadfimara. Below them, he is surrounded by
the followers of Phyag-na-rdo-rje gar-mkhan-mchog1Nartakavara Vajrapani, the great king Rnam-thos-srasIVaiSravana,
Cnod-sbyin/Yak~a, the eight cavaliers (2), the general (3),
Stob-chenIMahabala, Yul-hkhor-skyon-bdDhrtarmra,
HphrogmdHariti, Ma-moIMatrka, Srin-mo. The donor of these
(paradises) ... the two ... The painter who did these paintings
with care was the very honourable (4) Kun-dgah-ba of Rgya
( 5 ) , the master with his students.
1. The merit (that derives from) such (a work),-the donors
may obtain with all their relations, that every adversity be placated on every occasion, and at the end they may realize the
mystic plane of Rdo-rje-hchadvajradhara very quickly and
without obstacles.
(1) fdur is a technical word of the terminology of mandalas : it means
"portion, part". Bu-ston defines it : gym-bn byon-bn byas-pahi tshul-gyis gymtshar gyon-tshur, see Bu-ston, Dhyil-hkhor bkod brtsom hphro-ba, complete works,
vol. TSA fol. 3b.
(2) See fig. 129-132.
name
Drnugs-hdzin
Can-ba-bzan-pdPiir~bhadra
Nor-bu-bzan-polhlanibhadra

Ku-be-ra
Yan-dag-SedSarhjfieya
Hbrog-gnadAtavaka
Lna-rtsen1Paficika
Hjam-po-hkhyil-ba

colour
yellow
yellow
white
black
yellow
black
clear
white

left hand
gem
vase full of gems
gem

right hand

ichneumon

razor
spear with gems
tower
sword and shield

See Bu-ston (Gar-mhhun-mchog-gi rgyud-la ken-pahi) rgyal-po mm-sras-41
miurn-Hogs dgos-&d hbyun-ba, complete works, vol. PHA.

(3) T h e general is possibly Mgon-po Ben about whom see above 1.96.
(4) D p o n - c h - p o or, as in this case, Dpon-mo-che, Dpon-mo-chn-mo {also in
Bu-ston, inscr. of Zha-lu, p. 2b and 13b) is an honorific title, always prefixed,
while dmn may also follow the name : so in the Myan-chun the family of
princes, of Lamas, etc. is always called Dpon brgyud.
(5) Namely of the Rgya family, of which we have already spoken while '
bpeaking about Gnas-rfiin.

Kumbum 1.4
FOURTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajravidharani. In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Rme-rtsegs, in the middle there is (the statue) of Rmertsegs in his irate aspect made (according to the ritual rules of
the) lord of law Sa-skya pandita (1) : He is of grey colour, has
three faces and six hands, and stands in the middle of a flaming aura. On his right there is the Mkhah-bgro-ma/
Dakini, Rme-rtsegs of blue colour, and with two hands. On his
left there is Khro-mo Rme-rtsegs black : all according to the
ritual method of the gter-ma (2) ... the lord of the five objects
(3)On the upper shoulder there are the images, one facing the
other, of Sa-(chen) and of Hbir-(ba-pa) (4), the Sa-skya Pan(di-ta), the uncle with the nephew (5). On the lower partition
,(there are the protectors) of the door, the hundred ... the goddesses of the five objects of the senses (6).
On the wall to the south ... GSin-rje-gSedIYamantaka with
three faces and six hands, Bgegs-mthar-byed/VighnSntaka,
irate deity, of blue colour, with four faces and eight hands. On
the upper partition there is Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-malpareabari,

(I) Instead of pa&h the correct form should be pa*tas. Various sadhanas
~f this god : Rme-rtsegs, Rme-brtsegs, Hchol-pa, are preserved in the S@
fhubs kun-btus, according to the two main systems of meditation, the one of Atisa
and that of Sa-skya pandita.
(2) Works of divine origin burried underground by Padmasambhava and
then found out again ...
(3) That is of the five objects of the senses.
(4) That is Viriipa : see above 1.94.
(5) Kundgah-rgyal-mtshan and Hphags-pa.
(6) See Indo-Tibetica I IV1.156.
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Gdugs-dkar-canlsitatipatra, Lha-mo Hod-zer-canlMarici.
On the partition below Cur-mgonIPafijara-Natha coupled (1)
furnished with the vase and with the tree of paradise (kalpadruma).
On the left wall there is Rme-rtsegs in his irate form, as
described in the Sotras (Mdo), green-black in colour, with three
faces and six hands, surrounded by the four families (2) of
Rme-rtsegs.
O n the upper partition the series of the masters initiated into
the mystic revelation of Rnam-hjomsfvidarana. On the partition below, the goddess (symbol) of the ritual offerings.
Above the door ... together with (the) five (goddesses) (according to the) d h r a n i (3) revealed by the Rdo-rje-hphren-ba/
Vajravali. As to this display of images, the donor of the main
statue with his acolytes, was one of Than-dpe in Rgyan-mkhar
(4)The donors of the two painted paradises were the Blama
- Sans-rgyas-rgyal-mtshan and Mkhas-spyod-pa. T h e artist who made the statues was the honourable
Brtson-pa, the father together with his son.
The painter who did the paintings with care was the honourable monk S e ~ - r a b - d ~ a l - b z a i r(sic)
- ~ a the master together with
his disciples.
The merit (of this work) may grow.

( 1 ) Why Cur-mgon is called lcam drat and not yab yum was explained above,
1.129.

(2) That is, by the four forms of the god presiding over each of the four
magical activities : karma.
(3) That is the gzuits-lna or the dhirani o f the Paiicarak+i.
(4) As it is seen from the inscription of the tenth chapel of the second
floor Rgyan-mkhar was in Lha-rtse : Than-dpe is the name of a locality in that
region. In the text read @-pas instead of dpe-bas.
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FIFTH CHAPEL
Honour to UsniqasiMtapatra (1).
In the centre of this temple dedicated to Gzhan-gyis-mithub-ma gdugs-dkar-mo-cadAparajiti Sitatapatra there is the
statue of Gdugs-dkar-mo-cadsitatapatra,the mother of the
Tathagatas who destroys (the influences) of the planets (2) :
white, with three faces and six hands, together with her four
acolytes - she stays in the middle of her ... ornaments.
On the wall to the east she is surrounded by the goddess
Gdugs-dkar-mo-cadsitatapatra, white, with three faces and.
eight hands; by the goddess Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-ma/Aparaji&
etc. ... by the goddess ~ i - k h r o d - m d h b a r and
i
by her symbols
... On the wall to the south there is the goddess Gdugs-dkarcanlsitatapatra, white in colour, with five faces and eight
hands, surrounded by the ten Phyogs-skyori/Dikpalas. On her
shoulder she is surrounded by the Sa-skya Pandita together
with his nephew and in the partition below (she is surrounded)
by Rnarn-srasNaiSrava~a,Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala yellow and
black and by Dpal-chen-mo1MahaSri.
On
the
western
wall
she 'is surrounded
by
Gdugs-dkar-can/Sitatapatr& of white colour with three faces
and six hands, the ten goddesses Rnam-bsgyins (3).
Rdo-rje-ma/Vajri, etc.; above (she is surrounded) by irate divinities and below by Nor-rgyun-rna/Vasudhlra and by Dpalchen-molMahairi; above the door she is surrounded by Curmgon coupled, the group of the three brothers Legs-ldanl
Bhagavat (4).
The donor of these statues was Tsho ... (the donor of the
paintings was) ... Rje-btsun-pa, chamberlain and superintendent of the king ruling according to the law, who has
accomplished his project with pure devotion. The artist who
~

- - - - -

(1) In the text unifaridMdtupatraiya.

(2) The planets emanate bad influences and cause apoplexy.
(3) In the text one has to correct bsgyik instead of bskyik.
(4) That is Rme-brtsegs, Mkhah-hgro, Khr-mo-brtsegs. In the text instead
of mhod gsum ohe has to correct mhed gsum.
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made the statues was the most honourable
Mkhar-kha.

... Ma-ta-sa-bzans of

The donors of these two painted paradises were the bailiff
(1) of the governor, Dben ..., honourable Ses-rdor, the assistant
Mgon-rin, Rgyal-ba-fii-ma, Dpal-chen-nam-mkhah, Dpal-bzahs,
A-legs Bsod-nams-dpal, the king (2) of Hgu-ru, the honourable
Bkras, Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan, Hol-dar, A-nam ... Rta-mgrin,
A-khu Bkra-Sis-bzan-po, all who brought their project to accomplishment with faith.
The painters who did these paintings were the most honourable of Thar-pa (3) in the region of Lha-rtse, the master with
his disciples and the monk Sans-rgyas-bzan-po who worked in
association.

1. For the great strength of the merit derived from this
work, may the teachings of the Victorious One (Jina) spread to
the ten points of space and men maintaining this teaching and
practising the law (4) prosper. Firm (5) be the life of the great
king governing according to the law and his vast kingdom be
happy and grow in status. May all the creatures quickly obtain
supreme illumination.
Be it auspicious.

......................................................................................
(1) Administrator, superintendent of the lands. In the text the word dgos
in dgos-hyi sbyn-bdag is missing.
(2) In Tibetan rgyal-po king, is a title that is often given to a great landlord
ar to a local prince; Hgu-ru is probably Hgu-ru-lun near Tuna.
(3) Then, this Thar-pa has not to be mistaken with Thar-pa near Zha-lu
from which the lotsava of Thar-pa took his name.
(4) That is the masters and the monks.
(5) Brtun is an allusion to the very name of the king Rab-hhn-kun-bzan.
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SIXTH CHAPEL
Honour to kkyarnuni : in the upper veranda (1) of this
(temple), which has a chapel above, there are two big paradises
representing the thirtyfive (2) Buddhas taken from the Phunpo-gsum-pahi mdo (3).
Their donors were the honorable superintendent Dpahbzans-pa, of So-khad; the ones of the monastery of Stag-ri and
Ra-khyi-rgyal, centurion in Nin-ro who brought to accomplishment their purpose with pure intentions.
The painter doing the paintings with care was the most honorable of Thar-pa in the region of Lhar-tse, the master together with his disciples.
Honour to Amiabha.
1-2. Honour to the Tathagata Hod-dpag-med/Amitabha,
who conforming to his many immeasurable vows taken in
periods past since various incalculable (4) aeons, when he was
the observant monk Chos-kyi-hbyun-gnas (5), of all the good
disciplinary practices and the best disciple of the (6) Buddha
Gser-hod-seri-ge-rnam-rol (7), (obtained) the beatitude (which
is enjoyed) in the fortunate (seat of) the beatific (1) kingdom

(1) Here it refers to the high portion of the temple rising u p till it occupies
the place of the corresponding chapel of the second floor.
(2) That is the ltun-bjags, the Buddhas invoked during the ceremony of the
confession of sins.
(3) Toh. 284
. Arya-triskandhaka-mahqna-s~tra.
(4) Craiu-med is, &I this case, name of a nbmber ;hat cannot be calculated,
orahYeya; Bskul-ba is a mistaken for Bskdjm; so too, in the lines 6, 7, 9 of
the text; the one who copied the inscription wrote sgyur for gyur and h g y u Ln
line 7 instead of dgre-sloh which has no meaning, one has of course to read
dge-sLuh.
( 5 ) Dharmakara.
(6) It is necessary to correct his to kyz.
(7) ~ c c o r d i n gto the Sumvati-vytiha the Buddha during whose period
D h a r r n h r a made the vow to become a Buddha and to be reborn in
Sukhavati was LokeSvararaja.
.

'

and that was the realization of his truthful word (4) ...
3. Honour to you who, in time past, many, infinite aeons
ago, when the teaching of the Tathagata Rin-chen-sfiin-po (was
spread), you being heavenly son, lord of the four continents,
protector of the land, and father of many victorious princes,
you made the great vow to be born again in the pure land and
yw obtained till the end all that you had desired.
4. Honour be to the pure .beatific land (Bde-ldan, Sukhavati)
: the land where the sight is phre, highly noble. The vast merits
accumulated and well practised in pure forms of existence (3)
through many aeons, there they find their ultimate development.
Thus, in the lower part of the veranda, on the three sides,
there is a perfect display (of paintings representing the)
Bde-ba-can/Sukhavati, the paradise of the blessed Hod-dpagrned1Amitabha.
The donors of the three great paradises (4) were, having as
chief the honourable Legs-rin, those of Brum-ze, the decurion
of the higher part of Rgyan-ro, the hononrabks Yon-tan-dpal,
Dpal-bkras, Blo-gros, the wise Lama of Hom-thah (5),
Don-bzan, the Dge-bSes (6) I4jam-dpal, the honourable Gzhon
of Mgar, all who brought to accomplishment their project with
faith.

..

In this inscription the Sanskrit name would be ~ u v a r ~ i & z - v i k r i d i t a .About
his various births, according to traditions, see Hobogirin S.V. Amida.

(1) The Sukhavatl, Me-Man.
(2) That is by virtue of his satyavaanu, that is to say of his sincere words
expressed during the moment of vow, he got rebirth in the paradise of
Sukhavatl; this very attainment was the proof of the truthfulness of his intenkions.

(3) Snuirbal(zbhdsa, because the world of contingency is mere appearing, an
Ulusionary emanation from the bosom of cosmic insubstantiality.
(4) That is the paintings done on the three biggest walls.
(5) ijom-thah is on the road toward Lhasa.
(6) In the inscription Dge-fes should be corrected to Dgc-bie~
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The painter was ... of Lha-rtse, the master together with his
disciples.
1. Through the gnosis which derives from the merit so conquered may, as from the Vajra (1) the formations of Mlra, the
god of death, all be destroyed and may (the) creatures obtain
the spiritual plane of the lord of immortality and of the
adamantine and highest life namely that of the lord (2) Tshedpag-med/Amitayus.
SEVENTH CHAPEL
Honour to VajraparnaSa(ba)ri.
In the centre of this chapel there is the statue of Ri-khrodma-lo-ma-gyon-ma/Par@abari, -according to the formulas of
meditation included in the Sgrub-(3) thabs-rgya-mtsho. She is
of yellow colour, has three faces and six hands, is accompanied
by her 'two acolytes, seated on a throne, surrounded by an halo.
On the eastern wall to her right there is Ri-khrod-lo-magyon-ma/ParnaSabari, according to the method of Sa-skva
meditation, yeno& in colour with three faces and six hands. d n
the partition to the right above, there is Phyir-bzlog-ma-chenmoIMahiipratyangira, blue and with six hands; to her right
there is Khro-gfier-can/Bhrkui with one face and four hands;
to
the
right
of
this
last
(there
is)
Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-ma/Aparajita,
yellow with one face and two
hands. Below her is Ri-khrod-lo-ma-won-mafparmabari, red
with two arms. T o her right there is the goddess Ral-gcig-ma1
Ekajati, black, with twelve faces and twentyfour hands. T o her

( I ) Vajra may also mean blitz or the weapon of Vajrapiini, the defmorfidn
of Buddhism : vajra is then the name given to the plane of indefectible existence to which one rises when one has surpassed the world of phenomenic
becoming. See ido-kibetka 111/1.50ff.
(2) In the inscription read mgm-po instead of dgon-po.
(3) In the inscription Bs@
for Sgrz~b.For this sadhana see Bstan-hgyur,
Rgyud LXXI, no. 234, p. 215h
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right is Ral-gcig-mdEkajati, black, with one head and four
arms. Below her is ~ a l - ~ c i ~ - r n a / ~ k ablack
j a t i with fourteen
faces and twentyfour hands. T o her right Ral-gcig-malEkajap,
black with one face and four arms. Below Ral-gcig-mdEkajati,
black with one face and eight hands.
On the partition ta-the left, above, Tsar-rtsi-kdcarcik~,red
(1) with six hands; Ri-khrod-mdsabari, black, with four arms.
EIGHTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajrakrodha-hayagriva (2).
In the centre of this chapel (3) dedicated to Rta-mgrinl
Hayagriva there is the statue of Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva according to the formula of meditation contained in the Sgrub-thabsrgya-mtsho. He is red; has one face and two hands, he is accompanied by his two acolytes, seated on the throne and surrounded by a halo. On the eastern wall, to his right there is
~ta-mg-rin.EIa~a~riva
as he is described in the Tantras of the
class of the Yoga Tantras : red, with three faces and eight
hands.
On the right, above, there is Spyan-.ras-gzigs1Avalokita according to the method exposed in the taritra Sgyu-hphrul-drabdMgygjlla (4). T o his right (there is) Spyan-ras-gzigs ha-la-ha1dHalBhala-AvalokiteSvara. T o the right of him, Spyan-rasgzigsldon-yod-zhags-pa/AmoghapPSa AvalokitrSvara, white,
with six hands. Below him, in the centre, (is) Don-yod-zhags-

......................................................................................
See Indo-Tibetica I 1112. 89-90.
In Sanskrit : in the text erroneously hya gn'va ya for ha ya gri vd ya.
For Ihcc-gan it needs of course to be read lhu-khan.
See Mdydjdlakrarn-dtydvalokiteSvara-~dha7~l
Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 94, and
McquZjci.hkrm-ntydvaloRitehara-sddhibid. LXXI. 127; rgyu-hphm.1 has evidently to be corrected to sgyu-hphrul.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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paJAmoghap8Sa with twelve arms (fig.163 top in the middle).
On his right, Don-yod-lcags-kyu/AmoghankuSa with four hands
(ibid. to his right).
To his left (is) Khro-giier-cadBhrkuti, yellow with four
hands (ibid. to his left). Below her, in the middle, Don-zhagd
AmoghapaSa with ten hands (ibid. 2nd line in the centre); to
his right Rta-mgrin me-dan-iii-ma-hbar (ibid. to the right), to
the left Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, red (ibid. to the left). Below,' in
the centre, Don-zhagslAmoghap%Sa with four hands (ibid. last
line in the centre); to his right Ral-gcig-mdEkajati : to her
right Spyan-ras-gzigslAvalokiteSvara red. On the small wall (1)
to the north Rta-mchog-ye-Ses-rdo-rjelparamaiva-jiianavajra.
Below him, in the centre, Don-yod-pad-ma-gtsug-torlPadmosnisa ' ~ m o ~ h a ~ iTo
i a his
. right Rta-mgridHayagriva, red
with four hands; to the left Phyag-rdorlvajrapani. On the left
partition, above, Spyan-ras-gzigs/Avalokiteivara,of golden colour.
Below him (there are) SgroI-ma/Tara, Rig-pahi-lha-molvidyadevi, Nor-rgyun-rndvasudhara. On the (wall) behind the
door (2). (there are) two Rta-mgridHayagriva red, Ral-gcigmaIEkajati, the four Rgyal-chedcatur-Maharajika taken from
the tantra Pad-ma-dra-bdpadmajzla, pertaining to the class of
the Kriyatantras (3).
On the western wall, (there is) Rta-mgrin/Hayagriva, according to the method of Skya-rgan, of red colour with three faces,
six hands, eight feet (fig.162). On the partition to the right
Rnam-snaflairocana, Thub-paIMuni, Tshe-dpag-medAmiGyus
(4). On the left partition
Mi-g. yo-bdAcala
white,
Dbyug-snon-cadNiladanda, On the two shoulders Chos-rje
Lo-ras and Lha-sgom-pa. On the two shoulders to the east the
Chos-rje Nam-ston, and the Chos-rje Blo-ldan. Above the
door, Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap-i according to the system of

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Literally : face.
(2) sgo-rgyub is that portion of the wall which is covered by the leaf, when

the door is opened.
(3) PadnrcSvalokitdva~qa PadmajEilakraryuz
Bstan-hgyur XXVI.7 1.
(4) In the inscription read rnurns for mum.

bhugavan-ma&la-piij6-~hi
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the stitras ( I ) , namely the mandala containing nine gods. In the
lower partition (there are) the eight auspicious signs, the eight
(Mchod-pahi-lha-mo/Ptijadevi,that is) Sgeg-mo1Lasya etc., the
seven kinds of gems, Gur mgon coupled.
The donor of these paintings was one of the monastery of
Chu-bzans master and disciple together, who accomplished this
work with pure devotion.
The artist who made the statues was the honourable Tshanpa, father together with his son. The painter who did the
paintings with care was the honourable Ses-rab-dpal, master
and disciples.
1. By the merit gained by this work may all creatures reach
the spiritual plane of Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvara.
May it be auspicious (mangalarb).
NINTH CHAPEL
Honour to Arya-Acala.
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Mi-g.yo-ba/Acala
there is the statue of Mi-g.yo-balAcala according to-the formulas of meditation contained in the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho :
he is accompanied by the statues of his two acolytes, is of blue
colour, has one face, two hands and is surrounded by a halo of
fire.
On the wall to the north there is an image of ~i-g.yo-ba/
Acala, blue, with one head and two arms presiding over the
mandala which includes seventeen divinities; he is taken from
the Dharani of Mi-g.yo-bdAcala included in the series of the
executive divinities (2) (bkah-giian) of the mystic family of

.....................................................................................
(1) See Bstan-hgyur, Rgyud LXVIII. 191.
(2) In the inscription bkah-fian has to be corrected to b k a h - e n , (they are)
categories of deities presiding over oaths and vows and punish those who
transgress them : they are akin to the cycle of the Bstan-srun.
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the Tathagata, revealed by Tantras pertaining to the class of
the KriyPtantras. On the upper shoulder there is Jo-bo (AtiSa)
with his disciple (1).
On the wall to the south, with the gods of the mandala of
Mi-g.yo-balAcala, taken from the tantra Bkah-gfian (2) Mig.yo-bahi brtul-phod-pa rgyud pertaining to the mystic family
of the Tathagata and revealed by the tantra pertaining to the
dass of the Kriyatantras. In the centre there is Mi-g.yo-ba/
Aeala, blue, with one face and four arms, surrounded by : $Askya-mgon-po as central deity (of the following cycle); Byams-pa/
Maitreya, Hjam-dbyaris/M~jugho~a,Kun-bzaris/Samantabhadra, Phyag-na-rdo-rjeNajrapwi, Gnas-kyi-dban-phyugISthnne4vara, Spyan-ras-gzigsJAvalokiteSvara,Mi-g.yo-bdAcala, Yumchen-mo/Prajfi%p~rami~,
the Bodhisattva Gyul-las-rnam-rgyal,
Padma-yan-lag etc. that is the cycle of the thirtyeight divinities.
On the shoulder, above, (he is surrounded) by Bu-ston with
his disciple, below, by Hdza(m-bha-la)/Jambhala, yellow; on the
wall to the west (is seen) Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, white, surrounded
b the four mystic families (3) of Mi-g.yo-bdAcala, Rnam-srad
Kigravava in his two forms peaceful and terrific, Ijdum-(bhaL)/Jambhala black, Dpal-chen-moIMahPSri. Of these painted
paradises (4) ... the artist who made these statues was the honourable Bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshan of Lha-rtse.
The painters who made these paintings with care were the
master of Don-ri, the master together with his disciples and the
honourable monk of Lha-rtse.
b-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) Hbrom-ston.
(2) In the inscription bkh-&an; see preceding note. Instead of brtul read
rhJ; Toh. 495 Arydcah-mahdkrodh-mjqa sam-iduigatqa bdaparimita-viravmoya-svdM*-dm-kalpa.
(3) That is presiding over the four kinds of magic actions, m d r a ~suppressioni ad
fnn
A
' apacification, pustiha increment, d y a submission.
(4) The name of the donor has been cancelled.
-

'
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1. With the fire of gnosis deriving from the merit so (acquired) may that fuel be burnt which consists in the fallacious
doctrines derived from the darkness of ignorance (1) inborn in
creatures and may each one quickly obtain the spiritual plane
of Mi-h khrugs-pdAksobhya (2), the irate lord of gnosis.
TENTH CHAPEL
Honour to the Buddha.
This is Rig-pa-chen-moIMahavidpa, the mother of all the
planets Grahamatrka (taken from the description included in
the) exoteric mandala (hjig-rten-pa, laukika) pertaining to the
mystic family of the Tathggata; (the goddess) is of white colour,
has three faces and six hands. She is surrounded, on the upper
by Abhayakara, by
shoulder, by (Sakya)-~hub-pdS~kyamuni,
the Pandita Rigs-kyis-byin (3), by Hgro-mgon-hphags-pa (4),
and by Sans-rgyasIBuddha, Phyag-rdorlvajrapani, Hjig-rtendban-phyugILokeSvara, Hjam-dbyansIMaiijughosa, by the nine
great planets, the four Rgyal-po-chen-poICaturmaharajika,and
on the lower partition by the Mchod-pahi-lha-moIPiijadevis.
On the western wall there is Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-maIAparajit2,
the goddess who protects, black in colour, with a face and two
hands, (described) by the cycle (5) of Gtsug-torlusnisa mother
of the mystic family of the Tathagata; she is surrounded by sixteen goddesses like Lha-mo Gtum-mo-chen-mo/Mahacar?dl etc.
The donors of these two paradises painted on the wall, who

......................................................................................

I

(1) In the inscription mun-pa-yis instead of mun-pa-yi.
(2) In the inscription khrugs for hkhrugs. Mi-hkhrugs is also used, sometimes, for translating Aksobhya.
(3) Kuladatta, author of the Kriyasangraha, Bswn-hgyur LVII. 16.
(4) That is the Lama Hphags-pa who received the investiture of Tibet
from Khubilai.
( 5 ) O n p. 12 n. 1 read : instead of gyis.
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brought to completion (their project) with faith, were single
contributors (1) : the one from Zhu-Son, the Blama Ye-mgon of
Mon-bde, the main (promoters) being the one of Clan-phug in
Hbri-htshams and the one of Dbu-rtse in Bran-lun.
The painters who made the paintings with care were two col;leagues : the most honourable master of Don-ri,
on-grub-bzahipo of Lha-rtse and the niost honourable
Bkra-Sis-bzan-po.
1. By virtue of the diamond that is the force of the merit (deriving from this work) may all the occasions contrary to liberation be eliminated. And may (the creatures) obtain (the
spiritual plane) of that king of the law who is the prince of
ascetics, who enjoys the divine glory of double accumulation

(2).
Be it auspicious, be it pure, be it good.
TWELFTH CHAPEL

... surrounded by eighteen gods like De-bzhin-gSegs-pa/
Tathagata, Rdo-rje-hdzin-palvajradhara,Rgya-mtsho-nes-parsgrogs-pa, etc.
On her right is Rdo-rje-hum-mdzad/Vajrahiimkara in his
irate form, blue and with four arms. Below there is
Tshogs-bdag dmar-chen1Maharakta Ganapati, according to the
Sa-skya-pa system.
Below there is Tshogs-bdag Chags-pa-rdo-rje-dam-tshig/
Raga-vajra-sarnaya Ganapati, white. On the right partition there
are the four mystical families of Tshogs-bdag/Ganapati, surrounded by their acolytes.
On the eastern wall there is Nor-rgyun-mdVasudhPra according to the meditation formulas contained in the
Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho, surrounded by ... Behind the door

........................................................................................................
( 1) hdegs stags, (stag) = zhul-hdebs, subscription, offering.

(2) Accumulation of merit and accumulation of wisdom.
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there are the eight male divinities of the cycle of
Gnod-sbyin/Yaksa.
On the wall to the north there is Hdzam-bha-1aIJambhala (1)
yellow, with three faces and six hands according to the formulas of meditation of the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho. T o the left
the images of Rje-btsun-chen-po (2) and Sa-skya-pandita, one
facing the other. On the left partition (there is)
Hdzam-bha-(la)/Jambhala, yellow (3).
(The painter) who did (these figures) with care was the most
honorable Ses-rab-rgya-mtsho, together with his brother.
1. By the merit so acquired may the donors together with
their relations obtain supreme illumination.
FOURTEENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Krodha-Mahabala (4).
The central divinity of this chapel dedicated to Stobs-po-chel
Mahabala, who is in the north-east side of the great mchodrten Bkra-Sis-sgo-mans is Stobs-po-chelMahibala, as it is revealed by the Tantra.
There is his statue together with that of his two acolytes; he
is blue, has one face and four hands. The gods forming his
train are drawn and aligned along the partitions to the right
and to the left.
On the wall to the right there is (painted) Stobs-po-chel
Mahabala in his irate aspect, as he is described by the
Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho (5). He is red, has one face and four
hands. On the partition to the right of this representation

......................................................................................
(1) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 229 p. 270, etc.
(2) Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (no. 5 o f my list).
(3) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 3 14 p. 283.
(4) In the inscrip. ba la ya for ba 16 ya.
( 5 ) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 23 1 p. 296b.
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of the main deity, around are seen Stobs-po-che1Mahabala in
his irate aspect, Rdo-rje-be-conlvajradanda, Dbyug-snon-can/
Niladanda; above the door Mi-g.yo-bdAcala, the protector of
the door, Hdugs-dkarlsitatapatra black, Red Mnon-phyogst
Abhimukha, Blue Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaWTrailokyavijaya;
on
the partition to the left Bdud-rtsihi-thal-sbyorIAmytakundalin,
Ma-ma-ki ( 1), Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, Gtsug-tor-hbar-ba/Uwajvala; on the lower partition the Phyogs-skyori/Dikpala; TshanspdBrahma, Ni-mdSGrya; Zla-balcandra, Khyab-hjugIVisnu,
Dban-po, GSin-rjelYama, Chu-IhaIVaruna, Gnod-sbyinlYak~a,
Me-lhdAgni, Srin-po1Nirrti.
On the wall to the west the central deity is Hjig-rten-gsumlas-rnam-par-rgyal-baITrailokyavijaya,
in his irate aspect, as he
is described by the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho ( 2 ) , (that is) blue,
with four faces and eight hands. On the partition to the right,
above, Klu-grubINagarjuna, with his disciple (3). Below, irate
nod-mdzesISumbha, Rdo-rje-lcags-kyu1VajrankuSa. Below
them Gos-dkar-moIPandaravasini, Sgrol-ma/Tara. Below her
Khro-gfier-can/Bhrkuti. On the partition to the left, above, the
great Sa-(skya) (4) and Rje-btsun-chen-po ( 5 ) , facing one
another. T o his left Sa-skya pandita and Hgro-mgon Hphagspa, facing each other. Below, the irate divinity Rdo-rje-me-danfii-ma-hbar-balvajranalarkajvala. T o her left Khro-bo-rgyal-podan-sdig-pa blue, Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva red, Hjig-rten-gsum(rnam-)rgyaVTrailokyavijaya blue. On the lower partition
K(i)-la-k(i)-la-ya blue. T o his left ~ i - ~ . ~ o / A c green.
a l a * T o his
left Rdo-rje-ham-mdzadNajrah~mkara,
irate, blue. T o his left
Dbyug-pa-snon-poINiladapda, irate deity and of blue
colour. On the lower partition this irate deity. Gzegs-mdKan~,
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) Mamaki.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Bstan-hgyur LXXI.320 p.289b.
Aryadeva.
Kun-dgah-siiin-po.
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (no. 5 of my list).

of blue colour. T o her left GSin-rje-gbemamantaka, irate
deity, of black colour, with six faces, six hands and six feet,
whose display is derived (from the liturgies contained) in the
Rnam-snan-mnon-byarVVairoca~bhisambodhi,in the Donzhags cho-ga zhib-mo, and in the Hjam-dpal rtsa-rgyud, GurmgonIPaijara-Nltha coupled; on the lower partition the eight
Mchod-pahi lha-molPijadevis, namely S g e g - m o l I ~ s yetc.
~ and
the seven gems all put together.
On the wall to the north (is seen) Stob-po-che1Mahabala (1)
as he is described by the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho, black, with
three faces and six hands.
On his shoulders two images.
On the lower partition the four Rgyal-chenlCaturmahPrajika,
Rlun-lhaNayu, Dban-ldanIlS~na,Hdzam-bha-(1a)lJambhala yellow. T h e donor of all this beautiful display of gods was the one
of the monastery of Go-khyu, the master with his disciple, who
brought (his project) to accomplishment with faith.
T h e artists who made the statues were the most honorable
Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan and the most honorable.. .
T h e painter Don-grub-bzan-po, master of Don-ri, together
with his colleagues did this work with care.
1. The pure merit attained by virtue of this work may, like
the sun ( 2 ) , disperse the darkness of ignorance of creatures
caused by their mental perturbation and quickly drain that
ocean of existence where resides that sea monster of suffering
accompanying ;very bad form of life.
Be (3) it auspicious.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Bstan-hgyur LXXI.332 p.296.6.
(2) tsha-zer hot light, is synonymous of iii-malsun.
(3) Bhavantu for hhavatu.
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FIFTEENTH CHAPEL

...surrounded by Sa-skya pandita, the uncle with the nephew.
On the western wall (there is) Lha-mo1Devi with eight hands,
according to the Don-zhags cho-ga zhib-mo (1) (surrounded by)
male and female irate divinities taken from Pad-ma-dra-ba/
Padmajala; on her shoulder the great Sa-skya with his disciple,
and Bu-ston with his disciple. On the northern part of the
western wall: Lha-mo Tsa-rtsi-ka/Carcika (2) red and with six
hands, taken from the meditation formula of the Sgrub-thabsrgya-mtsho. Above: Gzhon-nu-rdo-rje-sde, Gtsug-hphyan and
Lag-bzans.
On the wall to the north (is) Rgyal-mtshan-rtse-mohi-dpunbrgyan1Dhvajagra-keyiira (3) taken from the meditation' formulas of the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho, (surrounded) by Khromo yellow, with four faces and four hands; on her shoulder:
AtiSa with his disciple.
Above and behind the door (she is surrounded) by the seven
messengers 'kgether with Rdo-je-khro-boNajrakrodha, (cycle)
inferred from the Kriyatantras.
On the lower border the ten Phyogs-skyohDikpalas, revealed
by the Padma-dra-baIPadmajala, the four Rgyal-chedCaturmaharajika, Cur-mgodPafijara-Natha coupled, Rnam-srasIVaiSravana, together with the Mchod-pahi-lha-mo1Piijadevis.
The donor of this chapel with the beautiful display (of its
paradises) was the honorable ~i-zla-dpalof Khud-po-che in

......................................................................................
.

.

--

( 1 ) Toh.686 Aryc~mo~hawa-Aalpurdja
(Taisho 1092).
(2) In the inscription erroneously Aa, Bstan-hgyur LXXI.278 p. 257b.
(3) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 288 p.261a.

The artist who made the statutes was the honorable DgebJes Rgyal-Se and the painter who executed (the frescoes) with
o r e was the honorable Bkra-Sis from Sag-tshal is Lha-rtse together with his scholars.
By the merit derived from this work may all creatures
quickly attain the Buddha's condition.
SEVENTEENTH CHAPEL
Honour to VaiSravana (1).
In the ckntre of his chapel dedicated to Rnam-thos-srasNaiJravana and called Hdod-dguhi-char-phebs/PrakmvarSin (=
which is as a rain raining the nine desirable things) there are
the statues of the main deities rgyal-che Rnam-thos-sras/VaiSn v q a , yellow, great, placate, beatific, and of his two acolytes:
the father Dran-sroh Rnam-man-thos-and the mother Lha-mo
dpal-chen-mo, three in all, on the throne in between the halo.
O n the western wall there is the display (of the figures) representing the palace called Lcan-lo-can (2) of the rgyal-chen
Rnam-thodVaiJravana. The central palace is of three stories
with three concentric corridors (3) for circumambulation. In
the partition above is a series of the masters, all together, who
have received the initiation of this school.
On the eastern wall there is Rnam-srasNaiSravana according
to the Chinese system and the eight Rta-bdag1ASvapati (4),'tw0
Phyag-rdorNajrapBni, Rnam-srasfvaiiravana of red colour

......................................................................................
(1) In the inscription ~ y for
e @ya.
(2) Agkavati, Alakavati which would rather be the name of one of the
cities on mount Meru, where he resides, see H666gzrin, p.79. Hoffmann A.
Bnuhstiick &s A ~cinc~tihiitra,
p.8, 9.
(3) In the inscription erroneously ri pa for rim pa.
(4) That i s his eight brothers who are also the eight generals of the Yaksa~,
about whom see above.
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presiding over the realization of the secret truths, furnished
with a red spear, and surrounded by the ... (Rnam)-sras/VaiSravana ... Gar-mkhan-mchoglNartakavara. On the southern wall
(is) Rnam-sras/VaiSravana presiding over terrific deeds, surrounded by the eight serpents, Gar-mkhan-mchog1Nartakavara
with two hands ... Rdo-rje-rab-brtan-ma, Rdo-rje-ri-phug-ma,
Hphags-skyes-pa-ma,
Y ul-hkhor-srun-ma,
Bdud-mo
lag-rins-ma (of long hands), Bdud-mo mgo-dgu-ma (of nine
heads), Bdud-mo phun-khrol-ma (the noxious one), Bdud-mo
lag-rgya-ma (of bright hands), Mig-mi-bzaflirtipak~a,
Rnam-thos-srasNaiSravana... the one presiding over terrific
deeds, Drag-byedIRudra, etc. the main deities (with) seven (acolytes).
On the door ... together with ... (1).
Of all these (painted paradises) the donor was the honorable
Rgya-me-ba (2), the governor of the fort of Stag-rtse together
with his son.
In the palace to the NE and the yellow clouds (3)... (the
painter) who executed the work with care was the honorable
reverend Dpal-phel-ba, together with his brother.
TWENTIETH CHAPEL
Honour to Usnisavijaya.
This is the cycle of nine divinities (constituting the mandala
of) Gtsug-tor-rnam-par-rgyal-ma/Usnisavijaya,
inferred from
the rites concerning Gtsug-torlusnisa, the mother of the mystic family of the Tathagata. She is surrounded by figures
(1) Read dun bcm.
(2) Or Me-ba of Rgya, or of the Rgya, or also if Rgya-me is the name of a
place, the one from Rgya-me (Rgya-me-pa).
(3) In the inscription sar instead of s t r .
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representing Rnam-rgyaVVijay2 drawn from the Kriva-samuccaya (1) and by the 33 divinities of the cycle of Rnam-par-rgyalbahi-gtsug-torlusnisavijaya, essential nature of the Tathagatas.
On the southern wall is Sgrol-ma nor-sbyin-mdDhanadaTara, green, taken from the meditation formulas of the
Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho.. . (2).
O n the wall to the east the figures represent Sgrol-mdTara
yellow with four faces and eight hands, taken from the Sgrubthabs-rgya-mtsho; she is surrounded on the partition to the
right and to the left by ten divinities, namely Me-tog Sgrol-ma/
Puqa-Tars etc., on the upper shoulder by Bu-ston with his disciple, on the lower shoulder to the right and to the left by
coupled Gur-mgon1Pafijara-Natha.
T h e donor of the two paradises was the one from the monastery of Bde-chen in Hbri-htshams, the master with his disciples.
The painter who executed (the paintings) with care was the
honorable Rgyal-mtshan-pa of Gnas-rfiiri, the master together
with his'disciple.
O n the lower partition she is surrounded by the four goddesses symbolizing the ritual offerings (upac6ra) and above the
door by Rigs-kyi-bdag-po/Vidy~ati,Rnam-snadvairocana (3),
Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya, Hod-dpag-med1Amitabha ...
1. The merit deriving from this work may be compared to
pure heavenly space; pervaded by those clouds which are the
double accumulation of the moral and intellectual virtues, with
the rain of the supreme law falling from them the creatures are
satisfied, creatures who may obtain the spiritual plane of
Pnam-par-rgyal-mdVijay2.
L---------------,-------------------,---------------------------------------------------

( I ) In the inscription s k i .
(2) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 196 p. 18 1.
(3) Shortened form of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad.
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SECOND FLOOR
FIRST CHAPEL
Honour to Amitabha (1).
In the middle of this temple dedicated to Tshe-dpag-med
Arnitayus is the statue of Tshe-dpag-medAmit2yus according
to the system of the master Hdze-G-ri/Jetari (2). T h e donors
who brought their project to completion with faith were the
one from Brag-mdar in Hdzam and Bkah-ma Bkah ... the master together with the disciple.
The artist who executed the statues with care was the most
honorable Tsan-pa, the master together with his disciple.
On the (walls) to its four sides, Tshe-dpag-med hchi-med
rna-sgra with the gods who stand at his four sides (in the four
corners of the mandala) (3) namely: Kun-gzigs-tshe-dpag-medl
Samantadarii-Amitayus,
Yon-tan-tshe-dpag-med/GunaAmitayus, Ye-Ses-tshe-dpag-med/Jfiana-Amit-s,
Mi-g.yo-tshedpag-med/Acala-Amitayus. He is surrounded: on the small wall
facing south, by the display of figures that represent

...........................................................................................
(1) In the inscription "tabhapa for "tibhiiya.
(2) Bstan-hgyur LXVIII. 7, 8 A t y ~ p a n m & i y u r - j ~ ~ ~A np aa n, d y u r Nnu-vzdhi.

(3) T h e mandala of Tshe-dpag-med ma-sgra includes, beside the central
divinity, his eight manifestations o r emanations, all together form a mandala of
'nine gods, Tshe-dpag-med lha-dgu. They are: in the middle: sansgyas-tshe-dpag-med/Buddha-Amiayus; around, beginning from east: Rdoje-tshe-dpag-med/Vajr~-~mi~yus, Pad-ma-tshe-dpag-memadma-Amieyus.
Rin-chen-tshe-dpag-med/Ratna-Amiayus,
Las-kyi-tshedpag-med/KarmaAmitayus, namely, the five manifestations of Tshedpag-medlAmitAyus in the
fivefold series of the mystical families: rigs h a . In the intermediary points:
Kun-gzigs-tshe-dpag-med/SamantadarSi-Amiayus, Yon-tan-tshedpag-med/
Guna-Amiayus,
Ye-Ses-tshe-dpag-med/Jfi&a-Amiayus, Mi-g.yc~tshedpagI
med1Acala-Amiayus. All are of red colour and with the vase of ambrosia on
hands in samadhi-mudrfi. See for instance Tshedpag-med w - m c d 6 - s g m h r
akyrl-~ho-~a
tshedp~lye-ies bsam-hgrub by Ru-ston, complete works, vol.SA.
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Hod-dpag-medAmitabha; on the upper partition the one by
Pandita Hdze-ta-riIJetari, by the five mystical families of
Tathagatas, by the five mothers (I), by sixteen Bodhisattvas
pertaining (to the same) mystical family (2) and composing the
mandala of Tshe-dpag-medAmitByus according to the system
of Grub-rgyal-mo (3), and by the four guardian goddesses of
the doors.
The donor of these figures was the Bla-ma of Sgo-mo,
together with his disciple.
The painter who did these paintings with care was the honorable Nam-mkhah-hod-zer of Bde-chen in the region of
Lha-rtse, assisted by his brother.

2. By the merit so accumulated, may all the species of creatures in infinite number vanquish the enemy that is premature
death and realize the body of Tshe-dpag-med/AmitAyus the
omniscient who is lord of that glory consisting of (eternal) life
and of gnosis.
SECOND CHAPEL
Honour to AryaTara.
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Sgrol-rna/Tira there
are the statues of Rje-btsun-ma Sen-lden-nags-kyi sgrol-ma/
Khhdiravqi Tara, with her two acolytes, on the throne and
with the halo. The donor of these statues was the chamberlain
of the great king patron of the law, the superintendent
Mgon-po-skyabs. The artist who made the statues with care was
the honorable Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan.

......................................................................................
( I ) Namely the five Saktis of the pentad.
(2) That is a mandala of 5 + 5 + 16 = 26 divinities.
(3) In the inscription Rgyal-ma instead of Rgyal-mo. See Bstan-hgyur XLIV.
48 AparimitayurjAAna-sadhana by Grub-pahi-rgyal-mo1Siddharajfii.
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On the wall to the north of this (chapel) there is Sgrol-ma/
Tara who liberates from the evil forms of existence; she with
her two acolytes surrounded by the twentyone goddesses of the
mandala of Rnam-dag-tsug-nor1Vimalosnisa ( I ) , on her shoulder to the right and to the left, by Pandi(ta) ~ i - m a - ~ b a s(2)
-~a
and by Sgrol-mdTara, white, with six hands, by Mi-hkhrugspdAksobhya, and on the corner of the basement below, by
Mgon-polN2tha with six arms, coupled.
On the western wall there is Mchog-sbyin Sgrol-ma/Varada-Tara according to the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho (3) surrounded by four goddesses ... Ral-gcig-mdEkajati, Rma-byachen-moIMahamay~iri,Dug-sel-mdJanguli.
On the southern wall there is
rab-tusbyin-pahi Sgrol-mdsarvartha-sadhani Tara taken from the
Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho; she has an irate aspect, is yellow with
eight faces and hands. She is surrounded (by the eight forms of
Sgrol-mdTara) who protect from the eight kinds of terrifying
things, by Tshe-dpag-medIAmitayus, Rdo-rje-sgrol-mdVajraTPrP, Spyans-ras-gzigsIAvalokita,Jo-bo (AtiSa) with his disciple,
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, Sgrol-ma nor-sbyin-mo1Dhanada Tara,
Sgrol-ma-chen-mo/Mah%T%r2, Rig-pahi-sgrol-mdVidyaTara.
and below by Rnam-sras1VaiSravana and Black Hdzam-(bha1a)lJambhala. T h e donor of these two painted paradises was the
superintendent Mgon-po-skyabs, together with his son, who
brought their project to completion with faith.
T h e painter who executed the paintings with cam was the
honorable Dge-ba of Bde-chen in Lha-rtse, assisted by his
brother.
By the merit so obtained may (the creatures) quickly attain
the spiritual plane of Sgrol-malTari.

on-thams-~ad-~rub-~a

p------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) See Toh.574 Aryaciid2mani-nfima dhfirani (compare 922 ibid.).
(2) Author of a well-known hymn about T2rfi: see Indo-Tibehca 11112.175.
(3) Bstan-hgyur LXXI.180 p. 157a.
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THIRD CHAPEL
Honour to LokeSvara (1).
On the eastern wall of this (chapel) is the display of gods
forming the mandala of.. . Don-yod-zhags-pa1)i-snin-pol
AmoghapaSa-hrdaya (included among the) mandalas taken
from the Don-yod-zhags-pa cho-ga zhib-mo of the mystic family of the lotus, revealed by the Tantras pertaining to the class
of Kriyatantras.
On the southern wall (there is) Spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyugl
AvalokiteSvara, Padmahi-gar-gyi-dbari-phyuglPadmanarteSvara.
Above two mystic families: the one of Hjig-rten-dban-phyugl
LokeSvara and the other of ~eli-gesgra/s&hanada, Hjig-rtendban-phyug red, Spyan-ras-gzigs Hari-Hari riding a 1ionIHarihari-hari-vahana Avalokita.
(The donors) who brought their project (to completion) with
faith in order to realize the desire of ... being virtuous advisers
and superintendents the honorable (2) doctor (Dge-Ses)
Chos-skyon-rin-chen-pa, the venerable Gyu-run, the venerable
master Hjam-rdor, the honorable Rgya-mi (3), the honorable
Rgyal ... zhon-pa, were the noble ladies from inside and outside
the fort.
The painter who executed thepaintings with care was Blo-(4)
ros Dge-ma-pa, noble son of the venerable Rig-pa-hdzinchen-po the great exorcist; he was assisted by his own son.
By virtue of the vast root of such merits so acquired ... noble
LokeSvara.

1...................................................................................
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In the inscription LokiEv.
Phajo corresponds to a-jo venerable father; it is a title of respect.
It may also mean: the honorable Chinese.
In the inscription Blos for Blo.

--
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On the two small walls behind the door and on the western
wall there are the gods of the detailed mandala (explained) by
the Pad-ma-dra-baIPadmajBla, fundamental Tantra of the mystic family of the word, revealed by the Tantra pertaining to
KriyBtantras and the gods synthetically represent (the cycle) of
Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvarawith eleven faces, central deity
(1) of the mandala diffused by Padma-dra-bdPadmajBla and
the six prinicipal deities, one by one, of the inferior mystic
families and Gur-mgon/Padjara-Natha coupled and Varuna the
king of KluINBgas.
The donor of these paintings was the Nab-so-chen-mo (2).
The painter who did these painings was the honorable
Dge-bsden (3) from Lha-rtse assisted by his borther.
By themerit so attained may all the creatures quickly attain
the mystic power of Spyan-ras-gzigs/Avalokita.
FOURTH CHAPEL
Honour to AryaLokefvara (4).
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Don-zhags/
AmoghapaSa there are the statues of Rje-btsun spyan-ras-gzigsdban-phyug Don-yod-zhags-pdAvalokiteSvara AmoghapBSa
with his acolytes, five divinities in all - cm the throne and with
- halo.
The donor of this (group of statues) was the Dge-bSes $a-ka(= SBkya-)ye-Seswho brought his goal to completion with faith
in order to realize the desire of the venerable Master Kun-dgahrgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po (1). The artist who did these statues
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) In the inscription gco for gtso.
(2) This office is perhaps different from that of Nan-chen; so means spy,
guard. Perhaps it corresponds to: prefect of the palace.
(3) Upasaka, lay devotee who has taken only the inferior vows.
(4) In the. inscription LoAiSva."
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with care was the very honorable Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan, the master together with the disciple.
On the painted walls, on the three sides of the three
mandalas taken from the Rnam-par-snan-mdzad mnon-par' byah-chub-pahi-rgyudNairocan-~bhisambodhi-tantra,
pertaining to the class of Caryatantras, there are all the gods of the
mandala symbolizing (lit. possessing) the great compassion of
grace, the inexhaustible display of the physical plane (2). On
the upper partition there are the figures of the bla-mas who
have transmitted among themselves the mystic teaching of the
Rnam-snan-mnon-byadAbhisambodhi-Vairocana. Above the
door there are the five gods of the mandala of Don-zhagsl
AmoghapaSa, the tutelary divinity of the Kha-che-pan-chen (3).
On the southern waU on the lower partition there is the
Chos-skyon Gur-mgonIPafijara-Natha coupled, the Rgyal-chen
and Rnam-thos-srasivaiiravana. The specific donor of these
two paradises was the Nan-so-chen-mo.
The painters who did these paintings with care were the
honorable reverend Dkon-mchog-bzan-po of Jo-nan together
with his disciple and Bstam-gtan-bzah-po of Lcags-than (4).
By the merit so derived may all creatures obtain supreme illumination.
FIFTH CHAPEL
Om svasti.

In the centre of the great wall to the west of this temple dedicated
to
Black
Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva
there
is
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, the ultimate essence of all Tantras, taken

......................................................................................
( 1) See Indo- Tibetica I .8 1.

(2) No.277 of my list.
(3) !hkya6ri.
(4) This place is now a modest village, a day's walk from Lhatse, along the
banks of the ~ t s a n - P oon
, the road to Shigatse.
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from meditation formulas contained in the Sgrub-thabs-rgyah i h o : he is red, has three faces and eight hands and is surrounded by four goddesses with faces of ... (1). He is surrounded, on the partition to the right, by Rta-mchog ye-Jesrol-pa, and Spyan-ras-gzigs Hal-la-ha-la/Halahala Avalokitehvara; on the partition below by Gtsug-tor-hbar-ba/Umajvda,Phyag-na-rdo-rjeNajrapwi, Hjig-rten-dban-phyugllokeivara subjugating the triple world.
Still below (he is surrourided) by (Mgon-po1Natha) with four
hands, coupled, (Mgon-po) with six hands coupled and to the
left by Rta-mgridHayagriva and Rnam-sradvaiiravana.
On the wall to the west (there is) Rta-mchog1Param~~va
red,
with four faces, eight hands and four feet taken from the
meditation formula included in the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho.
On the wall to the north there is Rta-mgridHayagriva according to the method of mystic realization of Dpal-mo: (2) he
is red, with three faces, six hands and six feet.
On the upper partition there is the series of lamas who transmitted the revelation and the mysteries of Black Rta-mgrinl
Hayagriva. Above the door, in line, the five goddesses of the
mantras and of the dharanis (3); behind the door the four
Rgyal-chedcaturmaharajika, Varuna, king of the !serfients.
Lha-mo dpal-chen-moIMaha4ri-devi. On the lower partition
there are the eight adoring goddesses, Sgeg-molLasyP, etc., and
the seven kinds of gems (symbols of regal splendour). The
donors of these two paintings painted on the w;ll showing the
beautiful display of these figures were the one of the monastery of Dgah-ldan in Rgyan-ro, the one of Wen-logs and the
one of Za-khud who with a mind (purified by) candid merit

......................................................................................
( I ) Evidently something is missing from the inscription. See Van Gulik,
op.cit., p.33.
(2) Laksmi (kara): some sadhanas on AvalokiteSvara by this follower of
tantric schools remain in the Bstan-hgyur but nobody knows Hayagriva.
(3) Paiicaraksa; in the inscription dral for gral.
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brought their purpose to completion. T h e painter who painted
these picutures with care was the monk S e ~ - r a b - d ~ a l - b z a ~ i s - ~ a
from Rgyal-khan ... together with his disciples.
1. By force of the merit so acquired may the teaching of the
Buddha spread in the ten directions and the observance of the
law grow by the side of individuals responsible for the teaching. May the life of the great prince be long (1) and (may) happiness spread in his kingdom and may creatures infinite in
number as the sky quickly attain supreme illumination.
Be it auspicious.
SIXTH CHAPEL
Honour to Kurukulla (2).
In the centre of the eastern wall of this temple dedicated to
Kurukulla (3) there is the image of Kurukulla (3) according to
the meditation formula of king Indrabhiiti; she is red, has one
face and eight hands and is surrounded by twelve goddesses.
On the western wall there is Kurukulla (3) taken from the
Sgyu-hphrul-dra-ba/Mayajala in 16,000 verses, pertaining to
the class of Yogatantras. She is white, with one face and six
hands. T o her right there are Kharsapani (4), - white Kurukulla
(3) with one face and two hands. O n the northern wall there
are Rje-btsun-ma/BhattBrika Kurukulla (3) taken from the
meditation formulas of the Sgrub(5)-thabs-rgya-mtsho, red,

I--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) Literally "firm, stable". The word b r = nis used to record the name of

the king.
(2) In the inscr. erroneously Oleye for "llciyai.
(3) In the inscr. "kule. Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 266 p.241.
(4) Usual Tibetan form for Khasarpana.
(5) In the inscription s p b s for sgrub.
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with one face (1) and six arms, and Kurukulla (2) subjugating
the triple world taken from the Kyahi-rdo-rje-rgyudIHevajratantra, red, with four hands, Ran-byin-gyis-brlab-pahi-rigbyed-ma (3) taken from the 'Kyahi-rdo-rje-rgyudJHevajratantra, Kurukulla (2) of the mystical meditative process of
Kyahi-rdo-rje/Hevajra, Rje-btsun-ma Kurukulla (2), Lha-mo
rig-byed-ma (3), Sgrol-mdTar5 according to the ~ h i n e s esystem (4), Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-ma/Par@abari, Ral-gcig-ma/
Ekajati in her irate aspect.
On the partition above these figures there is the series of the
masters who transmitted the revelation and the mysteries of
Kurdkulla (2). O n the partition below Cur-mgodPaijara-Natha, coupled, (Rnam-srasNaiSravana) in his peaceful
and terrific aspects, Stag-zhodvyaghravahana coupled, the
adoring gods, Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala yellow and black,
Nor-rgyun-ma/Vasudh%ra, Dpal-chen-molMahaSri. The donors
of these two painted paradises have been two, the one of the
monastery of Brag-thog and the other of Span-me-lon.
T h e painter who did paintings with care was the highly honourable Se~-rab-d~al-bzairs-~a
of Rgyal-khan in Nug, assisted
by his disciples.
May the gem of the double accumulation, deriving from the
merit so procured, destroy the army of demons that nonmeritorious works are, and may (creatures) attain (consubstantiation) with the omniscient king of the law, who enjoys the
glorious abundance of an inexhaustible blessedness.
SEVENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Maijughosa (5). This is Hjam-dpaVMafijujuJri,lord
of the verbal plane of the sphere of the Absolute, taken from
( 1 ) In the inscr. erroneously zhup for zhul.
( 2 ) In the inscrip. "kule.
(3) It is necessary to correct rigs-byed-mu, usual transLation of Kurukull3.
(4) That is Cinacara.
(5) In the inscription ja-ya for id-ya.
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the meditation formulas contained in the S g r ~ b - t h a b s - ~ ~ ~
mtsho; he is white, has four faces and eight hands. He is surrounded by eight Bodhisattvas, described in the Rdo-rje-sfiihpo-rgyan-gyi-rgyuwajra-hrday-alankfira-tan: on the shoulder (images) of the translator and of the Pandita (1); on the
lower partition the six Mchod-pahi-lha-moIPiijadevis,that is 17
figures of gods in all. This is a paradise.
On the southern wall is Hjam-dpal ye-Ses-sems-+ah/
Jiianasattva MaiijuSri as -described by the Mtshan-yali-dagpar-brjod-pa/Nama-sangiti, red and yellow, with one face and
four hands. He is surrounded on the shoulders by Sa-skya
Pandita, the uncle with the nephew; on the partition to the
right by Hjam-dpal ye-Ses-sems-dpavJfilsnasattva ~ a i j u ~ r i ,
Byams-paIMaitreya,
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi,
Sa~AidKsitigarbha, Hjam-dpal-blo-gros-rgya-mtsho1Matisagara
MaiijuSri, two Yan-lag-med-pahi-rdo-rjeIAnangavajra, one
white and one red, Hjam-dpal ArapacanaIArapacana-MafijuSrl,
Wag-gi-rgyal-poNadiraja,
Nag-gi-dban-phyuglVagiSvara,
Hjam-dpal brtan-pahi-hkhor-lolsthiracakra Mafijuki, white
Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala etc. that is to say the nine different
mystic families of Hjam-dpaVMafijuSri, Rnam-sras1VaiSravana
in his beatific and terrific aspects. Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala
yellow and black, Rnam-sradVaiSravana, with the eight riders
and six adoring gods.
On the western wall there is Sems-can-thams-cad-dban-dubyed-pahi Hjam-dbyanslsarva-sattva-vaSikarana M a i i j u g h ~ a
taken from the meditation formulas contained in the Sgrubthabs-rgya-mtsho (2), white and with four faces and eight
hands, surrounded ... above the door by the protectors of the
three mystic families and behind the door by Nor-bdagl
Kubera. The donor who ordered this work with devotion was
the one from the monastery of Gser-thog in Hbri-htsharns.
The painter who did the paintings with care was the very
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) Sa-~henand Sa-skya pandita.
(2) Bstan-hgyur LXXI. 152 p. 133a.
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honorable Ban-chen-(1) skyabs-pa of Bzan-ri, from the place of
Sfie-mo, assisted by this son.
1. By virtue of the merit so acquired may the donors with
their relations obtain quickly the spiritual plane of HjamdbyandMaiijughos Be it propitious!

Honour to Vajravidarani (2). In the centre of this chapel
dedicated to Rnam-hjomsNidarana there is the statue of RnamhjomsNidarana with his two acolytes, according to the system of
S ~ l - and
~ o amidst a halo of flames. The donor of (these statues)
was...
On the southern wall there are ten irate divinities of the cycle
of Rderje-rnam-par-hjomsNajravidarana,according to the syso ;is surrounded by the eight (adoring) goddesses,
tem o f S ~ l - ~he
t k four custodians of the door, on the shoulder by
Rdo-rje-hchaflajradhara, Mkhah-hgro-ma/S)akini with the head
of a lion, the four terrific gods representing the emanations of
the physical, verbal, spiritual planes, operative planes of
Rnam-hjomsJVid2rana.
On the lower partition are Sgeg-mo/LasyB and the other three
Gur-mgonIPafijara-Natha,
Hdod-khams-dban(goddesses),
phyugIKamadhatviivara, on the partition on top (3) by the irate
divinity Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaUTrailokyavijayataken from the
dharani of Mi.g.yo-ba/Acala contained in the Tantras of the class
of the Kriyatantras, Giin-je-gjedNamantaka, Rta-mgrinlHayagriva and Bdud-rtsi-hkhyil-ba/Am+kuI;ldalin.

'

..................................................................................
(1) That is h~17t-de-ch-po.
(2) In the inscription "&a-ra-F-ye.
(3) In the inscription sbo erroneously for s@.
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O n the western wall there is Rnam-hjomslvidarana according to the system of meditation of the lotsava of Ba-ri (I), of
green colour, with one face and two hands, surrounded on the
above shoulder by Rje-btsun-chen-po, a n d Sa-skya pandita one
facing the other, and on the partition below by Hdzam-(bha-la)/
Jambhala yellow, Nor-rgyun-mdVasudhBd., and Dpal-chenmol MahBSri.
O n the wall to the north h e is surrounded by the four irate
divinities of the mystical family of Rnam-hjomslvidarana
according to the method of realization of Maitripa, by the ten
Phyogs-skyonlDikpalas, by the eight Bkra-Sis-lha-mo1Mangaladevis.
Above the door he is surrounded by the irate divinities of the
mystic family expressed in the tantras of the class of the
Kriyatantras, by GSin-rje-gSedIYamZrrtaka, Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva, dud-rtsi-hkhyil-bd~m~taku~dalin and green Phyag-nardo-rjelvajrapani.
T h e donors of these two well-displayed paradises were the
one of Sprin-zam in Sgo-ru, thc one of Dgon-thun in Sram, the
one of Rgyan-hkhar (2) in Gad, the one of Gyu-lun in Ri-lun.
T h e artist who did the statues with care was the most honorable master of Stag-sna together with his disciple.
1. By virtue of the merit so acquired may the creatures in
infinite number clear that darkness deriving from (sinful)
actions and from moral infections, and, after having quickly
realized the double accumulation, that of good and that of
gnosis, quickly attain the spiritual plane of the perfect Buddhas.
Be it auspicious!
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Master 04 Dkon-rnchog-rgyal-rntshan and of Sa-chen.
(2) Correct ~gyan-mkhar.
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NINTH CHAPEL
Honour to h k y a m u n i .
These are the gods forming the detailed mandala, taken
from the dharani Hphags-pa kun-nus sgor hjug-pahi hod-rer
gtrug-tm dn-ma-med-par snuli-ba de-bzhin-giegs-pa thorn-cad-kyi
sfiin-PO dun dam-tshig-la rnam-par-ltu-ba (1) pertaining to ,the
group of tantras of the class of the K r i y a n t r a s .
Thub-chen1Mahamuni with four faces and eight hands is
surrounded by the twelve goddesses, by the Buddhas of the
Bhadrakalpa, by the sixteen bodhisattvas, by the listeners/6ravakas, by the four guardians of the doors and by the ten
Phyogs-skyonIDikp~las,all on the southern wall. On the eastern
wall there are the gods (forming the mandala) of the secret formulas of the Gtsug-tor-dri-medIVimaloSnTSa (2) whose prinicipal divinity is Rnam ... surrounded to the right by
N i - m a - r n a m - s n a ~ ~ u r ~ a ~ r a band
h a to the left by Zla-barnam-snadcandraprabha, the four ... of the mystic family of
the Buddha, the four goddesses Gzugs-rdo-rje-ma/ Rlipavajri
etc., by the eight bodhisattvas corresponding to the eight
regions, and by the four guardians of the doors.
On the wall to the north he is surrounded by Thub-ched
MahPmuni, with four faces and eight hands, by the guardians
of the four doors, and by Rig-pa-chen-molMahBvidy3.
Behind the door by Rnam-thos-sras1VaiSravana with yellow
Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala.

......................................................................................
( 1) 'Poh.
599 Samantamukhu-pravefa-rdmi-vimalosni~a-prab~ara-sarvatatkgata-hrdaya-samaYa-vilokitu-dhiiraniand commentary to the same Toh.

2688, Bstan-hgyur LXVI. 18.
(2) Toh. 3082 Chug-tor-dn'-ma-md-p4igzuk-kyi cho-ga, Bstan-hgyur
LXIX-137.
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The donor of the figures displayed was the one of Rdorje-gdan ( I ) who made a paradise, the one of Bu-re and the
one of Brag and the Bla-ma Rdo-rje-hdzin-pa who made the
other. The painter who painted them was the venerable
Tsan-nes of Gnas-rfiiri.
1. With the fire of gnosis deriving from the merit so acquired may the double darkness of the creatures be burnt and
may they quickly attain the spiritual plane of the perfectly liberated Buddha.
TENTH CHAPEL
Honour to AryaTara (2).
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to white Sgrol-md
Tara, there is the statue of the principal divinity: white Sgrolma/Tar%, accompanied by her four acolytes, in the middle of
the halo (3) adorned with flowers. In the centre of the southern wall there is Sgrol-ma/Tar%,tutelary divinity of the most reverend AtiSa; she is of blue and green colour. She has three
heads and eight arms. On the northern wall there is Sgrol-md
Tara as described in the meditation formulas of the Sgrubthabs-rgya-mtsho. She is white, with three heads and six hands.
On the superior shoulders (there are) the images of the two (4)
Bla-mas. In the lower corner there is the goddess Nor-rgyunmaNashtdhar8... white Sgrol-ma/Tiira with one face and four
hands, taken from the meditation formulas of the Sgrubthabs-rgya-mtsho. On the right and on the left she is accompa-

...................................................................................
(1) Rdo-rje-gdan was the name of two monasteries in Nan i.e. ~ n a s - r f i i n
and Mag-dge-ldin.
(2) In the inscription td-ra for td-rd-pi.
(3) rgyan-phigs = r e p l .
(4) Sa-chen and Sa-skya p a d i t a
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nied by the standing image of Hod-zer-canIMarici and Rmabya-chen-molMaham8yirri. These figures are surrounded by
Sgrol-mflara of the 108 names taken from the Tantra ( I ) ,
and by Sgrol-rna/Tara who liberates from the eight kinds of
frightful things, and by eight and by eleven other goddesses.
The donors of this chapel with its two painted paradises, was
the one from the monastery of Sin-lun, who realized his project
with meritorious mind, the master together with his disciples.
The artist who made the statues with care was... of
Rgyan-mkhar in Lha-rtse, the master with his disciple.
The painter who did the paintings with care was the very
honorable Ses-rab-rgya-mtsho of Bzan-ldan; assisted by his
brothers,
1. By virtue of the vast merit obtained by means of this
work, the donor together with all his relations may in every circumstance, be liberated from the eight species of frightful
things, as death before time etc. and eventually quickly attain
the spiritual plane of Sgrol-maITarZi.
ELEVENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Samantabhadra (2).
The central divinity of this chapel dedicated to Kun-tubran-polsamantabhadra is the Bodhisattva Kun-tu-bzan-pol
Samantabhadra: the central divinity with his two acolytes, three
statues (in all). On the eastern wall there is Spyan-ras-gzigs
sems-Aid-nal-bso/Cittavi$ramanaAvalokiteivara (3) surrounded
by
sixteen
Bodhisattvas
according
to
the
Rnam-snan-mnon-byadVairocanZibhisambodhiand by the sixteen adoring goddesses.

...................................................................................
a

( I ) See Indo-Tibetica IIU2.172.
(2) In the inscription " b h a - d r a y for bh-dtd-ya.
( 3 ) In the inscription dd-bso for k l - h o .
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On the western wall there is Hjam-pahi-dbyans/Mafijughosa
surrounded by the Bodhisattvas according to the Rnam-snatimnori-byadvairocansbhisambodhi and the Rdo-rje-sfiin-porgyud. On the upper partition (he is surrounded) by the five
mystical families of the Tathagata and on the lower partition by
the seven goddesses (symbols of) ritual offerings.
On the northern wall there is the bodhisattva Phyag-nardo-rjewajrapani, blue, with four faces and two hands; on the
shoulder, on top, (there are) Klu-dban-gi-rgyal-po1Nagaraja
and Klu-sgrubINagarjuna: above the door the irate deity
Hdod-rgyaVKamaraja, Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva.
(The sculptor) wh; made the statues with care was...
Tsan-pa, the father. together with the son.
The donors of these two painted paradises was the one of
Bya-rgan and the one of Dgon-sar in Lha-phu.
The painters who did the paintings with care were the venerable Btsan-ne of Gnas-rfiin and the honorable Ban-chen-skyabs
of Bzan-ri in Sfie-mo and the honorable lay devotee
Bla-ma-mgon.
1. By the merit deriving from it, may the donors with their
families be consubstantiated with Kun-tu-bzan-polSamantabhadra, the son of the WinnedJinasuta.
Be it auspicious!
TWELFTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vairocana.
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Phyag-rdor-hgrobzadJagadbhadra-Vajrapwi there is the statue of Phyag-nardor-rje-hgro-bzans1Jagadbhadra-Vajrapani with his two acolytes.
On the eastern wall there is Phyag-na-rdor-rjelvajrap~i
lcags-sbugs according to the meditation system of Maitrip2 ( I ) ,

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) In the inscription Mi-tra.
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blue, with three faces and four arms, surrounded by the thirteen gods (of his cycle) and with Nor-rgyun-maNasudhara.
On the western wall there is Phyag-rdor-hgro-bzadJagadbhadra-Vajrapani, according to the meditation system of Maitrip2 (1) as (principal) deity of the mandala of seventeen gods.
On the upper partition there is, all around, the display of the
series of Blamas who were initiated in the mystical experience 1
of Phyag-rdor-hgro-bzandJagadbhadra Vajrapani. On the
lower partition he is surrounded by the four special sons of the
great king Rnam-thos-sraslvaiiravana, by the three perfect
sons, and by the only supreme son (2).
On the northern wall (there is) Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapwi
as central divinity of the cycle of nine gods according to the
siitras and the dhgrani and in conformity with the interpretation of Klu-sgrub/Nagarjuna.
On the small eastern wall (there is) Phyag-na-rdo-rje-hgrobzans1Jagadbhadra-Vajrapwi surrounded by the rgyal-chen
Rnam-thos-sras/Vaisravana, by the father the seer (rsi) Rnamman-thos/Visravana, by the mother Lha-mo-dpal, and on the
lower partition by Mdun-dmar-can and by the eight
Rta-bdagIASvapati.
T h e donors of the statue of the principal divinity and of the
acolytes were Spo-blans of Mkhar-chen-brag and the one of
Sdon-nag. T h e artist who made the statues with care was the
most honorable Nam-rdhah-[bzan] (3) of Lha-rtse. T h e
donors of these two painted paradises were the ones of Rdzaba-sdon. T h e painters who did the paintings with care were the
most honorable, the venerable Tsan-ne and the honorable
Nam-mkhah-dpal.
1. By means of the seven gems (which obtained) by virtue of
the merit derived from this work (4) may one attain victory
( 1 ) In the inscription Mi-tra.
(2) That is the eight Rta-bdag.
(3) Omitted in the inscription, but the correction is certain. See Vol. 1.36.
(4) That is: the merit deriving by this work shall make the donors to be
born in the condition of universal kings, owners of the seven gems. Ruling
according to the law they will let the good triumph and therefore they will
make the rebirth of creatures in the superior levels easy.
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over the army of the averse demons and may one attain the
mystic power of Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara, the omniscient, enjoying the prosperity of a never-ending kingdom.
Be it auspicious! Well!

THIRTEENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Abobhya.

1. You, whose body is like a heap of blue lotuses, whose
word, composed of the sixteen sound elements (I), is like the
sound of thunder, whose spirit is like embracing the knowable
infinity, whose action is (beneficial) like a summer rain, may
you give beneficence to all creatures, as many that exist all over
(2) with this work of yours. Oh protector, in the world belonging to thee, the name of the three inferior forms of existence
does not even resound (3), out is the triple fire of the triple
sorrow (4) and since widely spread is the truth contained in the
triple way (5) you make happy the creatures pertaining to the
six forms of existence (6).

.....................................................................................
( I ) The fundamental elements of the mantras according to Tantric mysr. l,l,h,ks.
tics: a,%,i,T,u,fi,e,ai,o,au,r,
(4) Lemurs, animals, infernal existence. T h e k~ngdomor paradise of AK~ b h y is
a called Abhirati.
(3) It is seen that, as usual in these inscriptions, the punctuation marks are
irregular: the double Jud should be found after the sixth verse and not after
the fourth. Generally the stanzas are not divided and the number of the vers e s h variable.
(4) Produced by physical, psychical and demoniac causes.
(5) 'The three ways: i.e. that of the Sravakas or listeners, of the
Pratyekabuddhas, and of Mahayma.
(6) T h e three mentioned above as well as: men, gods, asuras.
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3. "Who has seen, heard or touched the perfect display of
the pure land shall attain to be born again in that pure land".
Thus was proclaimed in an auspicious song by Thee.

4. This varied display of such an earth producing blessedness and which greatly excels by its paintings and its statues,
sublime for the glory and the double accumulation (deriving
from it to those contemplating it), with the goal of granting the
candid desire of the adamantine king possessing virtues of the
family and physical (I), (this display) was done with reverence
by the chancellor Hor-sog (2).
5. Of these paintings so done the painter making them with
his hand remaining in the deep nature of the perfect method
without however being distracted from the nature of the divine
body produced by the generative method (3), was ... the father
together with the son.

6. By virtue of this merit ... today being born this perfection
of the pure land, may all be transferred to such a place.
Honour to Aksobhya.

1.2 In the delightful palace standing in the blessed
Hog-minIAkanistha made first of all.. . mystic global gnosis.. .
then he pleased with the revelation of the supreme vehicle of

................................................................................
(1) That is those deriving from his birth and those who are his own personally.
(2) This name is worthy of special consideration. It is formed by two
names pointing to two races: Hor = Tartar, Sog-po = Mongol. Possibly he
was an official sent by the Mongol dynasty to fulfill the function of chancellor
o r of special envoy to the Princes of Gyantse.
(3) T h e two methods of mystic realization: utpattikrama, generative
method during which the divinity is evoked in oneself and is projected in moments of ecstasy outside oneself quasi-materializing it; and the sampannakrama or perfect method, the moment of supreme ecstasy.
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the heroic sons of the Victorious One (1) inhabiting the tenth
earth; and then till there is this existence, because of the
luminosity of the characteristic marks of his perfect body, he is
an ambrosia for the eyes of infmite sons of the Victorious One1
Jinasuta. By such a prince of ascetics, by the protector MihkhrugslAksobhya, may we be protected.

3-4 0 Protector, this varied display of your ~0k;derfulland
where there is your statue surrounded by Bodhisattvas, the
sons of the Victorious One, was made to be done, with reverence and devotion, by the chancellor Hor-sog with the aim to
grant the candid desire of the adamantine king, desirous of
going to paradise and possessing abundance of these glories
with faith and good luck.

5. The work was made with skill by the hands of the honorable Btsan of Gyag-sde in SAe-mo, very excellent in the arts. He
was assisted by his sons and by his disciples.
May (this *ark) be an ambrosia for the eyes of everybody.

6. In this happy land, having purified the mind through the
path of the supreme vehicle (2) and having attained initiation
- o n the plane of the four mystic bodies (3) representing the
fruit of (that purification), may we creatures obtain the
spiritual rank of Mi-hkhrugdAksobhya, the protector.
Be it auspicious.

.....................................................................................
( I ) "The sons of the Victorious One" are, as it is known, the Bodhisattvas.
In this portion of the inscription there is a hint to the three supreme bodies:
svabhrZvikabya, the quintessential body, dhunnakdya, absolute body, sumbhogabya, the body accessible through meditation to the purified creatures.
(2) The Mahayha.
(3) Those mentioned in the preceding note,
the nirnuina&ja.
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FIFTEENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Mafijughosa.
In the centre of this temple dedicated to Hjam-dbyans1Mafijughosa captivating the mind (because of its splendour) and located to the south-east on the second floor of this mchod-rtenl
stDpa auspicious with a thousand doors - called the great
Sku-hbum - there is Hjam-dbyans smra-bahi-sen-geN~disimha
Mafijughosa. T o his right there is Dam-pa-rgya-gar (1) and
Gzhon-nu-nor-bzans/Sudhana-kum~ra,
to his left there is an
old Dran-sroidRsi and the king of the Mongols sitting on a
throne adorned with figures of lions. These five images, that is
the one of the central divinity with his acolytes, are on a throne
with the figures of lions, have the halo, are embellished and
adorned with various trinkets and ornaments.
On the southern wall there are the gods who are in the
centre of the palace found in the mandala called (2) "the four
doors" described in the Hjam-dbyans-rtsa-bahi-rgyud/MafijuSri-miila-tantra; figures surrounded by 98 gods having as
their principal being the blessed !kikya-thub-pa-chen-po/
S ~ k ~ a m u in
n i the centre and the thirteen symbols. These (figures) are varied with a hundred and one colours and beautiful in-their proportions, in their ornaments and in the excellent
display (of the drawings). T h e donor who brought his project
to completion well, with devotion, was Yon-tan-bzan-po-pa (3)
having reverence and moral energy and his great assistant of
the great monastery Dpal-hkhor-sde-chen. T h e painters who
painted these frescoes with great care were the most honorable

......................................................................................
( 1 ) That is Pha-dam-pa, founder of the monastery of ~ i n - r i author
,
of the
Hjam-dbyahs smra-bahi-~ek-~ehi
sgrub-thubs, Bstan-hgyur L X X X I 1.2
(2) Sgrag for grag?
(3) Correct pas instead of bas. This suffix po after bran-po is not rare in the
inscriptions of Gyantse.
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Dpal-hbyor-rin-chen of the blessed land of Gnas-rflin, the king
of painters wearing the monastic dress, who respects the vows
and has moral energy, and the honorable Dge-bSes Bsod-namsdpal-hbyor. T h e statues were made by that great artist who has
reached perfection in every knowable art, the most honorable
the great master and author of statues Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan
assisted by his disciples.
By virtue of the merit so acquired may the donors together
with their families reach the land of Hjam-pahi-dbyans1Mahjughosa.
SIXTEENTH CHAPEL
Honour to Lokeivara ( 1).
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Spyan-ras-gzigs1Avalokiteivara 'there are the images of Thugs-rje-chen-po
hgro-hdul-ba, with one face and four arms, accompanied by his
two acolytes. T h e donor of this statue was the exorcist
Rin-chen-dpal, the keeper of the vajl-ahajradhara.
T h e artist who did the statues with care was the great honorable Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan. In the centre of the srnall wall facing
south there is Spyan-ras-gzigs1AvalokiteSvara with eleven faces,
according to the meditation formulas of the noble Nagarjuna,
with fortytwo basic hands, the group of the thirtyseven
divinities. O n the shoulders .... accompanied by the image of
Klu-sgrub1Nagarjuna. O n the small wall to its east is the beautiful display of the nine gods (of the mandala) of Don-yod-lcagskyulAmoghankuia, the irate form of Spyan-ras-gzigslAvalokiteivara, derived from Don-zhags cho-ga zhib-mo: HdodIhaIKamadeva, Rnam-thos-sras1VaiSravana.

l---------------_----------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) In the inscription "ki-ha0for "ke-s'va."
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The donor was the monk respecting moral laws Nammkhah-tshul-khrims.
Its painter was the most honorable Thar-pa of Lha-rtse, the
master together with his scholars.
On the wall to the east is Spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyugmkhah-spyodIKhasarpana AvalokiteSvara, taken from the
meditation formulas contained in the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho,
as the centre of the mandala of fourteen deities.
The donors of the half of this paradise were the honorable
Bu-dar of Sdo-bzo and the honorable Rdo-rje-rgyal.
On the wall to the south there is Spyab-ras-gzigs yid-bzhinnor-bdcintamani
AvalokiteSvara,
taken
from
the
Pad-ma-dra-bdpadmajala, a Tantra of the class of the Kriyatantras; he has three faces and six hands and is accompanied
by four acolytes. Above the door there is Don-yod-zhags-pal
AmoghapPSa, above a kldnaga, the central divinity with four
acolytes, Sen-ge-sgrdsimhanada with six hands. T h e donor
was.. .
By virtue of the merit so gained, may the donor with his relations attain the condition of Buddha.
THIRD FLOOR
FIRST TEMPLE
These are the figures of the gods of the mandala of
Hjig-rten-dbati-phyug/Lokeivara,including thirteen gods, together with the four marks and is placed to the west (of the display of the mandala expressing) the mystic families in synthesis
and are described in the Dpal-mchogIParamadya, first section
(1). TO his left there are the figures of Hjam-dpaVMaijuSri
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) In the inscr. instead of byed-po not making sense, one has to correct
,to phyed-pa half.
(2) One has to-understand dum-bu. According to the treatise of Bu-ston,
e l - m c h o g igs-bsdus-kyi dlryil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa, five specific mandalas compose
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(surrounded by) the eight De-bzhin-gSegslTathagata with eight
marks and eight garlands of mystic letters (1).
The donor of these (paintings) was the director of kitchens
(2), the one of Sfien-ne who brought his design to completion
with faith and reverence.
By virtue of the merit deriving from it may all creatures
obtain the spiritual plane of Rdo-rje-choslvajradharma. Auspicious. Well.
These are the figures of the gods of the mandala of Byansems-bskyed-ma-thag-tu-chos-kyi- hkhor-lo-bskor-balsahacittotpada-dharma-cakravartin, which are to the north-west of
the Hjig-rten ... as before.
These are the figures of the gods of the mandala of Rdo-rjegnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa including nine gods which is to the
north-east in the display as before and is accompanied by the
eight marks.
The donor of these paintings was the most honorable DgebSes, Ses-rab-byan-chub, pertaining to the family of
Sum-pa-mkhas-pa, who brought his project to completion with
pure intention.
this synthetic mandala of the five families. In the centre the one of Rdorje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva; to the east the one o f Rdo-rje-hum-mdzad1Vajrahumkara; to the south that of Nam-mkhal~-sriin-po/Aka6agarbha;to the
west that of Hjig-rten-dban-phyugILokeSvasa. to the north that of
Rdo-rje-khu-tshur/Vr?jrasandhi. In the four- intermediary directions, respcctively, that of Hjam-dpalIManjuSri, Nam-mkhah-rndzodIGaganagafija,
Serns-bskyedma-thag-tu-chos-kyi-hkhor-lo-bskor-l~~dS:~ha-cittotpidadharma-cakravartin, Kdo-rje-gnod-sbyin/Vajraydksa.For the thirteen gods,
and the four symbols of the m a ~ ~ d a of
l a Hjig-rten-dbail-phyilg1LokeSvarasee
vol. 1.223
( 1 ) 'I'he mystic letters are : a ra pa ca na, as it is known, one of the names
of MafijuSri. T h e eight symbolic marks a r e : four books of the prajfiaparamitii, one for every intermediary direction, namely :
' to the south-east : dbu-ma dum-bulmadhyamaka
to south-west : ston-pa-riid dum-buISunyat2
to north-west : rnam-dag durn-bulvijnana
to north-east : de-bzhin-tiid duln-bultathata
then, on the four doors, one for each direction : there are a sword, ;i spear, a
vase for alms, the book of the prajriapi?iramits. These eight symbolic marks
are called mtshan-ma-brgyad.
(2) Thab-dpon = Thab-ka-ba, ma-chen, probably the chief cook of the convent.
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These are the figures of the mandala of Rdo-rje-khu-tshur/
Vajrasandhi including seventeen gods which is at the north of
the display as before. T o his left there are the figures of the
gods of the mandala of Zhi-ba of the exoteric section (1)
marked by the spear and of the four Srin-mo with their signs
(2). T h e donor of these paintings was the ascetic of the
Rdzogs-chen who has realized the truth that all dharmas are
insubstantial, the hermit of the Dgon-pa of Ldan-yul, the master with his disciples, the one who achieved his project with
faith.
This is the display of the gods forming the mandala of the
Ma-mo/Matrka in the exoteric group included in the first section of the Dpal-mchoglParam2dya containing the mystic
families displayed in synthesis (3) and below this (the display)
of the gods forming the mandala of the three min (4).

.......................................................................................

(1) T h e mandala referred to here is that of Zhi-ba mdun-thun-gzs mtshan-pa
a form of Dban-phyug-chen-poJMaheSvara (Bu-ston, op.cit., p. 13b. 14a; no.
206 of my scheme). It is the first mandala of the exoteric group (hjig-rten-pa)
of the first section of the Dpal-mchogJParamSdya.
(2) These symbolic signs are : on the eastern door, bow and arrow; on the
southern (door) sword and shield; on the western : vase with treasure (gter-gyi
bum-pa); on the southern: skull and dagger. As to the mandala of the
Srin-mo, it is formed (see Bu-ston, op.cit., p. 15b, no. 20 of my scheme) by :
Dgah-ba-mo, pink, with bow and. arrow; Gsos-ma, black, with sword and
shield; Phag-mo, of golden colour, with a golden treasure; Grub-pa-mo,
white, with a skull and a dagger.
(3) T h e second of the four mandalas of the exoteric group (hjig-rten-pa)
of the first section (no. 207 of my scheme) has the following divinities (see
Bu-ston, op.cit, pp. 14-15) : Nag-po-chen-polMahSkala, in the attitude of
dancing, with ten arms (in the main two : khatvanga and lotus),
Drag-mo/Kaudri, Tshans-mdBrahn~ani,Khvab-hjug-ma/\.'aisnavi, Gzhon-numalKaumari, Nag-mo/Kali, Nag-mo-chen-moJMahakali, Za-ba-mo, Sprin-mo
and as four guardians of the doors (Sgo-ma bzhi) : Zhi-ba-mo, Bherundi,
Gtum-mo, Hjigs-byed-ma.
(4) T h e mandala of the three Min (no. 208 of my scheme) is made of : l o
Rgyal-bar-byed-pa, white; 2" Sbran-rtsir-byed-pa/hladhukara. yellow; 3"
Don-thams-cad-sgrub-par-byed-pa, green, with cuirass and helm; in the left
the skull, in the right bow and arrow; 4" Grub-pa, white, with trident; 5'
Hphal-ba, yellow, with vase full of treasures; 6" Chen-po, pink, with a basket
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This is a display of the gods who compose the mandala of
Nam-mkhah-mdzodIGaganagafija, the thirteen gods with the
four signs (1) and on the lower partition the display of the four
Hkhor-10s-bsgyur-bafcakravartin protectors of the external
doors (of the mandala), coupled and with four hands,
Stag-zhonlvyaghra-vahana coupled etc. (Such a mandala) is
placed to the south-west of the display of the mandalas expressed as before.
This is the display of the gods composing the mandala of
Rdo-rje-hiim-mdzadlvajrahilmkara, nine gods together with'
the four marks (2) which is located to the east in the display of
the mandalas expressed as before.
Be it auspicious (3).
These are the figures of the display of the gods composing
the mandala of Nam-mkhah-shin-polAkaSagarbha, the nine
god together with the eight signs (4) which is found to the east
in the display of the mandalas expressed as before.
The donors who brought to completion their intention with
pure and meritorious mind were the ones of Bde-chen, the
master with his disciples, and those of Gon-gsum.
By virtue of the merit so acquired may all the creatures
obtain the spiritual plane of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahfvajrasattva, the
all-pervasive.

......................................................................................
of flowers; 7" Gnod-sbyin/Yaksa, black., with a tooth; 8" Gtum-poICanda,
black, with the club; 9" Khro-boiKrodha, black, with a serpent; 10" Mchog,
black, with the disc; 1 1" Gsod-pa, with the sword.
( 1 ) T h e four symbolic sigris (mtshun-ma bzhi) are : money (don-rtsc), gold,
pearls, padmaraga gem.
(2) T h e four symbolic signs (mtshan-ma bzhi) in this case are : bow and
arrow, sword, vajra, spear.
(3) In the inscr. bhuvantu for bhavatu.
( 4 ) T h e eight symbolic signs (mtshan-ma brgyad) are : four vases, one for
each intermediate direction, then, above the four doors : gemmed diadem,
gemmed vase, book of the prajfiaparamita, vase full of dry food.
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This is the figure (of the mandala of) of Bde-chen-po-rdorje-sems-dpahlMahasukha-Vajrasattva which includes twentynine gods, and is the central divinity of the mandala expressed as above.
The donor of these paintings was Don-rin the assistant of
fixed ceremonies (1) who brought his intention to completion
with a pure mind.
By virtue of the merit so obtained, may the creatures obtain
the spiritual plane of Rdo-rje-hchahlvajradhara.
Be it auspicious.
SECOND CHAPEL
Honour to LokeSvara (2).
These are the statues of the three gems (3), the central divinity with two acolytes, on the throne and with halo. These are
the central divinities of the exoteric mandala, painted on cloth
(4), derived from the fundamental tantra Rtog-pa-thams-cadbsdus. (5) representing the second part of the chapter on the
secret formulas (mantras) the second part of the
Dpal-mchog/Paramadya.
On the wail to their right facing south there are all the gods
of the mandala of Hgro-hdul which serves as antidote to mental disturbance (in the liturgy) of the mystic families taken separately, and is taken from the section dedicated to the prajfiaparamita centering on the "great seal" (mahamudra) whose
essential nat.ure consists in gnosis similar to the mirror (3darSajiiana) and serves as antidote to the operations of the psyche

......................................................................................
( I ) Namely, of the religious festivals fixed by the calendar.
(2) In the inscr. "lo kt" for "lo hO.
(3) Buddha, ~ a wCommunity.
,
(4) The inandalas may be drawn with coloured powder on the floor, then
they are provisional. Otherwise on cloth, as a thanka.
(5) No. 23 1 of my scheme.
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(layavijiiana); it is found in the first of the four parts composing the prime Tantra Dpal-mchog/Paramadya. On the wall to
the west there are the gods of the mandala of Rdo-rjehkhor-laajracakra, which serves (1) as an introduction to the
mandalas of all mystic families.
On the southern wall there are (the gods of the mandala) of
Rdo-rje-khu-tshurwajrasandhiwho is a central divinity of the
plane of energy and which synthesizes the physical, verbal and
spiritual activity of all the Buddhas. On the northern wall,
above, to the right and left, there is the series of Bla-mas who
received the initiation in the mystic system of Rdo-rje-semsdpavajrasattva, according to the Dpal-mchogIParamadya.
Below, to the right ... the offering of ... and on the partition
below the twenty ritual offerings .... with the musical instk!
ments used during the cult (2). ~ b b v eand behind the door, the
offerings of the twentyfive species of ritual offerings and facing
the door Rnam-srasNaiSravana in his serene and irate aspects.
The she-donor of these paintings was the venerable Bdagmo-dpal-chen together with her son (3). The painter who
painted this fresco with care was ...
By virtue of the merit so derived may all creatures quickly
obtain the spiritual plane of Rdo-rje-hchaiJVajradhara.
Be it auspicious.

( I ) In the inscription r a u r for sgyur.
( 2 ) They are the ten musical instruments (rol-mo) listed by Bu-ston in his
comment to the Dpal-mchoglparamadya, p.24 where instead of ten he enumerates twelve of them: pi-wan, glin-rdza-sira (= mpiianga), mu-rdza (muraja),
m u h e (mukun&a), mukunv (sic), cha-lair, ma-zlum, pa@ha, gun-dza (gufija),
timila,

(9) i h e word dm; is always used, as we have already seen, as a mark of
,respect.The son is the Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa.
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THIRD CHAPEL
Honor to Vajrasattva.
In the centre (of these chapels) there are, on a throne and
with halo, the statues of the principal divinity, with his two acolytes, of the minor mandala of Me-ltar-hbar-baIJvalanala the
one who brings to completion what is not (yet) achieved, when
one has obtained the initiation in magic action. They are taken
from the mandala of the Rtog-pa-thams-cad-bsdus-pahi-rgyud,
taken from the part about the mandala, second part of the
Dpal-mchoglParamadya. T o his right, on the wall facing south,
there are the gods pertaining to the mandala of Rdo-rje-rinc h e f l a j r a r a t n a which serves as antidote against avarice for the
mystic families taken separately and is taken from the section
of *the ~ r a j i a ~ g r a m i t a first
,,
section of the Dpal-mchogl
Paramadya. T o the west on the small wall facing south, there
are the gods of the mandala of Hjam-dpaVMafijujuSri, essential
deity of the mystic plane of the Prajriaparamita, together with
the symbolic signs of the mystic letters.
- .

.

On the southern wall there are, together with their symbolic
signs, the gods of the mandala of Nam-mkhah-mdzod
Gaganagarija (1) which serves to bring the (double) accurriulation to perfect completion.
On the walls, to the north and to the south, on the partition
above, to the right and to the left ... of Dpal-mchoglParamadya.
On the western wall there are the gods pertaining to the
mandala of the three Min-po, which serves to convert those
who can be (2) converted by the three Min-po. Below there are
the gods of the cycle of the four Srin-mo accompanied by their

( 1 ) In the inscription nus for num.
(2) In the inscription gdul-bar-bya-@hi for "bya-bahi.
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signs and which serves to convert those who can be converted
by the four Srin-mo. O n the lower partition (there are) the
twentyfive offerings.
T h e she-donor of these paintings was the venerable Bdagmo-dpal-chen-po (1) who brought her work to completion with
faith. T h e artist who made the statue was the honorable Dpal
.... of Mtsho-po in Lha-rtse, the master with his disciples. The
painter was the honorable Dpal-chen of Rdzon-Sos in Lha-rtse.

Be it auspicious.
FOURTH CHAPEL
Honour to Mafijughosa.
In the centre of this (chapel) there is the statue of the Yumchen-molPrajdaparamita with her two acolytes, on the throne
and with the halo. She is the central divinity of the mandala
exposed in the De-bzhin-gSegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsunthugs.gsan-ba rgyan bkod-pa. T o her right are the gods of the
mandala of Nam-mkhah-dri-med-kyi rin-chen-hbyun-ldan
dbugs-hbyun (2).
O n the wall to the east (there are) the gods of the mandala
internal to the mandala of the Rdo-rje-sfiin-po-rgyanlvajramandalankara, in its essential part explicative tantra of the
Dpal-mchog1Paramidya and analogous to the section of the
Rdo-rje-dbyinslvajradhatu.
T h e great mandala of the secret of all Tathagatas. ornament
of the essence of the great vajra of t h e plane of the absolute ...

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) Here the irregular form has to be noted: po for mo.
(2) About this expression see 1.243. The more frequent spelling in these
jnscriptions is dbugs-dbyun.
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All the gods of the inner mandala which is at the basis of the
great initiation and is known (1) as that of the eight doors ....
O n the southern wall there are the gods of the mandala of
Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya ...described by the Hjam-dpal-sgyuhphrul-dra-bdMafijuSrT-miiyiijala.
T h e she-donor of these paintings was Byan-sems (2)
Bdag-mo-dpal-chen-rgyal-mo.

-

T h e painter who did the paintings with care was the honorable Khro-rgyal-dban-phyug of Khab-gsar in Lha-rtse.
1. By virtue of the merit derived from this work, may the
donor with his relations destroy the darkness of ignorance,
and, having spread the light of gnosis and of the law may
obtain the spiritual plane of Rnam-snadvairocana who is
all-pervading.
Be it well.
FIFTH CHAPEL
In the centre of this (chapel) there are the statuesof Rnanl
snan1Vairocana with his acolytes on the throne and with halo.
H e is the central deity of the minor mandala called Nammkhah-dri-med, according to the comment of the Master
Hjam-dpal-bSes-gfien, explaining the meaning of the Tantra
Hjam-dpal-gyi mtshan yan-dag-pahi-brjod1MatijuSn-n-asangiti, tantra of the yoga class, derived from the section of the
Rdo-rje-dbyins1VajradhZtu analogous to it.
O n the wall to the right there are the gods of the mandala of
Rdo-rje-dbugs-dbyun.
( I ) Sgrag for grags? See above p. 18 1
(2) I t is an epithet of the ladies of high Tibetan aristocracy, like mu-gcig-mu
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On the eastern wall there is the mandala ... according to the
comment of Master Hjam-dpal as before.
(The painter who) painted these (frescoes) with care was ...
assisted by his colleagues.
1. By virtue of the merit so acquired, having destroyed the
darkness deriving from the double darkness (1) of the donors
together with their relatives and having spread the light of
perennial wisdom, may they quickly obtain the spiritual plane
of Hjam-pahi-dbyadMafijughosa.
SIXTH TEMPLE
Honour to Mafijughosa.
These are the drawings of the gods forming the mandala of
Hjam-dpal-gsan-ldan (2) for the mystic families taken synthetically, according to the median comment of Master Sgeg-pardo-rje, explaining the Tantra ... as before.
This is the figure of the gods who are to the west and to the
north of the mandala of the dharani, the second mandala of
the lord of the word of the absolute plane ... the twelve
dharanis, the goddesses of the intermediary directions,
Glu-ma/Gita and Gar-ma/Nrtya. O n this wall is displayed the
figure of gods staying to the west and to the north of the
mandala of the absolute, the third mandala of the lord of the
word of the plane of the absolute, with the eight bodhisattvas,
the five irate deities of the intermediary directions, Mar-mema/Dipa, Dri-chab-ma/Gandha, Rdo-rje-drmajragandha, Rdorje-rolVajraras8 and on the partitions above the series of
Bla-mas.

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) Of ignorance and of sin.
(2) See Bu-ston, Mtshun-brjod-kyi dkyil-Mhor-gyi bW-pa,
my scheme nd. 274.

p. 1 3:3d 12; see
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O n this wall are displayed the figures of the gods staying to
the west and to the north of the mandala of the mystic family
of the vajra, the fourth mandala of the lord of the word of the
plane of the Absolute, together with the four irate deities protecting the doors, Srin-po, Chu-IhdVaruna, Rlun-IhdVayu,
Lus-nan/Kubera, the twentyeight constellations, Tshans-pa/
Brahma, Drag-po/Rudra ( l ) , Khyab-hjug/Visnu, Gzhon-nu-ma/
Kaumari, Dban-moIAiiani, Phag-moIVarahi (2), Rgan-byadma, Bhrin-gi-ri-ti, Tshogs-bdagIGanapati, Sahi-lha-mo/Prthvidevi, Hdod-lhaiKamadeva, Rnam-sras/VaiSravana, yellow
Hdzam-(bha-la)/Jambhala, black Hdzam-(bha-la)/Jambhala,
Dpal-chen-mo/Mah2Sri.
O n this wall are displayed the figures of .the gods staying to
the east and to the sourth of the mandala of the mystic family
of the vajra, the fourth mandala of the lord of the word of the
plane of the Absolute, the Phyogs-skyodDikpalas, the four
irate deities defending the doors, and the eight Lha-ched
Mahadevas and the nine planets, and the eight great nagas,
and the three Min-po, Lha-ma-yin/Asura, Nam-mkhah-ldid
Garuda, Mi-ham-ciIKinnara, Hdri-zdPisaca, Rig-hdzinlvidyadhara, the eight Gnod-sbyin/Yaksa, Hphrog-ma/Hariti with
her children, Hdod-lhdKamadeva, Chos-skyon/Dharmap8la,
Gur-mgon/Pafijara-Natha coupled.
O n this wall are displayed the figures of the gods staying to
the east and to the south of the mandala of the Absolute, the
third mandala of the lord of the word of the plane of the Absolute, the bodhisattvas, the five irate divinities, Bdug-pa-ma/
Dhapa, Me-tog-malPusp3, Sgo-ba, Rdo-rje-gzugslVajrarirp8,
Rdo-rje-sgrdvajraiabda, together with the figures of the series
of Blamas on the upper partition.
Here are displayed the figures of gods staying to the east and
to the south of the mandala of the dharani, the second
mandala of the lord of the word of the plane of the Absolute,

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In the inscription drag-pa.
(2) In the inscription piiags-mo.
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the twelve earths, the twelve perfections, Sgeg-mo-mdLasya of
the intermediary directions, Phren-ba-maIMal2, So-so-rig-ma/
Pratisara, Don-so-so-rig-ma.
This is the display of the figures of the gods of the fundamental and essential mandala staying at the centre of the great
mandala of the lord of the word of the plane of the Absolute,
immaculate like the sky and very pure, according to the great
commentary made (1) by the master Hjam-dpal-grags-pa explaining etc.
Be it propitious !
SEVENTH CHAPEL
Honour to AryaMafijuSri.
In the centre of this chapel there are the statues of Hjamdpal ye-Ses-sems-dpah/Jfignasattva MafijuSri with his two acolytes, on the throne and with halo. On the wall to the west
there are the gods forming the mavdala of Rnam-pahi-snanmdzad dbugs-dbyunivairocana, taken from the mandala Hjam-

dpal-sgyu-hphrul-dra-bdMay2jala-MafijuS
(2).
On the wall to the north there are the gods of the mandala
of Hod-dpag-med dbugs-dbyuxiIAmitabha, taken from ... as
before.
On the wall to the east there are all the gods of the mandala
of the mystic families synthetically displayed as before, according to the comment made by Avadhfitipa, the master of
Orgyan, explaining the Hjam-dpal-gyi mtshan-yan-dag-pahibrjod-pdMafijuSri-nma-sangiti as before.
Above, to the left, of the families synthetically exposed, the
series of Blamas who had their initiation in the (mandala) ...
Nam-mkhah-dri-med.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In the inscription bdwd instead of mdzad.
(2) According to the liturgy of Slob-dpon Avadhiitipa. See my scheme no.
,276. In the entire inscription erroneously rgyu-hphrul instead of sgyu-hphrul.
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The she-donor of all these paintings was Byan-sems-bdag-mo.
The painter who made with care and painted these paintings
was ... Dkon-mchog-bzan-po of Jo-nan, assisted by his colleagues.

1. By virtue of the vast (1) merit thus obtained may the
donor with her relations ... and all the creatures obtain the
spiritual plane of Hjam-dbyansIMafijughosa,the omniscient.
Be it auspicious.
EIGHTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajrasattva (2).
In the centre of this chapel there are the statues of Byansems-rdo-rje1Bodhisattva-vajra and of his two attendants, on a
throne and with halo, according to the Dkyil-hkhor cho-ga yontan-hbyun-gnas (3). O n the western wall there are the gods of
the internal mandala of the mandala of Rdo-rje-shin-po, taken
from the Tantra Rdo-rje-siiin-po-rgyan which is a tantra explaining the Dpal-mchog1Paramadya - (tantra), in its essential
part, and analogous to the section of the Rdo-rje-dbyinslvajradhatu.
Above, to the west of the small wall to the north and [above]
(4) this wall there are ... Behind the door and on the lower partition there are the seven species of royal gems and the eight
auspicious signs. O n the wall to the east (there are) the gods of
the mandala for families synthetically displayed according to

( I ) In the inscription brgya instead o f rgya.
(2) In the inscription "sa-tz~a-jafor "sat-t~la-ya.
( 3 ) Chapter o f Bstan-hgvur LV111.2 ~rya-1~dm.u-sangiti-lib-nama-mantrarth-aualokini.
(4) Something is missing; perhaps nos hdi[/!i s t ~ n1.
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the chapter of taking the symbolic signs as gods, in the MtshanbrjodNama-sangiti explained by the Dkyil-hkhor cho-ga yontan-hbyun-gnas, a commentary by the master Sgeg-pahi-rdorje, clarifying the Mtshan-brjodNama-sangiti (as in the preceding inscription).
The she-donor was Byan-sems-bdag-mo-dpal-che.
NINTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajrasattva (1).
This (is a mandala taken) from the six (2) exoteric mandalas
revealed by the liturgy supplementing the liturgies (included)
in the Tarltra Wan-son-thams-cad yons-su-sbyon-ba gzi-brjidkyi-rgyal-polsarva-durgati-pariiodhana-tejorjaemanation of
the section repelling the bad destinies and purifying from sin,
(part) of the fundamental Tantra De-iiid-bsdusITattvasangraha; it is on the wall to the south of this (chapel); with the
goal of favouring creatures who could be converted through
the eight Lha-chenIMahadeva, there is Rdo-rje-HGm-mdzadl
Vajra-htimkara (surrounded by) the eight Lha-chedMahBdeva
with the mothers and with the four gods protecting the doors
... and the intermediary series of Bla-mas initiated in the
Kun-riglsarvavid; in the partitions below, (there are)
Gur-mgodPaiijara-N~thacoupled, (the Mgon-po1NBtha) with
four arms, coupled, Rnam-sras1VaiSravana in his serene and
irate manifestations, Hdzam-(bha-1a)lJambhala yellow and
black.

......................................................................................

(1) In the inscription sat-va-ya for sat-tvci-ya.
(2) In Bu-ston, op.cit., the mandalas of' the supplemental-y section OF the
Kun-rig1Sarvavid are not divided in t w o groups nan~elvexoteric (!ljig-rlen-pa)
and esoteric (hjig-rten-/as-hdas-pa),
as in this inscription and in that of the
12th chapel. But such a distinction is treated in the Gtsug-dguhi
dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa which is a text of affinity to that of the Kun-rigtsarvavid a n d reproduced its mandalas often without. alterations. They correspond to the two parts phyi-ma a n d phyi-mahi phyi-ma taken together by Bu-ston
instead of separately.
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on' -the wall to the ivest there are the gods of the rnagcjala
serving to help creatures who can be converted through the
four Rgyal-chedcaturmaharajika, that is Phyag-na-rdo-rjeNajrapani surrounded by the four Rgyal-chedcaturmaharajika
together with the four protectors of the doors.
On the wall to the north there are the paintings of the
mandala serving to help creatures who can be converted
through the ten Phyogs-skyonlDikpalas, Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapani surrounded by the ten Phyogs-skyodDikpalas, and of
the four protectors of the doors together with the figures of
the two pandits (I), (painted) on the shoulder.
The she-donor of these two paradises was Byan-sems-bdagmo dpal-chen-rgyal-mo, the mother with the son.
T h e painter who did the paintings with care was the master
Ban-chen-skyabs of Bzan-ri in Sfie-mo, the father with his son.
1. By virtue of the merit so procured may the donor with her
relations, after having purified the inauspicious forms of existence and their cases, obtain without obstacle in this life the
spiritual plane of the great Rnam-snanIVairocana, the all-pervading.

T E N T H CHAPEL
O n the wall to the south of' this chapel there are the gods (of
the mandala) of Khrn-bo-me-ltar-hbar-ba1Krodha-Jvalinala
with the goal of purifying rage by rage, revealed by ... as before
surrounded by a crowd of irate deities, both male and female,
Dban Rdo-rje-me-ltar-hbar-ba, of blue colour, with one face
and six hands. Hjig-rten-gsum-snan-ba; surrounded, on the
upper partition, by the series of Bla-mas initiated in the cycle
of Hchi-bdag-hjoms-pa and, on the border below, by Gur-mgonl

...........................................................................................
(1) Sa-~henand Sa-pan.

Pafijara-Natha the central deity with two acolytes, Hdzam-(bha1a)lJambhala yellow and black, and Nor-rgyun-maNasudhara.
On the wall to the north there are the gods of the mandala of
gnosis, the Great Mother of all Tathagatas, taken from the
De-brhin-giegs-pa tham-cad-kyi sku-gsun-thugs gsan-ba-rgyan
bkod-kyi rgyudA.. with four arms, surrounded .by Mthah-yaszhal-ma and eighteen other goddesses. On the wall to the west
there are the gods of the mandala af the plane of action of the
Great Mother taken from the Sku-gsun-thugs gsan-rgyan (1)
bkod-pa; in the centre there is Khro-mo, red in colour with four
faces and four hands, surrounded by Mthalpyas-zhal-ma and
other divinities, thirtytwo in all.'
The she-donor of these paintings was Dpal-chen-pa (2), the
mother together with the son. The painter who did these paintings with care was the Master of Don-ri, the master together with
his disciples.
By virtue of the merit so procured may the donor yith her relations obtain illumination.
Be it propitious.
ELEVENTH TEMPLE
Here are displayed the figures of the gods of the mandala of
S%kya-~en-~e
gtsug-tor-dgu/Navo+qisa Sakyashha producing
complete purification from evil forms of existence, made b i the
master Kun-dgah-shin-po, according to what is revealed by the
summary liturgy of the ... as before.

.-----------------------------------------------------------(1) In the inscription hgyan for rgyan.
(2) Instead of pa one has to correct to mo.

-------------------I
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T h e special donor of these paintings was ... Here are displayed the figures of gods forming the mandala of
S ~ - k ~ a - t h u b - ~ a / S a k ~ a m centre
u n i , of the cycle of seventeen
gods.
After having put in the centre of the four regions, four by
four, the male and female irate deities as Hjig-rten-gsum-snah,
irate, the protectors of the doors, on the external doors of the
fundamental mandala of Kun-riglsarvavid who completely
purifies the evil forms of existence : and it is the central
mandala of it, "around them, outside the external mandala,
one has to draw the four continents : in the Hdzam-bu-gliri/
Jambudvipa (1) Tshan-pa1BrahmB has to be drawn; to the
north Dban-phyug-cheIMaheSvara, to the east and west
Brgya-byidIndra and Rtogs-hdod-thams-cad together with
their acolytes. T h e other (gods) (have to be drawn) in the same
manner : Lha-midAsura, Dri-za/PiS%ca, Nam-mkhah-ldiri/
Garuda, Gnod-sbyinIYaksa, Srin-po upto his waist, the Hbyun,
the Yi-dvags, the Hdre, the KluINaga, the Sbrul (2) and the
Rigs (3) and four Rgyal-po1Caturmaharijika. One has also to
draw the planets and constellations and the stars, the irate
deities, the demons Ma-runs-htshe, the Bgegs and the VinPyakas, the rsis who d o good to creatures and have great merit,
Mkhah-hgro and women. Thus too have to be drawn Srin-mo,
Rnal-hbyor-maIYogini, the Lha-chen-po1Mahadeva of the
Hbyun-ba-chen-po, the gods of houses and of mountains, of
trees, of gardens, of cemeteries and of towns, and the names
and symbols and points".
Thus there is displayed the drawing of the divinities of the exoieric cycle forming the fundamental mqdala of Kun-riglsarvavid,
displayed according to the method just declared by the Sa-skya-pa,

......................................................................................

.

( 1 ) That is to the south.
(2) According to Bu-ston sbrul are the btsun-mo or the spouses.of the nagas
embracing them.' Ibid. p. 11.
(3) According to Bu-ston, ib., the rigs correspond to the ten
i ~ h y o ~ s - s k y o n / ~ i k ~included
alas
in the family of the Bgegs.

,
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by Rtsa-skya-pa, by Hdzams-pa Rin-Ses, according to the
method explained in the work of the hundred thousand gods
made by the great doctor, the omniscient Bu-ston who based
himself on the mystic tradition of Jo-bo-chen-po-rje (1).
The specific donor of these paintings was...
There are the paintings displayed of the two... of the great
auditors/6rhakas, of the 16 Bodhisattvas, the gods serving to
invoke the fundamental mandala of Kun-riglsarvavid who totally purifies the forms of evil existences.
Here are displayed the figures of the thirtyseven gods, who
are the gods constituting the mandala revealed by the fundamental mandala of Kun-riglsarvavid, expressed in the first
liturgy of the ... as before.
The donor of these paintings was the venerable Rin-po-che
Ses-rab, of the family of the great ascetic Gtsan-pa-rgya-ras.
TWELFTH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajrasattva (2).
Here, in this chapel, among the six exoteric mandalas revealed by the last liturgy as before, on the wall to the south (of
the chapel), in the centre of the gods constituting the mandala
of the four Hkhor-10s-bsgyur-balcakravartins strengthening
the mystic formula, the wisdom, and the inner essence (of the
rite), there is Rdo-rje-sems-dpahNajrasattva; to his right Kuntu-bzan-polsamantabhadra, to his left Bde-chen-po/Mahasukha,
surrounded by various gods, namely four Hkhor-lo-bsgyur-bat
Cakravartins (3), by the five mystic families, and here (in the
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) That is AtiSa.
(2) In the inscription sat-va-ya for sat-M-ya.
(3) For the names see the description of the chapel; according to Bu-ston
P.22
also the pentad is on the first band.
..
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first border) by the seven Buddhas ( I ) , (in the second border)
by the sixteen Bodhisattvas (2), (in the fourth) by the sixteen
auditors1Sravakas and by the twelve Pratyekas, (in the fifth) by
the eight Lha-chedMahadevas, (in the sixth) by the eight great
planets and the constellations, (in the seventh) by the four
Rgyal-chedCaturmah2rajika, (in the eighth) by the ten PhyogsskyodDikpdas, by the .four protectors, of the doors together
with the four signs (3). On the wall to the east there is the
mandala of Tshe-dpag-medIAmitayus which serves to obtain
long life in this existence and, in the next life, liberation from
bad destinies; he is surrounded by four Hkhor-10s-bsgyur-bd
Cakravartins, by the four adoring goddesses (4), and by the
four protectors of doors. On the western wall there is Phyagna-rdo-rjelvajrapani who strikes down the lord of death, revealed for the benefit of those who have got a short life in fate
and little fortune; he is surrounded by four Tathagatas, four
(adoring) goddesses, and by four protectors of doors. On his
shoulder there are accurate drawings representing the images
of Klu-sgrublNagarjuna and Bu-ston accompanied by those of
various Bodhisattvas.
The donors of these paradises who brought their project to
completion with faith, were the attendants of the king governing according to the law, those of Sman-mo (5) in
Rgyan-mkhar, the brothers, those of Bya-phrug, the brothers,
and Zo-ba of Gas.
.....................................................................................

o

( I ) See above.
(2) See 1.149, 243, 236, there the missing 16 B s k a l - b z ~are inserted in the
third border of the mandala, Bu-ston, p.22b.
(3) T h e four symbolic signs (mtshan-ma bzlri) are:
a bird (bya), symbol of passion (wd-chags);
a pig (plug),symbol of mental darkness (gti-mug);
a serpent ( s h t ) , symbol of rage (&-sdari);
a chameleon (rtaits), symbol of pride (ircr-T&.
(4) Bdug-pa-mdDhtipa etc.
(5) In the inscription Sman-mo-ba for0 mo-pa.

The painter who did these paintings with care was the most
honorable monk Ses-rab-dpal-bzans-pa in Rgyal-khan in NU^,
the master with his disciples.
1. By virtue of the merit so procured, having purified the
evil of the creatures who are in evil forms of existence and the
causes, may (the donors) obtain the spiritual plane of RnamsnahNairocana, the omniscient who has a complete and absolute awareness.
Be it auspicious!
THIRTEENTH CHAPEL
Between the two cycles of gods, the one representing the
esoteric mandala and the other representing the exoteric
mandala revealed by the supplementary liturgy of the ... as
above, on the wall to the south there are the gods of the
mandala serving creatures who may be converted by planets.
and by constellations, that is the cycle of Rdo-rje-Hiim-mdzadl
Vajra-hiimkara, surrounded by the eight great planets, the
twenty-eight constellations, the four protectors of the doors
and the four symbols ( I ) , namely, in all the cycle of fortyfive
gods.
On the wall above the doors (there are) different gods as
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap-i
surrounded by the eight great
klu1nPgas (2), together with the eight Rig-mdVidya (3).
O n the wall to the north ... there is Rnam-par-rgyal-bdvijaya,
surrounded by the eight great Hjigs-byedlBhairava, together
with their own women, the four protectors of the doors, in all

-------------------------------------( 1 ) Vajra, gem, lotus with vajra, double lotus (sna-tshogs-pad-maIvi4vapadma).
(2) That is the mandala serving to convert creatures who may be converted
through the eight nagas which in the series of Bu-ston (supplementary section of the Kun-riglsarvavid) is the sixth.
(3) That is their Saktis.
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a cycle of twentythree gods (1); ...the four, father and son. Behind the door, (four) Me-IhaJAgni, supervising the four magic
actions. T h e she-donor of these two well-displayed paradises
was Bdag-mo-dpal-chen-rgyal-mo, the mother with the son.
-~o
The painter was the honorable monk S e ~ - r a b - d ~ a l - b z a n of
Rgyal-khan in Nug, the master with his disciples.

1. By virtue of the merit so procured, infinite beings, having
purified evil destinies together with their causes (which determine their rebirth) and having with purity practised the holy
way of the great vehicle, may quickly obtain the spiritual de- '
gree of the omniscient king of the law.
Be it auspicious!
F O U R T E E N T H CHAPEL

Honour to Vajrasattva (2).
In the centre of this (chapel) there are statues on throne and
with halo of Sans-rgyas-chos-hdzin with his two acolytes. He is
the central divinity of the mandala of the mystic family of action pertaining to the great mandala of the synthetically disRdo-rje-rtse-mo
played
families
and
derives
from
rtog-pa-thams-cad bsdus-pa, the explanatory tantra of the
category of Yogatantras. On the wall to the west, facing east

......................................................................................
( I ) That is the mandala serving to convert creatures who can be converted
through the eight Hjigs-byed1Bhairava. This is the seventh mandala of the
list by Bu-ston, p.20. T h e 23 gods of the cycle are: Rdo-rje-Htim-mdzad/Vajrahamkara, the eight Hjigs-byedBhairava, the eight Saktis, the four wardens
of the door, MaheSvara and UmP under the feet of Hum-mdzadIHOmkara.
(2) In the inscription sa-tva for sat-tva-ya.

(I), there are the gods of the mandala of the absolute, centering around the seal of the absolute on the verbal plane of the
detailed mandala, serving to favour those taking delight in a
detailed explanation. It is based on the mandala displayed in
the section (dedicated) to the mystic family of Rdo-rje-rtse-md
VajraSekhara, prone to eliminate rage by rage and included in
the mandala of the mystical families taken separately, derived
from ... as before.
On the wall to the east there are the gods of the mandalaof
the seal of the mystic formulas (dhiirani) deriving from the
mapdala of the mystic formulas and centered around the seal
of the symbol (dam-tshiglsamaya) of the spiritual plane.
On the northern wall (2), there are the gods of the mandala
... centering around the seal of action. On the shoulder of the
western wall on the'left there are the images, one facing the
other, of Bu-ston a n d his disciple. On the eastern wall, below,
to the left there is Cur-mgonIPafijara-Natha coupled.
The donor of these paintings was the doctor Ses-rab-gags of
the land at the centre of Myan-stod. The artist who did the

......................................................................................

(1) See Bu-ston, Bjad-rgyud Rdo-lje-rtsc-mohi dkyil-HOT-gyibkd-pa, 16b.
This mandala pertains to the 'first group of the second partbf the section
of the Rdo-rje-rtse-mohi-rgyud1VajraJekhara-tan
that is it serves creatures
who can understand the truth when it is expounded in an ample form (vistir?tom') and is addressed to those who are inclined to anger and it subjugates
this a n j e r through a sublimation o r transfer of anger. While the first section
of the Rtse-mohi-rgyud contemplates only the mandala of the five mystic
families synthetically expounded and all taken together, this section prescribes a mandala for each family. Moreover, among the four possible diiisions in which, accordi~lg to the different mystic seals, this group of
mandala is divided these paintings reproduce the mandala of the absolute
basing itself on the seal of the absolute (dhannamudrd).
his mandala is identical with the one corresponding to the ~ e - h i d - b r d u i
Tattva-sangraha, that is to the Vajradhatu-mandala.
(2) That is to the left of the door. In this mandala the central divinity is always Rnam-par-snan-mdzacWairocanawith four faces and byan-chub-mchogl
bodhyagri mudrfi.
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statues was the honorable Nam-mkhah-bzan-po of Bde-chen
( I ) in Lha-rtse, the master with his disciples. T h e painter was
the master of Don-ri in Lha-rtse, the master with his disciple.
By virtue of the merit so procured, may the creatures quickly
obtain the spiritual plane of the all-pervading Rdo-rje-semsdpawvajrasattva, body of indefectible bliss.
Be it propitious, may you realize perfection; he he he.
FIFTEENTH CHAPEL
In the centre of this (chapel) there are the statues on throne
and with halo, of Sans-rgyas-sna-tshogs, and of his two acolytes.
He is the principal divinity of the mandala of the mystic family
of the lotus, according to the comprehensive exposition of the
mystic families taken from the ... as before.
O n the wall to'the west there a r e t h e gods of thefundamental mandala in which Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya
is the central divinity. It serves to favour creatures 'taking
delight in a detailed explanation; it aims to eliminate anger by
anger and is taken from the mandala of the mystic families
taken singly ... as before (2).
On the northern wall there are the gods constituting the
mandala of Gzuns-ma-lha-moIDh8rani-devi, derived from the
mandala of the mystic formulas centering in the seal of the
symbol of the spiritual plane.

.

On the eastern wall there are gods forming the mandala of
action centering.. and deriving from the detailed mandala of the
mystic family of the Tathagata, according to the method of the
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) In the inscription Sde-chen; but on the basis of other inscriptions we
have to correct it to B&-chen, a well known locality in the vicinity of Lha-rtse.
(2) It is identical with the corresponding one of the Tattva-sarigraha.

'

mystic families taken singly, and is described as before.
On the shoulder to the east, to the right and to the left, there
are the images of the master Kun-dgah-sfiin-po and of the
master Saris-rgyas-gsan-ba. Below there are the coupled gods
(father and mother) of the mandala of action according to the
Rdo-rje-rtse-molvajraiekhara.
The she-donor of these paintings was Byan-sems-bdag-modpal-chen-rgyal-mo ( I ) , the mother together with the son. The
artist who did the statues was the most honorable (2) Nammkhah-bzan-po from Bde-chen in Lha-rtse, the master with his
disciples. The painters who did the paintings with-care were
the most honorable of ~ d e - c a n(3) in Lha-rtse and the honorable Chos-skyon (4), B kra-iis of BSags-tshal.
Be it meritorious.

SIXTEENTH TEMPLE
Honour to Vajrahiimkara.
On this wall there is the mandala of Rdo-rje-Hiim-mdzad/
Vajrahiimkara who stays in the east of the ... as before, surrounded by Rdo-rje-Hiim-mdzadlvajrahiimkara, by the four
Hkhor-10s-bsgyur-baM3akravartins in irate form, by the four
irate Sems-malsattvi, by the four divinities in irate form Sgegmo/Lasya etc., Hdod-lhdKamadeva, Gur-mgonlpafijara-Natha
coupled, Rnam-srasNaiSravary in beatific form and in the terrific.
Honour to Vajrasattva.
In the dome of this chapel whose principal divinities are represented by the thirtythree gods of the mandala of the mystic
( I ) In the inscription rgyas instead of rgyal.
(2) dpon-mo-chesfor "ck.
(3) Though the spelling is different, possibly it does mean the same place
mentio'hed in the preceding inscription.
(4) In the inscription sRoir for shyon.
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family of the Tathagata which is the central mandala of the
great mandala of the families comprehensively expounded in
the ... asbefore, there are the Bla-mas pertaining to this tradition. T o the south of the door, above, are displayed the figures
of H khor-10s-bsgyur-baakravartin, Rdo-rje-sems-dpawajrasattva and Pad-ma-seins-dpahlpadmasattva, in groups of five,
the central divinity with his acolytes.
T h e donor of these paintings was the perfect one of the
strong, the honorable Rgyal-ba.

Honour to Padmasattva.
In the dome of this chapel, whose principal divinities are
represented by the thirtythree gods of the mandala of the mystic family of the lotus situated to the west of the mandala of the
families expounded comprehensively by the Rdo-rje-rtse-mol
Vajraiekhara, an explanatory Tantra, there are the Bla-mas
pertaining to this mystic tradition. Above, to the south and
north, (are the mandalas) of the Hkhor-los-bsgyur-bdCakravartins of north-west and north-east, Rdo-rje-rin-chenlvajraratna and Las-kyi-sems-dpahIKarmasattva,each in groups of
five, the principal divinity with his four acolytes (1). O n the
upper partition, to the south and north, there are the well-displayed paintings of the Bla-mas pertaining to this tradition.
T h e donor of these paintings was Skyon-ba the perfect one
of the strong, together with his brother, who with pure intention brought his purpose to completion.
,..
O n this wall are the well-displayed figures of Rdo-rje-htimmdzadlvajra-htimkara in his irate aspect, (surroundecJ by)
Las-kyi-htim-mdzad1Karma-htimkara, by the sixteen irate
Bodhisattvas and, on the shoulder, by the images of the
Bla-mas. Of the two small walls facing east, the donor was ...

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Ibid. VIII, IX.
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O n this wall there are the figures of the gods of the mandala of
the mystic family of action, which is at the northern corner of
the mandala, according to the system of the mystic families
synthetically expounded in the Rdo-rje-rtse-moIVajraSekhara,
(in all) thirtythree divinities surrounding her. On this wall
there are the figures of gods, situated in the intermediate directions between north and west of the fundamental external
mandala, according to the system of the mystic families synthetically expounded in the Rdo-rje-rtse-moNajraSekhara, eight
bodhisattvas of the cycle of the Bskal-bzaSBhadrakalpa, five
Mar-me-mdDipa, five Lcags-sgroglsphota, five Dri-chab-ma1
Gandha, five ~bebs-mdAveSa,thetwentyfive divinities, fathers
and mothers, of the external mandala of the mystic family of
the vajra.
These are the paintings of the gods who are situated in the
intermediate directions between north and east of the external
fundamental mandala of the ... as above, surrounded by the
eight bodhisattvas of the cycle of the Bskal-bzadBhadrakalpa,
five Bdug-pa-mdDhtipa, five Lcags-kyu1AnkuSa protecting the
door, five Me-tog-mdPuspB, five Zhags-pdP%a protecting the
door, the four gods of the four elements, and the twentyone
divinities of the external mandala of the mystic family of the
rdo-rjelvajra and on-po:belil~a~da-~~tha. These are the' figures of the mandala of the mystic family of the gem situated
in the south, according to the.. as above and Sans-rgyas-iii-ma,
surrounded by the thirtytwo gods of the mystic family of the
gem.

SEVENTEENTH CHAPEL
In the centre of this chapel are the statues on throne and
with halo of Sans-rgyas-iii-ma and of her two acolytes, central
divinity of the mandala of the mystic family of the gem according to the system of the mystic families ~orn~reher~cively
expounded, derived from ... as above. O n it right, on the wall
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facing east, there are the gods of the great mandala, the fundamental mandala of the mystic family of the Tathagatas centering in the great seal of the physical plane according to the
method of the detailed mandala serving to favour creatures
who take delight in detailed explanation and which derives
from the section dedicated to the mystic family of the
Tathagatas, the first section. This mandala is meant to eliminate passion by passion, and is taken (from the cycle) of the
mandalas of the mystic families taken separatedly derived from
the ... as above. T o the south there are the gods of the mandala
of the absolute, centering on the seal... of the mandala of the
verbal plane. O n the wall to the east there are the gods of the
mandala of Gzuns-ma-lha-mo/Dhara~i-devi,centering in the
seal of the symbol of the spiritual plane ... of the mystic family
of the Tathagatas. T h e she-donor of these paintings was
Byan-(1) sems-bdag-mo Dpal-mo, the mother with the son. T h e
artist who made the statues was the honorable Nammkhah-bzan-po of Bde-chen in Lha-rtse, master with disciple,
and the honorable Bkra-Sis-bzan-po of BSag-tshal in Lha-rtse
painted them.
1. By virtue of the merit so procured may the donors with
their relations obtain without obstacles in this life that contrary
situations are placated and at the end may they attain the
spiritual plane of do-rje-sems-dpahwajrasattvi.

NINETEENTH CHAPEL
In the centre of this chapel there are the paintings of the
gods ... of the mandala painted on cloth of Me-ltar-hbar-ba
gsan-ba ...IJvalanala Guhya ... taken from the mandala ... leading
to the completion of actions not realized through the liturgrcal
initiation and deriving from the fundamental Tantra Rtog-pa....................................................................................
( 1 ) In the inscription Byam is evidently a mistake for ~ y z nas it is in the
inscriptions of the preceding chapels. .
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thams-cad-bsdus-pa, section dedicated to the mantra centering
in the seal of the symbol whose essence consists in recognizing
the essential identity between the Buddha and the creatures,
and which serves as antidote for the mind darkened by moral
infections. (This mandala is) included in the second section of
the Dpal-mchogIParamadya, first part.
On the wall to the north there are the gods of the mandala
of Rdo-rje-me-ltar-rab-tu-hbar-balVajra-Jvlnala
serving to
eliminate anger by anger and is taken from the mandala deriving from the fundamental Tantra Rtog-pa-thams-cad-bsdus-pa,
section dedicated to the mantras of the second section of the
Dpal-mchogIParamadya.
On the wall to the south are the gods of the mandala of Rdorje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa representing the essence of the
liturgy of action, meant to protect the single mystic families
and is taken from the section of Ses-rabl~rajii~,
first section of
the Dpal-mchogIParamadya. On the wall to the east, on the
upper part, there are the gods of the mandala ... of those who
can be converted by ~ b a n - ~ h ~ u ~ / I ~taken
v a r afrom
,
the. four
exoteric mandalas. Below there are the gods of the mandala of
the Ma-mo/Matyka to the benefit of those who can be converted by the Ma-mo/Matrkas.
On the partition below there are the gods of the mystic fam
ily of the Ma-mdMawb, according to the ~pal-mchog/Paran$tdya
and the..affering of the ritual offerings and of the five senses.
The artist who made the statues was the honorable
Nam-mkhah-bzan-po of Lha-rtse, the master with his disciple;
and the painter was the honorable Legs-pa of Bsah-lun in
Lha-rtse, master and disciple who executed their work with
care.
Be it propitious.

-
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TWENTIETH CHAPEL
Honour to Vajrasattva (1);
In the centre of this chapel dedicated to Rdo-rje-semsdpahlvajrasattva there are the statues, on throne, with halo
and ornaments, of Rdo-rje-sems-dpawajrasattva with his two
acolytes. He is the central divinity of the secret mandala o f .
Rdo-rje-sems-dpawvajrasattva leading to a quick realization of
the mystic experience. It is taken from the system of the mystic
families expressed comprehensively according to the DpalmchogIParamadya, first chapter. On the wall to the south are
the gods of the mandala of Khams-gsum-mam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya serving as antidote to the hate of the single mystic
families, in the double group of mandalas. (The two are) that
of the mystic families expressed comprehensively and that of
the mystic families exposed separately, revealed by the section
of Ses-rabl~rajfiacentering in the great seal. T h e latter's nature
corresponds to the very essence of the mystic knowledge "of
the mirror" revealing the insubtantiality of things (cZdar.iajfi6na)
and serving as antidote (to the constructions) of the psyche.
! 1

T o the centre of the northern wall there are the gods of the
mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpawvajrqattva dbugs-dbyun serving to oppose passions and the mandala of the Tathagatas serving as contrast to the meritorious actions having as consequence rebirth in good conditions of existence (2). (Here there is
also) the display of the figures of the eight bodhisattvas of the
intermediary directions and the eight illusory bodies of the
Buddha, .together with the four emblems such as the vase with
gems etc. Below there is the display, at the same time, of
i-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) In the inscription "sat-vaOfor "sat-tviiO.
( 2 ) Also rebirth in good conditions of existence has to be avoided by one
who wants to attain nirvana.
1
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the mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahwajrasattva, and of the
mandala of Rdo-rje-Ham-mdzadIVajrahiimkara, in his irate
form.
The donor of the statues and also of the paradises painted
on the walls of these chapels, the one to complete his project
with a clear and meritorious mind, was the highest minister of
the king governing according to the law, the honorable general
Jo-legs. T h e artist making the statues was the most honorable
Nam-mkhah-bzan-po of Lha-rtse, master and disciple; and the
painter was the most honorable of Thar-pa, master and disciple, who did their work with care.
1. By virtue of the merit thus procured may the donor with
his relations reach the land of Rdo-rje-sems-dpawvajrasattva,
the all-pervading one.
Be it auspicious.
1

FOURTH FLOOR
FIRST TEMPLE
,Om blessings (to all) (1).
I . May that unmatchable Bla-ma that is Bu-ston called the
Kashmiri, protect our mind. By the strength of his perfection
attained in the double accumulation (2) addressed to the
benefit of many creatures, he became (another) Victorious One
in the teachings of hkyamuni, he (who is) that perfect gem (3)
augmenting for the creatures in endless spectacles of the perfect law.
2. We bow our heads before that lotus which are the feet of

(1) In the inscription gcag for cig.
(2) As often seen, moral merit and intellectual merit.
(3) Allusion to the name of Bu-ston known as Bu-ston rin-po-che or
b n - ~ h e n - ~ r ~He
b .was called the Kashmiri because he was cknsidered an
lncarnation of hkya6ri.
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his spiritual son the Lotsava (1). He granted the aspirations of
creatures worthy to be converted and rich in good propensities
(skal bzan), by virtue of the merits acquired in past existences.

3. (He suceeded in this task) because the cloud of compassion of this man expert in the methods (which one has to follow
in order to teach the truth) covered the vast expansion of that
cycle represented by the pure knowable.
We adore the feet of Sku-zhan Chos-rdo-rje who, with the
four species of baptisms, brought to (spiritual) maturity his
spiritual progeny, and, having reached perfection in the practice of the two mystic methods (2) leading to liberation, realized
the great seal of yoga.
4. Great faith we have in Chos-rje Hjam-dbyans-rin-rgyal
who has no rivals in the three worlds and who thanks to the
pure immaculate revelation of the Victorious One could see the
truth and then explain it to others.

5. He who saw the truth revealed in the Sijtras and in the
Tantras and fpr the energy used in attaining the mystic realization was endowed with supreme intuitions and became the
diadem of all who win with the practice of virtue in the whole
of space.

6. T h e painter was the master having his skill on the tips of
his magic fingers, Rin-chen-dpal-hbyor, the lord of the learned,
of Gnas-riiin that glorious place in Tibet. He was assisted by his
son Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan. Together they prepared this spectacle
that is an ambrosia for the eyes of all creatures.

......................................................................................
( I ) Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal-dpal-bzan-po.
His life is summed up in the Dpalldan Zhva-1u-pahi bstan-pa-la bkah-dn'n-ch-bahi skye-bu-dam-pa-mm.s-k.ri m m thur lo-rgyus no-mtshar dad-pahi hjug-nogs, fo1.22.
(2) That is the utpattikrama and the sampannakrama.
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7. As for the donor who was moved (to such work) by the
strong purpose of attaining illumination, was a man called
Kir-ta of Lha-bo together with his relations. Although hk
impartiality is not complete ( I ) , he nevertheless has eyes to see
the reality of the immaculate supreme law (2).

8. By virtue of the merit so acquired may the creatures,
numberless like heaveply space, be liberated from the ocean of
painful existence and, bypassing the inferior way (3) of nirvana, may they go through the way leading to Rdo-rje-hchad
Vajradhara and be blessed on the spiritual plane obtained by
the noble master.
SECOND CHAPEL

May there be perfection.
Eternally be victorious in that heaven represented by supreme good and by the blessing deriving from obtaining higher
spiritual planes (4) the progeny of the twentyfour Sa-skya-pa
ascetics, who, (though) of divine orign, became princes among
men and were similar to the sun opening the lotus of the teachings of the Buddha.
When it was heard right up to the world of Brahma that a
person bent to do good and who had collected all that is beauti- ,
f d in this world, had built this mchod-rtenlstiipa, the sole
receptacle of the body of the law, with the goal of adorning the
earth by it, the b r d of the gods (Brgya-byinlIndra) was pleased
and caused a rain of flowers to rain down, as an auspicious
augury able to grant the six kinds of desires.

................................................................................
( 1 ) I m p a r t i a l i t y l u ~is the fourth o f the four ap'amipa.
(2) In the inscr. la for bags.
(3) That is by overcoming the small vehicle.
(4) ks = i ~ s - j ~ ~ - l o g s(nisrqyar);
-p
mtho corrrsyands to
(abhyudaya).

~ ~ O T P P L ~ ~ @
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And also:
On the walls of this chapel there is a pure paradise whose
floor is made of gems called indranila and padmaraga (1). On
this floor there are water pools and waterfalls possessing the
eight good qualities. This paradise is embellislhed by gracious
heavenly trees and by many beautiful species of singing birds.
In the centre, on a throne ornamented with a lace of pearls,
(there are) the seven manifestations of Rdo-rje-hdzin/Vajrad hara.
Here are, one facing the other, two images: that of Rjebtsun-chen-po Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (2) who, having been an
ascetic of the school of siddhas, received the prophecy that at
the end he would have obtained the realization of the supreme
fruit (that is the condition of the Buddha) in a world called
Gser-mdog-cadKanakavarna, and that of Bsod-nams-rgyalmtshan-dpal-bzan-po (3), the noble Bla-ma who, having
reached the last bank of the ocean of the sacred scriptures,
preached the law three times and guided on the way of liberation numberless creatures worthy to be converted. Then there
is (the image of) Kun-dg~-bkra-Sis-rgyal-mtshan(4), the noble,
supreme leader of many people worthy to be converted, among
whom there was the great emperor of China, Ta-min. He was a
great king in that law represented by the great vehicle (5)
which is liked for the virtues of knowledge and renunciation
(so numerous) that the mind cannot embrace them all. These
images are surrounded by the noble progeny of the Sa-skya-pa
starting from the god Spyi-rins of divine origin and is represented
by
an
uninterrupted
series of
ascetics

...................................................................................
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Allusion to the red and blue colors predominating on these paintings.
No. 5 of my List.
No. 15 of my list.
Added in the inscription in smaller characters. No. 32 of my list.
Here is mentioned the title he received from the Chinese emperor.
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(1). There are, then, the masters initiated in the mystic school
of the way leading as a result to the experience of
Kyahi-rdo-rje1Hevajra (2), and those initiated in the mystic experiences of ~de-mchoglSamvaraaccording to the system of
Lo-hi-pa (3).
(All these paintings) are made with pure gold, etc.
1. As to the display of the paintings, this was done in the
way as they have miraculously appeared in his mind. His mind
possesses the science of colours comparable (for their variety)
to the rainbow, by the art of Don-thub (4)-skyabs of Mkhar-kha
conforming to the words of Rin-chen-dpal-grub.
2. T h e mind of the painters, having been excited by the
strength of their faith, springing from their heart, in the immaculate progeny deriving from the miraculous manifestation
of Hjam-mgon ( 5 ) , this chapel (was derived) and it shows the
holy images of the first B~P-masin such a way that they look
alive (6) before our eyes.
3. This chapel is the place where there are collected hundreds of streams of prosperity and is a mine of every kind of
gem, able to help creatures. It was caused to be built by that
prince who is as an ocean of faith, surrounded by experts
grouping around him like peacocks (7).
4. The supervisor of the works was the Bla-ma Skyabs of
Do-dam. The wonderful explanatory inscription was redacted
by the one of Gya-lun and the writer was Blo-ldan-fii-ma.

......................................................................................
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

And he is regarded as the forefather of the Sa-skya.
Yi-dam, tutelary divinity, of the Sa-skya-pa.
Lai-pa.
Correct: Don-grub.
The sect Sa-skya-pa.
In the inscr. mnon gsum for mnon sum.
(7) As the prince was compared to an ocean, the mention of peacocks
which like water was but natural.
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By virtue of the merits so derived may all the creatures
become omniscient.
By the strength of the pure devotion of the great prince of
men may we see in this very life (mthon-bahi-chos Wir,
dcta-dharme) good luck and blessings in every place and time.
1. Thus also the great donor with his relations, the artisans
and the excellent masters, having so well brought to completion
these (1) mchod-rtenIstGpas, may quickly obtain supreme
illumination.
2. Those who did an act of adoration with body, words and
thought, of this great mchod-rtenlsttipa just brought to completion, and those who gave their life and things for it (2) and
all those who, for constructing it took more than a step (3), may
at the end quickly attain the nature of the perfect Buddha.
3. Having obtained the fortune (4) consisting in having
reached a form of existence furnished by the seven good qualities may they always put into practice the law, overcoming
those enemies who are the demons and the obstacles opposed
by them.
4. Because of the strength of the infallible truth of the concatenation between cause and effect, this truthful word may be
realized, in the same manner as it was pronounced.
Be it auspicious.

( 1 ) In plural because mchod-~tenin this case refers to the single parts of the
chapel.
(2) In the inscr. Wi for Mihi.
(3) "Take more than a step" = to contribute.
(4) Dal-hbyor see Sarat Chandra Das S . V .

FIFTH CHAPEL

Aho Suho (1). 1. Long life to the glory of those wonderful festivals that are the bazar where the ascetics gather. Long life to
the joy of the happy dances, whose play is doing good to others
(2) and the pleasure deriving from the glory of that ambrosia
which is the supreme blessing. In it there are the Bkah-brgyud
Bla-mas who are among the learned ones like Indra (in
heaven). Their vassals are the creatures who, because they
accumulated merits in their preceding lives: are worthv of
being converted.

2. Long life to that master of Yoga Te-lo-Ses-rab-bzan-[pol.
His hair (3) raised are bound (by a garland) of skulls as flowers;
making the magic drum resound he drinks ambrosia in a skull
(used as a cup) and rejoices in the dance of maya.
3. Hail to Niro pan-chen (highest) among all creatures (as a
gem) on top (of a .diadem). He, though tormented by tens of
difficult trials (4) nevertheless sought the supreme way without
giving up, and though protected by the heat of blessing (the
ascetic one) (5) was nevertheless dressed with haman skin.
Though he had taken refuge in the madhyamika doctrine,
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

/

(1) That is Aho s d h u "o blasedness", a very common sentence in the
DohPkosa.
(2) In the inscription instead of hj4gir gyir is more convenient to read
bjohi-gar-gyi.
(3) Doubtful translation, but perhaps the text is corrupted; probably it is
necessary to read sgo-skra. Instead of thod-ky better t M - k y i s . His biography
was translated, though in a very imperfect manner, by G r u e n w d l , Die
Lcgendc des Nd-YO-pi,Leipzig, 1933.
(4) To which the master submitted him in order to test his devotion and
obedience.
(5) Here is a hint to the fire of Tapas that the Tibetan ascetics call
Gtum-mo/Cand%li.
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where there is no place for ilhsory emanations, nevertheless he
practised the ascetic purification (1).
4. Hail to Marpa, the translator, who though having perceived that all things are not real but rather similar to dream
and illusion, to the mirage of a city in the sky, to the clouds, to
an optical error, or to the moon reflected in water, nevertheless
in order to b e n e f ~others he translated the beautiful sayings
(contained in the law of the Buddha).
5. (Hail to Mi-la-ras-pa) who had a supreme power and was
able to hurl ihunderbolts and hail storms (2)... of the lotus (3)
he was as a bee sucking the juice of the beautiful sayings of the
law ...
6. Hail in every circumstance that elephant among the lords
of men, who succeeded to submit the army of the rivals and
never tired himself in carrying the burden of the sacred teaching. His body then was embellished by those seven members
which are faith, etc. (4).
And also: This great mchod-rterdstiipa leading, only by looking at it, to liberation and is the beautiful glory of the earth,
was made for the efficacy of the perfect actions of that divine
lord who came down to earth, that is Rab-brtan-kun-bzarihphags-pa, with the goal to be useful (on one side) to the teachings of the omniscient Master, the mine of every earthly pros(1) Though everything is empty and insubstantial, nevertheless the ascetic
practices, themselves too really non-existing, are recommended for checking
and mastering passions.
(2) These are the magic capacities he looked for in the first period of his
life.
' (3) Read pad-ma ge-sar rgod-pa, lotus with the open flower (lit. smiling).
This fragment of a verse refers to the disciple of Mi-la-ras-pa, that is
Sgam-po-pa.
(4) In order to hint at the fact that the king is a bodhisattva. But, in the
seven constituents according to the traditional list, faith has no place. This
verse praises the Chos-rgyal of Rgyal-rw.
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perity and of every earthly blessing and of every blessing
beyond the earthly, and on the other hand to creatures that
have yet to come.
This is of wonderful magnificence.
It is a step leading to heaven and a friend guiding towards
the land of liberation. It is well termed a sun which can dry up
the ocean of existence and a moon refreshing the heat (of sorrow).
On its fourth floor to the north-west, there is this chapel called Dban-rgyal lha-khan; in its centre there are the statues of
the great ascetics, Ti-lo-pa, Na-ro-pa, Marpa the translator,
Mi-la-ras-pa, Dvags-po rin-po-che, all on a throne and with a
halo.
The artist who did the statues was Nam-mkhah-bzan-po of
Lha-rtse whose intelligence has reached perfect virtues in the
art (1) of making statues. He was assisted by his students. On
the frescoes painted on the walls there are the images of BdegSegs Phag-mo-grub-pa, Glin-ras-pa, Gtsan-pa-rgya-ras-pa (2),
surrounded by the three masters of the three sections in which
is divided the series of Bla-mas initiated either in the doctrine
of the great seal (mahamudra) or in that of the congenital birth
(3) or in that of the yoga, by the series of Bla-mas initiated in
the school of the symbol of the great seal and by the series of
Bla-mas of the ancient method of realization.
These paintings were done by the most honorable Thar-pa
of Lha-rtse who is adorned of that design that is intelligence,
the extraordinary shining mirror of every spiritual science. The
master was assisted by his disciple.

.....................................................................................
(1) In the inscr. read bzo-sbyans instead of bzo-spyans and phul-tu instead of
phul-du.
(2) Renowned Bkah-brgyud-pa master, main founder of the monastery of
~va-lun.
(3) Sahaja.
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The donor of the statues, of the central figure and of his
acolytes forming the preeminent ornament of this chapel was
Bsod-nams of Mgar (full of) faith.
1. With respect to the donor of the paintings on the walls (it
is said): the flower of this temple which is all auspicious (kunbmn) was born from an ocean of firm faith ( r u b - k n ) adorned
by a noble grace (hphags-pa) ( 1).

2. This (chapel) is furnished with the good luck deriving
from accumulated merits: here the Ganga of virtuous efforts
and the two streams that flow from the virtues practised in
earthly existence and in the sphere of supreme blessedness may
be united so that the heavenly plant that the Omniscient is may
grow.

3. For the grace of the very pure plane of the absolute and
for the unfailing law of causal connection (which rules) all
things, may the desire and the vow of the divine prince be
realized.
4. T h e four protectors of the world who have taken the solemn promise (to guard the law) before the Buddha himself
and Mahakala (2) may protect (this chapel) without negligence.

Be it propitious.
SIXTH CHAPEL
1. With this every and ever possible homage be paid to the
glorious Kalacakra, blessedness that never changes. He is a body
that is obtained through abundance of meritorious actions, is
perfection of the physical, verbal and spiritual planes, glorious
synthesis of the three bodies, undistinguished from the glorious

......................................................................................

( 1 ) Allusion
to
the
name
of
kun-bzan-hphags-pa.
(2) In the inscr. Ma-hii-ka for Ma-hd-hi.

the

Chos-rgyal:

Rabbmn-
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do-rje-hchafiajiadhara, sublime. He possesses the three
kinds of exellences, and is the master of the fundamental series
(of masters) ( 1).
2-4. In the centre of the chapel called that of supreme blessedness, which is dedicated to the Master and is to the west of
the sbpe (2) to the north of the fourth floor of the Bkra-hissgo-mair mchod-an, there is the image of the great Omniscient who is the embodiment of grand beautitude supreme and
immutable, the supreme glorious master; he is adorned by the
shining rays of his grace. To his right there is the image of
Mkhas-grub-chen-po, who triumphed over all the four directions of space (3), and to the left the image of ~a Dpon
Mkhas-mchog (4). These are the three images (at the centre),
the main one with his two acolytes, on a throne and with a halo
furnished with all the ornaments.

5-7. Of this chapel, the biggest than the others and perfect
(5). the highest donor, possessing the necessary and apt requisites, was the glorious Bla-ma Dpal-Man-legs-pa, who has
many (good) qualities deriving from the glorious greatness of
his birth. He has obtained a solid base in the meditation of the
two methods leading to salvation (6), and has reached the last
shore of the ocean of philosophical systems and of the secret
formulas. He finished this work with a pure and meritorious
mind so that the teaching of the Buddha may always lastand
for granting the desire of the Bla-mas, and for making the lives
( 1 ) That is of those who have been initiated in the Kalacakra-tantra. Th*
Kalacakra is another hypostasis of the highest principle and therefore is assimilated to Rdo-rje-hchadvajradhan.
(2) In the inscr. blo for glo.
(3) In the inscr. mm-rgyal for m m - r g y a l .
(4) Name of a Sa-skya-pa master, see Myari-chun p. 14 1 .
(5) In the inscr. phul-du instead of pll-tu.
(6) Utpatti-knma and sampanna-karma.

of the keepers of the teaching more stable and also because the
(supreme) donor, the king ruling according to law; may together with all his relatives, enjoy good health and have a
strong kingdom and then because numberless creatures may
derive profit and blessedness from it.
(The artist who made the statues) with care was
Nam-mkhab-bzan-po assisted by his disciples.
8. On the wall to the right there is an ornate display of
figures representing the series of glorious Bla-mas both ancient
and recent ones (1) who handed down to one another both the
initiatic tradition and the explanation of the Dus-kyi-hkhor-lo/
Kalacakra according to the sysrem of mystical interpretation of
the lotsava of Rva.
10. On the wall to the left there is a beautiful display of figures of the series of Bla-mas who handed down both the initiatic tradition and the explanation of the Dus-kyi-hkhor-ld
KPlacakra, according to the system of the mystic interpretation
of Hbrom-(ston) and of the lotsava of $on together with the
secondary schools both ancient and modem.
11. The donor of these paintings, who brought his goal to
completion with pure and meritorious mind was the glorious
BLa-ma Dpal-ldan-legs-pa, an ascetic initiated into the mysteries
of the glorious Dus-kyi-hkhor-10lKalacakra. He did that in
order to grant the desire of this glorious Bla-ma and also wkh
the goal of helping the diffusion of the teaching of the Buddha.
12. The painters who did the frescoes with care were the
two brothers Blo-gros-rab-gsal, the learned and the honorable
Dge-ba of Bde-chen in Lha-rtse.
13. .Byvirtue of the merit so procnred, may the donors with
their relatives as also all the creatures be provided with the
grace of the glorious la-'mas and quickly obtain the spiritual
plane of Rdo-rje-hchwajradhara.

...........................................................................
(1)

T h e phrase nn-thun = fie-ba dun ain-ba.
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14. By force of compassion of the supreme Master to whom

none is superior and (by the strength) of the unfailing truth of
the three gems and by the grace of the pure plane of the absolute may our vows be realized.
Be it auspicious.
EIGHTH CHAPEL
Om svasti.
Homage and reverence to the master and to the three gems.
1. For the benefit of creatures of the earth hail to this
Bodhisattva (I), supremeamong the learned ones; he did possess a supreme ability in composing (books) taken from the
same intelligence as Hjam-pahi-dbyans1Mafijughosa.
2. Hail to pad-hbyun-(gnas)/~admasambhava,the master
endowed with the great strength of his mercy; who by force of
his magic powers won the heretics, by the force of his compassion left behind the city of those gone away (2) and by the
strength of his vow brought to completion the things he took
UP.
3. Hail to that man learned (among the learned of) all the
world, the greatest learned KamalaSila, incomparable in every
part of the earth, whether in India or in Nepal or in China or
in Khotan.
4. Hail to that great translator who was Rin-chen-bzan-po
who possessed a great compassion which pushed him to raise
the lamp of the supreme doctrine.
5. Hail to him who wears the plume of turquoise (Gyu-ral!&an) the translator of Rnog, who remaining on that Kailasa of
the teaching of -the Buddha, put away the foxes of heretics with
the lion-roar of the sacred scriptures and logic.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) Thus Santiralqita (Zhi-ba-tsho) is usually indicated in Tibet.
(2) Bypassed death.
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6. Hail to that great rain of' flowers which did fall from the
sky in honor of this mchod-rtedstopa which is unmatched;
though many are the constellations of mchod-rtedstopas, this
one brings liberation only through a look, with respect to them
it is as the moon.
7. Hail to the king ruling according to the law. He, as the
sun does to the planets, took out their splendour from the
minor kings and made blossom the lotus that is the teaching of
the Buddha, beating away the heretics as the sun causes the
lotuses that open at night to close.
Having said these praises (now) are expressed the things
which have to be said on such an occasion.
In the middle of the great monastery of Dpal-hkhor-bdechen, in the divine land of Rgyal-mkhar-rtse which was the residence of the prince Dpal-hkhor-btsan, a king honoured by
many, in a land which is a mine of wisdom, in the region of
an-stod in the Land of Snows, there is the great mchod-rted
sttipa symbolizing the absolute body of Tathagatas and mere
looking at it leads to liberation. It is rich abundance and a conglomeration of good auguries and of good. In the centre of the
chapel of Dban-rgyal in- the north-east of the fourth floor,
there are images on thrones and with halos of the great doctor,
the Bodhisattva, of the supreme doctor KamalaSila, of the great
translator Rin-chen-bzan-po and of Blo-ldan-Ses-rab, the translator of Rnog.

On the frescoes of the walls there are images, one facing the
other, of Pandita $antigarbha, and of' master Sans-rgyasgsan-ba, surrounded by two principal from among the six orhaments ( I ) , by Dharmakirti the keeper of the mysti-

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In the case the six jewels are Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, and other great
masters of Buddhism.
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cal formulas, by Vimalamitra and other pandits who came to
Tibet. Then there is Dpal-brtsegs the translator of Dkah (1)
surrounded by the Tibetan translator Thon-mi Sam-bho-ta and
DharmakoSa and other benefactors.

1. T h e donor of all these images was the great king who
commanded that they be executed; he who is expert in letting
grow that crop which is the good with continuous rains of presents and whose fame resounds like an approaching thunder.
The other donor was-the Nan-so-chen-mo who well brought it
to completion.

2. The artist who did the statues w2s the very honorable
Nam-mkhah-bzan-po, skilled in art, and assisted by his disciples. The painter was the honorable reverend Don-grubskyabs, the learned one who reached perfection in the zrt of
painting, assisted by his disciples.

3. Through that burning mirror represented by this
meriiorious effort may,be realized the sun that omniscience is;
through the sun of the benefits made to others may the darkness of ignorance of creatures be destroyed (2).
4-5. This pure vow so formulated and the pure devotion in
anyone who has it and the truth expressed by the formula of
the refuge in the three gems may be completed in this very life.
Here may we be assisted by the three gems granting us prosperous day, prosperous night, prosperous midday, always prosperous days and nights.
6. The great ocean of the Dam-can, Mahiksla ancl the powerful and terrific attendants and the messengers of the law may

....................................................................................
( 1 ) The more common farm is Ka-ba.
(2) This work was therefore worked out for one's own benefit: 'dtrnddha
and for the good of others: pariirthu.
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continuously protect this mchod-rtedstiipa and its chapels
from the injuries of the four elements.

TENTH CHAPEL
Honour to the masters and the bodhisattvas.

1. Homage with great faith to the three highest things: to
the Buddha, the protector of the world, the perfect one, he
who realized in a perfect manner the double accumulation of
merit; to the law consisting in the sacwd texts revealed by this
protector of the world and in their explanations (1); to the supreme community which once reached its goal never to come
back again, because it has understood the profound ways of the
law.

2. We praise, by touching with our head the dust of their
feet, the translators and the panditas furnished with compassion. Their body shining with an abundance of good qualities is
like ambrosia for the eyes of creatures. Their pure words have
shown the spectacle of the law, whose essence consists in the
triple (mystic) body. Their spirit understands according to
trmh the meaning of the revelation though this be as vast as
the ocean.
And also:
In the middle of the earth there is this great mchod-rtenl
stiipa which was made for fulfilling the desire of the great
king. On its fourth floor in the ceRtre of the projection to the
south there are three statues on throne and with a halo; i.e.
those of the Pandita h k y a i r i , the great doctor Byair-chub-dpal
a n d Hpm-dbyaris-rin-chen-rgyd-mtshan.

-

---

(1) That is, siitra and pravacuna.
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The donor was the honourable Dban-chen-dar of Cha-lu and
the artist was the honourable Nam-mkhah-bzari-po of Lha-rbe,
the master with his disciples.
As regards the display of figures, there are images of the
king of the hkyas, incomparable, surrounded by the series of
masters who have transmitted his doctrine. On the partition to
the right of the central figure there is the Mkhan-chen Rdo-rjedpal-pa, the doctor pertaining to the school of the masters expert in monastic rules referring to consecration, surrounded by
the series of Bla-mas who explained the Vinaya. Then the
arhat Yon-tan-blo-gros (1) surrounded by a series of Bla-mas
learned in.. .
These paintings, comparable to a rope binding the elephant
that the mind is (2), were executed with care by the honourable
Don-grub-skyabs, the venerable of Mkhar-kha, the master
assisted by his disciples. The donor was the prefect (rdton-dpon)
Hgrags-hbum.
1. The river of merit derived by this pious effort may water
the garden of the wishes of the prince, so that the bees that the
persons of good merits are may find there abundant nourishing, the flowers of these lotuses that are the holy teaching having totally blossomed.
2. For the strength of the blessings of pure reality, of the
unfailing causal connection ruling things and of the pure faith
of the prince of men, may our vow be realized till the end and
produce perfect blessings.
3. This wonderful explanatory praise similar to the law
widely explained for those who are of slow apprehension was

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Gunamati.
(2) Mind is more often compared, for its mobility and restlessness, to the
monkey.
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made by the man of Gyu-lun having an eye for the right doctrine.
By virtue of the merits thus procured may the virtues of the
protector of the land grow.

4. T h e great ocean of the Dam-can, Mahaklla, and the powerful terrific attendants and messengers of the law may continuously protect this mchod-rtenlstiipa with its chapels, from
the injuries of the four elements.
Be it propitious to the whole world.

TWELFTH CHAPEL
O m svasti.
1. Hail to that saint (1) who was favoured by the grace of the
supreme god (2) and who here said (3)... With the essence of
that butter (mar) which is intellect, having produced the great
fire (me) of his beautiful words, he eliminated (sel mdzud) (the
darkness) of ignorance of creatures and burnt that fuel represented by their actions (4).

2. Hail to Hbrom-ston-rgyal-bahi-Nyun-gnas, who, having
shown his gratitude to this great land for the progeny of the
Victorious Ones, and having therefore taken over that fortune
deriving from every prosperity that can be attained in this
earthly existence, and on the planes of supreme blessedness,
has become expert in leading all creatures to that seat (which is)
final emancipation.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) That is AtiSa.
(2) The Buddha.
(3) Half the verse is missing.
(4) Dipamkara, in Tibetan Mar-me-mdzad (AtiSa): his name is hinted at in
these verses through the words: butter mar, fire me, and m d d in the sentence
sel mdrad: caused to disperse, eliminated.
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3. Hail to that saint of great intelligence who was never tired
of bringing the teaching of the Victorious O n e and, being immune from worldy laws as politics (tthul), etc., held the supreme standard (rgyal-mtshan) represented by good behaviour
(khrims) and by the pure practice of life (1).
And also:
4. May all the unparallelled Bla-mas of the esoteric schools
triumph over all creatures, they who hold the banner of the
teaching that can never sink (because it is kept floating), because of those great waves consisting in the practice (of the law)
as it was observed by the sons of the Victorious Ones.
5. T h e wonderful law (established in his) kingdom by the
great king making true in himself the precepts of the law
(dharma-raja) may raise the smile of wonder of
Brgya-byin/Indra and may the divine ephebes cause a rain of
flowers and may all creatures enjoy with a dance of joy.

6. Praise be to the lord of men who is like a universal king
(cakravartin); he is endowed with the name of "noble"
(hphags-[pa], has reached perfection in every good action and in
every way shows respect and veneration for the holy law, for
the teaching of the Buddhas and for those who are its keepers.
In the centre of the eastern chapel, in the elevation to the
south of this fourth great floor of the Bkra-Sis-sgo-man
mchod-rten, that causes liberation by the mere sight of it, there
is the image of Jo-bo AtiSa; to his right there is Hbrom-ston-

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In this case too the first words of the first three verses have a clear hint
the
name
of
the
third
Lama
who
is
praised
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan, known also by the name of Nag-tsho.
to

here:
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rgyal-bahi-hbyun-gnas and to the left the lotsava of Nag-mtsho
(1). They have been made with the help of material causes like
gems of great value and colouring substances and the efficient
cause that is (the ability) of Mthu-bri of Mkhar-kha, who has
reached perfection in every knowable branch in regard to the
fme arts. In the frescoes on the wdls there are the images of
Dge-bSes Po-to-pa, Rin-chen-gsal, surrounded by Bla-mas constituting the tradition of Bkah-gdams-pa who dedicated himself
to the interpretation of the Satras and agamas and the images
of Tshul-khrims-hbar-pa of Spyan-mnah, surrounded by
Bla-mas constituting the tradition of the Bkah-gdams-pa dedicated to the study of the initiatic schools. And also: Bla-mas
pertaining to the sect (of the ascetics) bent of purifying their
mind, Tshe-dpag-med1Amitayus considered as patron, Spyanras-gzigs/Avalokita, Sgrol-ma/Tara, Rnam-thos-sras1VaiSravana
and yellow Hdzam-bha-IdJambhaIa.
T h e donors (of this chapel) were the officers and the servants of Nas-luri in in-ro.
T h e painter, the honourable lay devotee of Lha-rtse assisted
by his brother, executed these paintings perfectly according to
the disposition made by the prince of the learned,
Rin-chen-dpal-grub.

1. T h e river of merit born from that (pious) effort may
purify the stains of creatures and increased may the crop of
pmspericy augment the blessed fortune.
2. T h e great ocean of the Dam-can, Mahakala the powerful,
messenger of the orders of the prince of ascetics, may continuously protect the teachings of the Buddha and the donor (who
had this mchod-rtentstupa constructed) which leads to libera( 1 ) The more common form is Nag-tsho.
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tion by the mere sight of it, together with all his relations.
3. T h e fortune and prosperity may permeate space at all
times and by force of faith of the great lord of men, may soon
be realized.

4. By virtue of the benediction of the three precious gems,
and of the truth of the unfailing causal connections ruling
things, and through the force of the benediction of pure reality, the vow as formulated may reach completion.
DOME

FIRST TEMPLE
O m , be it auspicious! Homage with reverence to the excellent
Bla-mas and to the three gems.
1. Homage to that glorious lama (1) of great love who possesses a light made o f compassion, wisdom and love that wins
the splendour gathered in a single place as much as found in
the suns (2) that shine in the universe.

2. Homage to the master, the Buddha, the gem that grants
every desire: he brought his meditations to completion and cast
away all fears, is object of veneration with uninterrupted faith
on the side of the community of those noble (creatures) coming
from the land of liberation (3) and are like the lords of the
Nagas (4).
......................................................................................
(1) T h e master is regularly invoked before the Buddhas, because he is the
present revelation of truth. I could not say who could be the Lama in this
case.
(2) r e for d p : nine, meaning: plural.
(3) T h e tenth land of the Bodhisattvas.
(4) Rut it could be a hint to the eight Bodhisattvas, because n2ga corresponds to the number eight. Often, as i t has been seen, the Buddha is accompanied in iconography by the eight Bodhisatr\,as.
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3. I bow before the supreme law leading to liberation and
which is like a ship that brings to salvation wise men, outside
the ocean of existence; the great ship of the double truth ( 1 )
bound by the string of the three instructions (2) and on which
the banner of mystic realizations is blown by the wind of moral
energy (3).
4. Homage to the community of the noble (disciples) which
like a sailor leads to obtain all the desirable things for the sake
of persons having merit (4) leading them to the land of illumination through an appropriate way, mounted on the ship of
salvation, and well pointing out to them as to what has to be
taken and what t o be left out (5).
5. T h e protectors of the teaching may well d e k n d the teaching; they promised t o protect the teachings in f'ront of the Victorious O n e (6), and, in the centre of the mandala, each offering his own heart (7), received baptism from Rdo-rje-hchanl
Vajradhara; they pertain to the family of the diamond.
5-7. T h e king who rules according to law, Rab-brtan-kunbzan-hphags-pa, by force of the merit accumulated in past existences, has been born again in a family having the fortune of

(1) Conventional truth and absolute truth - the first give's glimpses of reality, in a way that all could understand it, the second expresses it in all its
brightness.
(2) In moral rules, in meditation and in gnosis.
(3) Without moral energy (vitya) and constancy no siddhi 01.realization is
possible to acquire.
(4) Acquired in the past life a n d refined in this one.
( 5 ) T h e saint has on one side to avoid passions and accustom himself to renunciation. on the other side he has to constantly f0llocr. the good and the
way leading to it.
(6) T h e Buddha.
(7) Here heart, sfiin-polhrdqa is svnonvrnous of. \m-bonlbGu, the essential
formula of every god.
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being of great lineage and of having offspring of handsome figure, was endowed with a n undiminishing f'aith in the three
gems, wears the dress of modesty and restraint, possesses the
glory of liberality, and according to the sacred law dispenses
justice as convenient to a king, munificent towards all the keepers of the teaching and knowers of appropriate means (I). He
with the intent that the teaching may spread, teaching that is a
mine of every benefit, and the vows of the masters may be
granted and that the infinite creatures may reach the Buddha's
condition, buift this auspicious mchod-rten/stij pa, of many
parts, as a quasi-tutelary divinity ,and excellent in Jambudvipa,
in the great monastery of Dpal-hkhor bde-chen.

8. In the middle of the heavenly palace placed in the four
directions (2), inside the dome there are statues of the Victorious O n e in his various emanations and a similar display of
good paintings, of the great mandalas revealed by the fundamental Tantras, by the explanatory,Tantras and by the Tantras
analogous to the class of the Yoga ~ a n ' t r a s .
T h u s in the centre of the heavenly palace t.hat is to the east,
in the dome of the Sku-hbum, leading to liberation by its mere
sight, is the tutelary deity of the great king Rab-brtan-bzanhphags-pa, so that he become powerful universal monarch and
lord of men, there is the image of the blessed Rnam-par-snanmdzad/Vairocana. T h e material with which it i.wnade are gFms
and gold; its measure is of 21 cubits, taking as a measure that
of the king himself. It is adorned with various kinds of ornaments with gems.

( 1 ) Knowledge o f the appropriate means is o n e o f the principal virtues of
the Buddha because the law does not bear fruk if it is not conveniently
taught according to the possibilities clf' those who listen.
(2) T h e verse is defective: perhaps phyog~bzhi-pi-yi.
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T h e inside of this marvellous figure (1) in the attitude of the
mudra of meditation (samadhi) is well full of objects of veneration, body, spirit o r word of the Tathagatas (2) which diffuse
great benedictions and above all thirty relics of the Tathagatas;
four kinds of relics of learned and ascetics of India and of
Tibet and which also spread great benedictions. It is an object
of great veneration for all creatures, glory of accumulated
merits becomes manifest. T h e plastic images a r e on a throne,
with a halo. In the centre of the wall to the north there is the
fundamental mandala which is centred'in the seal of the physical plane of the Rdo-rje-dbyitislvajradhatu according to the
fundamental
first section of the De-hid-bsdus1Tattva-sangraha,
Tantra of the class of Yoga-tantras that, when one visualises it
is liberated from sins that cause rebirth in bad destinies. T h e n
there is the great fundamental mandala which makes us obtain
inconceivable benefits with the obtaining of the condition of
Buddha as a result.
Thus there are four different methods of' explanation.
namely, those of master Sans-rgyas-gsan-ba. of Sakya-bies@en, of Kun-dgah-snin-po and of Hjigs-~ned-t~l~y~~ri-gr~a
sbas-pa (4). Mere the system of Kun-dgalj-stiili-po has been
taken as basis (5).

......................................................................................
( I ) Literally: as display, bkod-pa, vpiiha.
(2) These objects o f veneration, receptacle of divine forces ( 1 - 1 t ~ t i )i11.c:
b d v = i n i a g e s , wot-d=books, spirit namely nicho(1-t.1~11.
(3) Fire, water, I>o~ws,
tendons ()nu, clru, sn-ri-m, irn).
(4) From p.92 line 3 i~di-laslob-(lpotr sai~s-rpa.v,till p.93 line 10 gsnl-hnr
gsuils-pa &-bzltitr-tdrr lvcts-so, the passage is c.opied f'r.olil die guide of Zha-lu
written by Bu-ston p.3a line 1.
( 5 ) Bu-st011 hvm-so fill- hi*tl-do.
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In this respect, in the book of Kun-dgah-snin-po beside the
fact that the arch (rta-babs) is said to be the third part of the
door, there is no clear hint as to the platform (snam-bu) of the
arch (to be drawn on the b u r sides of the mandala). Comparing that what is said by SraddhB(karavaiman) with
SBkya-b~es-giien, who consider mainly the Vajradhatu(mandala) (it is seen that) they explain the method of (drawing
on the mandala) the arch according to that system (1). With respect to such (statement of) three arches according to the explanations o f master Hjigs-med-hbyun-gnas-sbas-pdAbhayikaragupta it is not in contradiction with what is contained in the
book of Kun-dgah-siiih-po; the (arches) may therefore be displayed according to the convenience of each mandala. Hjigsmed-hbyun-gnas-sbas-paJAbhayakaragupa then says that the
basis of the platform with gems has to be red and that on the
black bases of the border (ba-gzl-li) (2) there must be a white
band. But according to the ancient mandalas, made in previous
times, the basis of the gemmed platform is of gold and the
basis of the border is red; since then the same are the indications of the highest Blamas, it is said that this is the custom.
And thus it is done (in these paintings) since it does not seem
that there is a contradiction with the indications given in the
treatise of Kun-dgah-shin-po. On the contrary some, as Choskyi-hbyun-gnas, say that the lace of rdo-rjelvajras that stays all
around runs outside the central mandala (3) and that there is
neither (the lace) of double rdo-rjelvajra nor the steeple of

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Translated according to Bu-ston: jra-ddhahi bzhed-pm .@-kya-bits-@en-gyi
bzhed-pa dun bstun-nus rdo-rje-dbyins sgo-rkyan-du byas-ba dehi lugs-kyi rta-babsla-sogs-pahi mam-gzhug gsuns mod-kyi, hdir slob-dpon hjigs-med-hbyun-pas-sbaspahi bzhed lugs-kyi rta-babs gsum-po kun-dgah etc.
(2) Bu-ston Mug-pas for hdug-par.
(3) A line is missing in the inscr. Bu-ston: Nan-gi rdo-rje-phren-na
dkyil-hkhor nan-mahi phyi-nas bskoy-ba dun sna-tshogs-rdo-rje dan d o - r u me-r~
med-par bzhed-mod-kyi, hdir rdo-r~e-hbyun-bahi gzhun-la brten-nas nun-gr
rdo-rje-phren-ba dkyil-hkhor-gyi nun-nus bskor-zhin, rdo-rje-rtse-mo-las...
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rdo-rjelvajras, nor the mountain of fire. But in this respect we
found ourselves in the Rdo-rje-hbyunlvajroda ya, according to
which the lace of rdo-rjelvajras (1) on the inner side, runs
around inside the (central) mandala; then grounding oneself
on what is said by the Rdo-rje-rtse-molVajraSekhara, namely
"outside the bushes of rdo-rjelvajra" and on what is said in the
Rdo-rje-hbyunlvajrodaya "outside the mandala of light", there
is the bush of rdo-rjejvajras and the mountain of fire; while
basing oneself o n the comment saying: "because of the nature
of the double diamond the blessedness (etc.)" there is (in this
mandala) the double vajra, as in fact has been explained by the
first masters like Rtsa-skya and Hjims-pa. Then, as for what
Kun-dgah-siiin-po says that "there is a big hallway outside the
mandala of light" though it is not clearly said in his description,
nevertheless since (Sraddhakara)varman says that there must
"be painted lakes, trees, flowers and scarfs" (2) exactly so it has
been done here.
T h e gods situated on the inner side, like Gar-maINrtya,
B yug-pa-ma, Rdo-rje-hbebslvajraveh, although it is said in the
Rdo-rje-hbyu-baVarodaya that they should be green, but
according to the system expressed in the commentary, here
they are of a different colour. As for the Rdo-rje-chos/Vajradharma (3), which are said to have to be white and red,
according to what is explained by excellent blamas here they
are made with red stains on white. As far as it concerns the
divinities guarding the doors the Rdo-rje-bbyudvajrodaya says
that sometimes they are goddesses, in the commentary it is
clearly said that they a r e gods, so it is done.

......................................................................................
(1) Which is a series of rdo-rje, painted one after the other and runs
around the mandala.
(2) Bu-ston dar-byak instead of bya, bird.
(3) In the inscrip. sags for sogs.
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In the SE corner outside the great mandala is the mandala of
the four seals of Hod-dpag-medlAmithha. On the SE corner
the mandala of the four seals of Mi-bskyod-pa/Aksobhya. On
the NW corner the mandala of Rin-chen-hbyun-IdanIRatnasambhava. On the NE corner the rnamta of the four seals
of Don-yod-grub-paIAmoghasiddhi. On the wall to the north of
the eastern door below, there is the great mandala of the law
that is centered in the seal of the law of the absolute adamantine verbal plane (Vajradhatu). Above thern there is the great
rnaqdala of the formulas (dharani) that is centered in the seal
of the spiritual symbol of the adamantine absolute. Above the
door there is the great mandala of action which is centered in
thedeal of action of the adamantine absolute. T o the left of the
middle wall to the west there is the mandala of the four seals of
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana. On the borders above these
mandalas there is the series of Blamas who have received initiation in the Vajradhitu. On the middle borders there are the
four secret mothers of the Vajradhatu and the eight goddesses
Sgeg-mo1Lisyi etc. Below the great fundamental mandala (is
seen) the phur-balkilaka (1) fixed in the centre and in the four
corners of the mandala there is Khro-rgyal-baIKrodharaja,
Mthah-yasIAnanta,
Rnam-rgyallvijaya, Sprin-sgralMeghanirghosa of big belly, whose display as far as it refers to colour
and symbols, is analogous in the commentary to the one described in the Sgyu-hphrul-dra-ba/M~yijila,that is similar
(and) to the description of ~hro-bo-hkhor-10s-bsgyur-bal
Krodha-cakravartin, etc. On the eastern wall, below, there are
(the images) of the angry deities guarding the heavenly palace,
secret, and (watch over) various kinds of offerings, and the figure of the great donor. T o the south of the central part of the
wall to the west, above, there is the mandala of the single seal
of R.do-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva.In the centre of the wall above
the door to the south there is the great fundamental mandala
....................................................................................
(1) The phur-ba, phur-hu is the magic dagger used in delimitation of the
consecrated surface and in nailing the bad forces in the earth and fixing
them there.
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centered around the great seal o f the physical plane o f Hjigrten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya (taken) f'rom the
second section of the fundamental tantra. As regards the mmner of representing here the gods of the rdo-rje-rigslvajrakula,
namely the way of interpretation according to which outside
the divine surface (1) half the body of the gods together with
their vehicle is seen and half of it is not seen, and the ether way
of interpretation according to which the seat and divinity are
complete: here the latter system is followed. On the right
shoulder above this great mandala there is the mandala of the
four seals of Rnam-snan1Vairocana (in the man$a!a) of Rnanlrgyallviljaya and to the left the mandala of the four seals of t h e

Rde-rje-horn-mdzadvajrahfimkara.
T o the south of the right door, below, there is the great
mandala of the law centering in the seal of the lab: of the
spiritual plane of Khams-gsum-rnam-I-gval/Trailc vaviLjava;
and above the great mandala of the formula centering in ;he
seal of the spiritual symbol of Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya. O n the wall to the north of the middle door, below,
there is the fundamental mandala of the rdo-rje-rigslvajra-kula
of Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyallTrailokyavijaya.Below there is the
m a ~ ~ d a of
l a the formulas of the rdo-rje-rigslvajra-kula. O n the
soi~thernwall of the middle part, below. there is the mandala
of the law of the rdo-rjc-rigslvajra-kula. O n the intermediary
spaces of the superior part of these mandalas there are Bla-mas
who have received initiation in the (experiences) of Khamsgsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya and in the intermediary
spaces the sixteen Rig-maNidyas in their terrific form and the
eight goddesses Sgcg-mo/LPsya, etc. and in the spaces of the
middle corners there are Rdo-rje-me-kar-hbar-ba/Vajrajvalaala, Rdo-rje-hjigs-byedvajra-Bhairava, terrific deities of
the cycle of protectors, Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa,Rdo-
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rje-gtsug-torIVajroSniSa, Rdo-rje-zhags-pa/Vajrap=
Rdo-rjeba-dan1Vajraket.u. Rdo-rje-nag-molVajrakali, Rdo-rje-rtse-mo/
VajraSekhara, Rdo-rie-laslvajrakarma, Rdo-rje-ham-mdzadl
Vajrahamkara whose display, as it concerns the colours of
figures and their symbols, is derived from the ancient system of
paintings. T o the right of the southern door, below, there are
the Chos-skyonlDharmapala and two figures of the great king
Rnam-thos-(sras)/VaiSravana both in serene and terrific forms.
and to the left the image of Mgon-po-ben/Danda-Natha.
This statue of the blessed Rnam-par-snan-n~dzadIVairocana
that is the central image of.this temple was made by the Nanso, as object of inner devotion of the Lord, prince of men, the
Nan-chen, Rab-hbyor-bzali-po-bphags-pa.The donor of the
paintings of this divine palace was ... As regards explanation, it
is found below the mandalas, according to the display (of their
figures).
1. This display (of figures) etc., which is like the crest of the
banner that the paintings are, (was made) by taking the gems
of twenty mandalas from that mine (1) that is the De-hid-bsdusl
Tattva-sangraha, ocean of all the methods (of mystic realization), expressed in the tantras of the Yoga class; it was well displayed according to (the instructions) of the treatise on the ten
thousand gods of Bu-ston who is the very Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara (personified).
2. The superintendent who had displayed (the images of the
gods) in drawings by artists according to that display was the
kalyana-mitra Rin-chen-dpal-grub w.110, having made (that display) with purity brought it well to completion.
3. By virtue of the vast merit thus obtained may the great
donor together with his relations and all those who had
d

......................................................................................
( 1)

glin-mchog = hbyun-khu7iS.
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venerated (these images) with respect quickly obtain the supreme illumination.
4. All those then who gave life and materials for the building of this great mchod-rtenlsttipa and all those who had taken
at least a step for this goal may all quickly obtain the Buddha's
condition.

5. Those who see this mchod-rtenlsttipa, hear (people speak)
about it o r remember it and have faith and joy out of it, may all
reach supreme illumination. In every circumstance, the gem of
the teaching may spread and be diffused in all directions and
intermediary directions, and infinite creatures and all beings
may now participate in blessedness and joy.

6. T h e life of that donor that is the king ruling according to
the law and is well connected to the glory of his merits, may be
strongly established, and his kingdom be happy. Illnesses of
men, illnesses of flocks, calamitous years and offences on the
sides of enemies, all be placated.

7. Let gods and nigas produce rain (in abundance), the
kingdom become bigger and be enlarged, and all the desires
(of the king) that are according to the law happily reach completion.

8. And also all the subjects who are included among the
dependents for the blessedness and joy (deriving from a life)
lived according to the law on the three planes: physical, verbal
and spiritual, because of never-tiring zeal put to venerate the
three gems may obtain in this very existence the condition of
the Buddha.
9. For the benediction of the three precious gems and for
the benediction of the indefectible truth of the absolute relation between cause and effect and of the purity of the sphere
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of the absolute, may this vow be realized, as it has been formulated.
10. In all places and at all times and in every circumstance
what is greatly auspicious and beneficial may spread.
Be it auspicious, be it well, be it prosperous.
SECOND TEMPLE
Veneration to the master and to the Buddhas and to all the
Bodhisattvas.

1. Veneration to the master, handsome son who ripens the
crop of liberation, teaches the supreme meaning that disperses
the darkness of ignorance of all creatures. He praoceeds with
the seven horses(1) that the innumerable vows are, everywhere
he spreads the rays of compassion His disc of wisdom is made
with the gem (2) of double merit;
2. Honour to the three gems; with the fourfold crop of
meritorious works they free the creatures from the four terrors
of the four rivers of existence (3). (Namely, honour) te him
who is made of four bodies (4) realized by virtue of the attention intent to the four practices and to the four manners of formulating the vow to attain illumination ( 5 ) , (honour). to the

.................................................................................
(1) T h e seven horses are the vehicle of the sun, and the Lama is here compared to it.
(2) Hint at the name of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub.
(3) Birth, sickness, old age, death.
(4) Illusory body (nirminakaya), body which appears to the mystic in the
state of ecstasis (sambhogakilya), body of the law (dharmakaya) or absolute,
body of quintesser~ce(svabhavakaya).
(5) See StitralankPra of Asanga IV.2, Prudence (=the first earth), faith
(the other seven earths), ripeness (8th earth and following), privation of ohtacks (earth of the Buddhas).

-
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supreme law consisting in the truth of suppression of the ele)
to the truth of
ments which keep (one attached to s a m s ~ r a and
the methodic way deprived of the four species of evil; the law
teaching the four truths (1) and suppress the four species of
m r a l infections (2). (Honour) to the double community, the
one of the sons of the Victorious O n e and the other of the disciples possessing the four kinds of yoga and who have reached
the six lands with the fourfold obtainment of the four fruits
(3).
3. Victorious be the great lord of ascetics surrounded by his
retinue: the winners of the two directions, the Arhats and the
sons of the Victorious Ones surrounding the supreme lord of
the ascetics, he who is eternally of the nature of the absolute,
who does not reside in any place and has suppressed birth,
does good to others by the strength of the omniscience of compassion and of non-duality (4).
4. May the creatures and the gem that the teaching of the
Buddha is, be protected because of the work of all the families
of the vajra, the defenders of the word, who have accepted to
defend the teaching after having made a vow of it and after
having received the initiation from Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara
in the centre of the great mandala.
5. This mchod-rtenlstiipa that leads to liberation just by its
mere sight, Is the tutelary divinity of that prince of men who is
Rab-brtan- kun-bzan- hphags-pa.

...................................................................................

.sion
. ( I ) Pain, origin of pain, means leading to the suppression of pain, suppresof pain.
(2) Passion, attachment to existence, ignorance, heretical theories.
(3) He who enters the way, he who will be reborn only but once, he who
shall never be reborn, the Arhat.
(4) In terms of Vajrayana : gnosis and means : prajfia + upaya; non-duality, namely indiscriminate knowledge, intuitive of truth, so that object and
subject are fused together, jfuinam advayam.
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5-7. He is like a flower of humanity (dal-hbyor) (1) born from
the lake of good actions, whose distended leaves are glory of
offspring and of physical virtues, and who with the perfumed
essence of faith and liberality makes happy those bees of the
keepers of the teaching, so that the teachings of the Victorious
may remain in the world for a long time; strong be the way of
the donor, the king ruling according to the law and numberless
creatures, lead towards blessedness may obtain the perfect condition of the Buddha. In the centre (of this mchod-rtenlstiipa)
there are various plastic images of the great ascetic, with his retinue, and on the wall has been made the well-painted display
of mandalas of gnosis derived from the Tantras of the class of
Yogatantras.
Thus, in the centre of the chapel to the south of this mchodrtenlst~ipa,ornament of Hdzam-bu-glinIJambudvipa, who (is
symbol) of the body of the absolute and is tutelary divinity of
the great lord of men, there is an image of the great ascetidMahamuni that is identical with the image of Mahabodhi at
Rdo-rje-gdanlvajrasana (2). T h e central divinity with his two
acolytes (3) is on a throne with a halo and the six ornaments
and shines with the light of benediction.
O n the wall to the easteand the west, above, there are the
Buddhas of the ten directions on thrones and with halos
among light and the sixteen great noble arhats and Ha-zhan
and the Dge-bsiien Dhar-ma-ta-la, who are (4) in the centre of

......................................................................................
(1) Eight lucky combinations by which man is born, the only creature who
in theory could become the Buddha.
(2) Bodhgaya.
(3) Sariputra and Maudgalyayana.
(4) That is the cycle of the sixteen Arhats plus Hva-zhan who preached
Mahayana in Tibet at the time of Khri-sron-lde-btsan and Dharmatrata, from
the Chinese Ta-mo-ta-la, the compiler of the Udanavarga. This is the most
ancient known Tibetan hint of the cycle of the eighteen a r h a t s instead of the
more common of the sixteen arhats. O n it see LCvi a n d Chavannes, Les seize
arhat protedeurs d e la loi, Journal asiatique 1916.290.
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a mountainous cave represented according to the Chinese system and surrounded by an infinite number of acolytes ... such
as listeners/Sravakas and Dge-bsfien; excellent varied display
that gives rise to faith (in the heart of) all creatures. I n the middle of the space above the door to the south there is the great
mandala of the display of the ornament of physical, verbal,
spiritual and secret planes deriving from the Ses-rab-pha-roltu-phpin-pa-tshul-rgya-lna-bcu ( 1) and from the Tantra Debzhin-pa
thams-cad-kyi-sku-gsun-dan-thugs-gsan-ba-rgyanbkod-pa ... first section of the gnosis of the great yoga. T o the
west of the door, above, there is the great mandala of gnosis,
the great mother of all the Tathagatas deriving from the 150
methods of realizing gnosis.
Below this there is the great mandala of Hdod-pahi-dbanphyug/Kame$vara derived from the Ses-rab etc. and from the
De-bzhin ... as before. T o the west of the door, above, there is
the great mandala of the method of detailed realization of the
Great Mother deriving from the Ses-rab... as before and from
the De-bzhin ... as before. Below there is the great detailed
mandala of the Great Mother, the gnosis, derived from the Sesrab.. as before and from the De-bzhin ... as before. In the intermediary spaces above among these great mandalas there are
the series of masters who received initiation in the experiences
connected with the mandalas expressing the 'mystical families
taken together according to the (Rdo-rje)-rtse-mo/Vajrasekhara
and the Mchod-pahi-lha-mo/~iij3-d.evisoffering the five objects
of the senses. To the east and to the west at the base of the
door there are four great kings and Cur-mgon/Paiijara-Natha
with his two acdytes.

...................................................................................
(1) Toh. 17, 489; Prajfiaparamita-naya-SrwapaficaSat&i.
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The donor who caused these statues of the great ascetic to be
made together with those of his two acolytes and with the
throne and halo was... T h e wonderful artist was the most honorable Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan. T h e donor who provided the colour to be given to the statues of the central deity with the acolytes together with the halo and who had done the statues of
the Buddhas of the ten directions of space which are to the east
and the west of the sixteen great Arhats, of Ha-zhan and Dharma-ta-le, together with the mountainous caves and the colour
by which they are painted, was the great Nan-so. The donor
who furnished gold for the image of the great ascetidMahamuni was Byan-sems-chen-mo-iii-ma-[Khye-](I)
hdren with total
faith.
1. T h e mandalas derived from the great tantra of gnosis
born from that ocean that are the Yogatantras were displayed
according to the instructions contained in the treatise about the
100,000 gods of Bu-ston who is like Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara
embodied.
2. The one who superintended. the display of the plastic
images and the display of the paintings is the respectful intelligence of Dge-bSes Rin-chen-dpal.
3. Thus because of that preamble that is the immaculate
great merit deriving from having well accomplished this
mchod-rtenlsticpa on behalf of the donor who has faith and
veneration and of all those who have respectfully helped the
wonderful artists.
4. The teachings of the great ascetidMahamuni who is a
mine of benefits, receptacle of all what is auspicious, and gemmed crest of the whole world, together with the gods may
spread and be diffused, good be the health of virtuous friends
the keepers of the teachings.

( 1 ) Missing in the inscription, but the inscriptions o f the other chapels give
certainty to this correction.
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' 5 . And long last the life of the king ruling according to the
law, the father with the son, munificent with respect to the law
and shining for the glories of their merits, may all creatures
then be happy.
6. May the ministers of the king rule according to the law,
may gods and nigas let it rain conveniently according to seasons.
May the crops be ample; may the creatures spread and the
mind (of all) be good.
7. And may all the subjects submitted (to the king) be happy
in every way, and having for ever freed their mind from what
is not good, may have pure intentions.

8. T o say it briefly we and the others, all creatures, cast
down the evil enemies, having obtained all virtues in a complete way, with an uninterrupted continuity of wonderful
works, may surely obtain the condition of Buddha.
9. By virtue of the blessing of the supreme master, than
whom' nobody is more excellent, and of the blessings of the
infallible truth of the three gems and of the truth of the pure;
plane of the absolute, this vow may be realized as it has been
formulated.
In every place, time and condition what is auspicious and
good may pervade all.
THIRD TEMPLE
Om. Honour to gnosis (1).
Homage to all the masters, to the Buddhas, and to all the
Bodhisattvas.

1. Honour with devotion, and in the three ways (with the

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------p----

(1) In the text prajabhya which has no meaning.
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body, words and thought) to the glorious master (incarnation
of) Hjam-dbyans-pa/Mai?jughosa. He has a thousand eyes that
see the whole sphere of the knowable; his compassion bv leading numberless creatures together with the gods towards blessedness, protects from the danger of asuras in this life and on
the plane of heavenly existence, he performs infinite works.
2. Hail to the triple refuge dispersing the danger of the two
extreme theories ( I ) , that makes us realize the duplex advantage (2), and is a mine from which are born the two armies (we
want to say) the Buddhas possessing the duplex body obtained
by virtue of the duplex accumulation, and have reached the
extreme limit of the duplex benefit; and to the supreme law,
devoid of every passion, formed by the duplex truth (3), possessing duplex purity, and destroys the two stains; to the community of persons who never come back again, the two armies
full of energy, who have destroyed the duplex stain and have
seen the meaning of the duplex truth.
3. Hail to the gnosis that gives life to all the Victorious Ones
and is surrounded by the children of the Buddhas of the ten
directions of space; she (sits) on a lunar seat which stays on an
immaculate lotus and of shining splendour, born from a deep
and very vast treasure of ambrosia and from the mystic syllable
a; she, the Great Mother of golden colour, with one face and
four hands; the first two hands are in the ~ o s t u r eof the mudra
of the explanation of the law, and with the other two she holds
the book of gnosis; she is entirely covered by a heavenly dress
~ d o r n e dwith great precious ornaments; her two breasts are
'

(1) That things are and are not.
(2) For himself and for others.
(3) Absolute and relative.
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(symbols) of the duplex benefit, and shining by the glory of her
spirit.
4. Those who have obtained baptism in the great mandala
and obtained the eighth earth (of the bodhisattvas), when their
sinful mind would be defeated by Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap~i
the spirit of the winner, individual intelligence, manifested
under the form of the great angry god, may they be protected
by gods and goddesses of the familiy of the diamond, the
Bstan-srun, who are in charge of protecting the teaching of the
Buddha in the three worlds.
5. The seed of the vow having been planted on that earth
which meritorious actions (performed in another life) are, that
paradise tree (1) (was born) that is the human condition; its
branthes and leaves spread profusely represent the highest
offspring; it possesses those flowers that are (the eight) favourable conditions, beautiful because they give fruits. He is the
donor, the king ruling according to the law: Rab-brtan-kunbzan-hphags.
6-7. In order that the teaching of the Buddha may long remain (on earth) and in order that the life of men keepers of
that teaching be firm, and with the goal of leading to salvation
in the gemmed island of the Omniscient the creatures merged
in the ocean of existence, he well made this display of images
of the Victorious One, and on the walls the figures of the
mandalas of the Tantra of the class of Yogatantras, situated in
the centre of this heavenly palace on the northern side of the
dome of the great mchod-rtenlstupa.

..................................................................................
( 1 ) Dpeg-bsan in this case is necessarily equal to dpag-bsam-Sin which would
be more regular. The paradise tree represents' in this case the king of
Gyantse.
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Thus, in the middle of this heavenly palace situated on the
northern side of the dome, which is the supreme ornament of
Hdzam-bu-glin1Jambudvipa and protective deity of the great
king of men, there is this supreme display of (images representing) gnosis, the Great Mother generating all the Buddhas
of the three times, surrounded by the Buddhas of the ten
directions of space, on a throne and with a halo and blazing by
the light of the blessings emanating from her. As regards the
great mandalas of the Yogatantra on the walls, on the western
wall, in the middle there is great fundamental mandala center'ing in the great seal of the physical plane and realizes all the
proposals, taken from the fourth section of the De-fiid-bsdusl
Tattva-sangraha. On the four corners the mandala of the four
mudras of Rdo-rje-don-grub, same of Rin-chen-lta-ba, same of
Rin-chen-pad-maIRatnapadma, same of Rin-chen-char-hbebsl
.Ratnavarsa.
O n the wall to the west of the northern door, below, there is
the great mandala of the law that centres in the seal of the law
of the verbal plane and realizes all purposes.
Above there is the mandala of the esoteric formulas (gzuns)
that centres on the seal of the spiritual vow and realizes all the
purposes. Above the door there is the great mandala of action
that centres in the seal of action ... action and realizes all the
purposes.
Above on the western wall, in the middle, there is the
mandala of the four mudras of Rnam-snari1Vairocana described by the fourth section (called) realization of all the purposes. Below there are the mandalas of the single mudra realizing the purposes described by the section (called) realization of
all purposes. In the intermediary space, above, among these
great mandalas, there are the images of Blamas initiated in the
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explanation of the third and fourth sections. In the intermediary spaces between the wall to the west and to t h e south
there are the sixteen Rig-ma/VidyPs and the eight goddesses
like Sgeg-molLasya etc. according to the family of the gem. In
the intermediary space on the northern wall there are the
figures of the goddesses af the esoteric formulas, taken from
the mandala of the esoteric formulas of the fourth section.
In the centre of the eastern wall there is the secret mandala
of all the Tathagatas ornament of the essence of the great vajra
of the plane of the absolute that is taken from the Tantra Rdorje-shin-po-rgyan/Vajrama&larikara,
tantra explaining the
Dpal-mchoglParamadya in its great part and analogous to the
section of the Rdo-rje-dbyinslVajradhatu.
O n the shoulder, above this great mandala, to the right there
is the mandala of the great initiation taken from this very
Tantra, and then, to the left of the corner, the mandala of the
initiation into the truth of the identity (of creatures) with all the
Tathagatas; on the left corner, the mandala of Rdo-rje-rinchenlvajraratna taken from the same Tantra.
T o the east of the door, above, there is the mandala of the
revelation (mnon-par-rtogslabhisamaya) of the great vehicle
taken from the Rdo-rje-shin-po-rgyan/Vajrama&lalikara.
Below there is the great mandala of the Rdo-rje-sbin-pol
Vajrahrdaya taken from the same Tantra. T o the east of the
central space, above, there is' the mandala of Hjig-rten-gsumlas-rnam-par-rgyal-baITrailokyavijayataken from the same.
Below there is the mandala of Heruka taken from the same
Tantra. Below the mandala of GSin-rje-gSedNamPntaka taken
from the same Tantra. T o the west of the central space, below,
there id'the mandala of Rdo-rje-IasNajrakarma taken from the
same *Tantra. In the intermediary spaces between these great
mandalas there are Khro-bo-rta-mgrinIKrodha-Hayagriva
taken from the same Tantra. Khro-bo-gzegs-ma, Khro-bo-mi-
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g.yo-bdKrodha-Acala, Khro-bo-gSin-rje-gSedfKrodha-Yamantaka
and
Gtsug-tor-hkhor-lo-sgyur-ba/U~nisa-cakravartin,
Gtsug-tor-gzi-brjid-phun-po/Uma-tejofii, Gtsug-tor-gdugsd karlusnisa-sitatapatra,
Gtsug-tor-rnam-par-rgyal-bat
Usnisa-vijaya, Gtsug-tor-rnam-par-gsal-ba, Gtsug-tor-sten-hgro,
Gtsug-tor-sten-hgro-chen-po and Mamaki, Sgrol-malTara,
Khro-gfier-canIBhrku0, Spyan-malLocana, and the goddesses
of the five objects of senses and of offerings, all a beautiful display derived from the same Tantra.
The image of gnosis (1) the Great Mother generating all the
Buddhas, with one face and four hands, surrounded by the ten
directions of space and by her children is on a throne and with
a halo; she has been made only to be seen.
The she-donor who had it done with devotion was
Byan-sems-dpal-chen-rgyal-mo possessing great excellence
from descendance and many good customs (2).
The names of the donors of the single paintings are declared
in the individual scripts.
1. The great ocean of the Yogatantras was buttered by the
activity of Kun-(dgah)-sfiin-po: with the gem obtained from
this churning rained the great rain of desired things.
2-3. The ten mandalas of the fourth section taken from the
fundamental Tantra (and) the eleven mandalas derived from
the Tantra Rdo-rje-sfiin-po-rgyanNajrama&lalikara, as is the
display of mandalas in the treatise on the 100,000 gods by
Bu-ston, were made with faith and energy by Dge-bSes
Rin-chen-dpal-grub who supervised their display in the painting by wonderful artists.
4-5. The great donor together with his relatives, the artists,
the contributors, and all those who for this purpose gave life
( 1 ) I t is necessary to supply ye-fes-phu-rol-tu-phyin-pa.
(2) C k - b r a n gives no meaning; I propose chos-bzan.
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and possessions, with the merit derived from their works similar to the fire at the end of cosmic times having dried away the
ocean of the suffering of existence and burnt the matter,
mountains etc., may quickly obtain nirvana that leans on nothing.
6. And also all the species of infinite creatures in every place
and condition, blessed and with joy, with a mind disposed
toward reciprocal love, may they continuously perform only
meritorious works.
7. May the life of the donor last for a long time, the king
ruling according to law, he who honours the teaching of the
Buddha and protects according to law ~ d ~ a m - b ~ - ~ l i ~ i / ~ a
dvipa and who for his merits obtained highest fortune, all the
ministers of the king may act according to law.
8. Long be the life of the Dge-bies, gods and nagas may
cause rain to fall in time, ample be the crops, there be no sickness of men, sickness of flocks, offenses of enemies. The kingdom be happy and th-e world may prosper; the dominions (of
the king) be enlarged, and all with mind intent on the teaching
of the Buddha according to the law, may do only what is beneficial.

9. All the followers and the subjects now and for a long time.
after, blessed and happy ever, with the body, word and spirit
according to law and witheut hesitation, be full of impetus in
adoring this mchod-rtenlstapa.
10. By the strength of truth of the precious refuge in the
three gems, by the benediction of the pure plane of the absolute, by the infalliable truth of the connection between cause
and effect, may this vow be accomplished as it has been pronounced
In every place, time and condition may (the world) be pervaded by what is propitious and good.
.
Be it auspicious.
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FOURTH TEMPLE

...

...

...
...
...
...
On the central wall, above to the left, there is the mandala of
the four seals of Rnam-snanNairocana taught with the purpose
of favoring creatures taking delight in the intermediary explanation of the law. Below there is the mandala of dharanis, of
the mystic family of the vajra, taken from the second chapter.
Below there is the fundamental mandala having for its centre
the seal of the physical plane of the mystic family of the rdorjelvajra. In the centre of the northern wall there is the great
mandala having for its centre the great seal of the physical
plane of the sphere of the rdo-rjelvajra, first section of the
De-Bid-bsdus-palTattva-sangraha,fundamental Tantra of the
category of Yogatantras. In the south-east corner there is the
mandala of the four seals of Hod-dpag-medIAmitabha; in the
south-west corner there is the mandala of the four seals of
Mi-bskyod-pa/Aksobhya; in the north-west corner there is the
mandala of the four seals of Rin-[chen-hbyun-1danIlRatnasambhava. In the north-east there is the mandala having for its
centre the seal of the verbal law.
In the interspaces ( I ) between these great mandalas, above,
there is the series of Bla-mas who have received initiation in
the mystic school of the Rdo-rje-dbyins1VajradhZtu or instruction in its theories.
In the central interspaces there are the four mysterious
mothers of the Rdo-rje-dbyins1VajradhZtu and the eight
SgegsILasya etc. ...in four corners are planted the five
phur-balkilaka.
1. By virtue (2) of the vast merit realized in such a way may
the donors with all their relatives and all those who with faith
(1) In the inscr. n u s for nu.
(2) In the inscr. Mi for w i s .
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have honored this work, may quickly obtain supreme illumination.
Be it propitious.
The donor in particular of six and half parts of the great
paradise and the seven and half parts of the small mandalas included in these eighteen great and small mandalas and together of the surface on which they were painted, was the chief
of the vast community of monks of the great monastery Dpalhkhor sde-chen; he is as a pure mystic wheel of a thousand rays
(Sahasrara) whose circumference is represented by erudition,
thought and meditation and the strong centre of gold are the
moral rules (1).
The painter who executed the paintings with care was the
most honorable Dge-bSes Bsod-nams-dpal-hbyor-ba, of the
blessed place of Gnas-rbin, the painter whose intelligence spanned all cognizable sciences; the master made them together
with his own disciples.
By virtue of the merit so derived may (the creatures) obtain
the spiritual plane of Rnam-snaflairocana the all-pervading
one.
On the wall to the south of the eastern door, above, there is
the great mandala of dharanis of Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyal-bal
Trailokyavijaya taken from the second section. Above it there is
the great mandala of Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya.
Below the door to the south, there is the great fundamental
mandala having for its centre the great seal of the physical
plane
of
Khams-gsum-rnam-par-rgyal-bafTrailokyavijaya,
which is the detailed mandala taken from the great section dedicated to the great mystic family of the rdo-rjelvajra teaching

( 1 ) According to the mystic schools the psychic centre, operating the
change from the contingent world to the world of absolute is to be found on
top of the head, and is imagined as a lotus flower of a thousand petals; the
chief of the community is with respect to the very community what the sahastars represents for the individual.
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how to purify anger through anger.
On the right shoulder of these great mandalas there is the
mandala of the four seals of Rnam-snanlVairocana of the great
mystic family of rdo-rjelvajra; on the left shoulder there is the
..
of the four seals of Rdo-rje-hum-mdzadl Vajramandala
humkara.
On the right wall of the centre, above, there is the mandala
of the single seal of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, taken from
the first section. Belew it is the mandala of the mystic family of
the rdo-rjelvajra taken from the second section.
Below it, there is the mandala 'f
mystic family of rdo-rjelvajra.

the absolute plane of the

By virtue of the merit so procured may all creatures become
identical with Rdo-rje-huri7-mdzadlvajra-humkara.
INSCRIPTIONS BELOW T H E PAINTINGS
FIRST TEMPLE
Honour to Vajrasattva.
This, in the centre, is the great fundamental mandala realizing all desires and has at*its centre the seal of the physical
plane and is taken from the four detailed mandalas which
serve to favour creatures that find delight in a detailed explanation. They are part of the mandala which realizes all desires
for those belonging to the mystic family of the gem and serves
for avaricious creatures. It is taken from the fourth chapter of
the fundamental Tantra. In the corner of the south-east there
is the mandala of the four seals of Don-grublAmoghasiddhi, in
the corner of south-west there is the mandala of the four seals
of Rin-chen-pad-mdRatnapadma. In the corner of north-west
there is the mandala of Rin-chen ...
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On the wall to the west of the door, above, there is the great
m q d a l a of dharanis having for its centre the seal of the symbol of the spiritual plane of Don-thams-cad-grub-pafSarvarthasiddhi.
Below, there is the great mandala which realizes desires and
has for its centre the seal of the absolute plane of the word.
T h e donors of these paintings were Rdor-bsam, the soperintendent of Rin-chen-rtse, the superintendent Hbah-ra-pa and
the Dbu-mdzad Hjam- hon-pa.
Above the door there is the great mandala of the plane of acl
tion that realizes all desires and has for its centre the seal of action.
T h e donor of two tiers of this paradise was the honorable
Chos-rgyal-ba of Bag-rtse together with his brothers; the donor
of one half of the third part was the honorable Dge-sbyon of
Rgyag, father and son, and of the other half of the third part
was the honorable Dge-sbyon of Rin-chen-glin in Bag-rtse,
father and son.
T h e painter who did these paintings with care was the honorable Dge-bsfien of Lha-rtse, assisted by his brother.
By virtue of the merit so procured may a rain of gems rain
on the world.
Be it auspicious.
To the east of the door, above, there is the great mandah of
the mystic realizaion of Mahayana, derived from the Rdo-rjes~-po-brgyan-gyi-rgyu~ajramar?d&a&ra-tantra,the greatest
part an explanatory Tantra of the Dpal-mchog/Paramadya and
analogous to the section of the Rdo-rje-dbyins/Va@hatu.
Below there is the great mandala of Rdo-rje-shin-po/Vajramanda derived from the same Tantra.
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Donors of these paintings were: the honorable reverend
presiding over the distribution of bear ( c h i ) ( I ) , the master
Lcags-mo, the astrologer Tshe-dban-rgyal, the one of Dgongsar, and Mi-pho-lha-bsruns.
T h e painter -who executed the paintings with care was the
honorable reverend Dkon-mchog-bzan-po of Jo-nan.
In the centre of the eastern wall there is the great mandala
of the mystery of all Tathagatas, ornament of the essence of
the great vajra of the sphere of the absolute, taken from Rdorje-siiin-po-rgyaflajramamlankara, explanatory Tantra in
the greatest part of the Dpal-mchogIParamadya and analogous
to the section of the Rdo-rje-dbyins1Vajradhatu. O n the shoulder to the right there is the mandala of Nam-mkhah-shin-pol
AkSagarbha, and to the left the mandala of Hgro-hdul.
Below the corner to the right there is the mandala of Rdorje-hiim-mdzadlvajrahiimkiira, and to the left the mandala of
Rdo-rje-khu-tshudvajrasandhi, in the intervals the seven
Bla-mas connected with this Tantra, the Victorious One with
his two disciples, the prince Kun-bzan-hphags and Tshe-dpagmed1Amitiiyus etc. thirty divinities.
On the superior wall to the east, above, there is the mandala
of Hjig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyal-ba/Tfai10kyavijaya
taken
from the same Tantra. Below there is the mandala of Heruka,
below this is the mandala of GSin-rje-gSed1Yamantaka.
T h e donor of all these paintings was the Nan-so-chen-po
(who had done)... with (faith).
Above these there is the great mandala of the four seals of
the mystic family of the gem, according to the cycle of Rnampar-snan-mdzad/Vairocana.
Below is (the mandala) of action that grants all desires.

(1) O r it should be corrected as in the following inscription: Chun-mo name
of a place; the honorable reverend of Chan-mo.
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SECOND TEMPLE
Honour to Ar ya- prajfitp~ramita.
1. We adore the gods of the mandala taken from the Gsandbaicrgyan-bkod, the supreme mandala of the goddess of gnosis,
the mother who creates the Buddhas of the three times.
Here in this auspicious mchod-rtenIstQpa, of many doors,
which leads to liberation by its mere look and contains hundreds of thousands of images of the protecting deities, in the
centre o f the space that stays above the door in the chapel
situated on the southern side of the dome there is the great
mandala called the display of the ornaments of secret baptism
on the physical, verbal and spiritual planes.
This is taken from the Ses-rab-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa
tshul,
rgya-lna-bcu (1) and from the Tantra that is called De-bzhingkgs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku dan thugs gsan-dban rgyan
bkod-pa (2) a tantra which emanates from and is analogous to
the chapter consecrated to gnosis in the Dpal-mchogl
Faramadya, Tantra in its turn analogous to the Tantras of the
category of Yogatantras. Below it, to the right and to the left of
the door, there are the four great kings and the protectors of
the law, Gur-mgodPaiijara-NPtha coupled, accompanied by his
two acolytes.
The great donor of this painting was the Nan-so of Hkhardgah (3), who brought his p;oject to completion with pure and
meritorious faith; he is as a tree planted in the field of faith; it

~

- - - -

~-

(1) Toh. 17,489 Prajiiaparamiti-naya-Satapaii&Satik%.
(2) Toh.492 Sarva-tath%gata-kaya-vak-citta-guhy-%lankara-v~ha.
(3) Broad valley to the east of the Stag-rtse.
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has for its stem meritorious action, for branches moral energy
and is adorned by leaves that are prosperity and by fruit that is
liberality.
1. By virtue of the vast merit derived from it may the creatures limitless like the sky, being protected (so that they should
not be drawn away) in the infmite currents ef life that are unrolling both in contingem existence and on the plane of
beatitude, quickly obtain supreme i l l u m m a t h .
T o the east of the door, above, there is the great mandala of
gnosis, the mother of all Tathagatas derived from the Ses-rab...
as before.
Below there is the great mandala of Hdod-pahi-dban-phyugl
KameSvara taken from the Ses-rab... as before, and from the
Tantra called De-bzhin-gSegs-thams-cad-kyi-sku-gsun-thugsgsan-ba-rgyan-bkod-pa.
The donor of two out of the three parts constituting a single
great paradise, of these two mandalas was the Dge-Ses, the
great bursar of the governor of the district, who brought his intention to completion with great faith.
The donors of the third part were the Dpon-yig Gzhon-nudon-grub, the honorable Tshan-thi-mur-pa who superintends
the furnishing of wood, the Dge-Ses Dpal-ldan-mgon and
Dgar-bsfien-pa.
1. By virtue of the merit so procured may all creatures obtain supreme illumination.
Be it auspicious.
T o the west of the door, above, there is the great detailed
mandala that serves to realize the Great Mother, taken from
the Ses-rab... as before, and from the Tantra De-bzhin ... as before.
The donors of these paintings were the honorable Mandar-ra of Hphran-rin, the Rdzon-dpon of Rtse-dman, the
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honorable Bkras-pa, the honorable Gye-gos-hphel of in-ro
who brought their intention'to completion with great faith.
Below it, there is the great detailed mandala of supreme
gnosis taken from the De-bzhin ... etc. derived from the
Ses-rab... as before.
The donors were the honorable Bzans who looks after the
distribution of tea, Mgon-rin, attendant of the honorable
Phyag-hphel of Nin-ro, the honorable Lhun-grub of Phyanmans, the honorable Rgyal-po-dar who works stones, Tshethag of Bskog-than all of whom brought their project to completion with great faith.

1. By virtue of the great merit derived from this work, may
numberless creatures quickly obtain supreme illumination.

2. The painter was the most honorable Don-grub-skyabs-pa
of Dpal-ldan-hkhar-dgah of bright intelligence, of happy hand,
of prudent mind and full of energy, uncle and nephew, master
and'disciples who executed the paintings' with care.
3. By virtue of the merit so procured may all creatures obtain supreme illumination.

THlRD TEMPLE
Above, to the south of the door, there is the mandala of
dharanis that has for it centre the seal of the spiritual symbol
of Hgro-hdul-bdBhiita-ra.
Below there is the great mandala of the absolute that has for
its centre the seal of the absolute of the verbal plane of Hgrohdul-ba/Bhii tadimara.
The donors of these paintings were the honorable A-khro-ba
pfficial of Skya, the Dpon-yig BSes-gfien, the dispenser Sal-no,
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the general of the high district, the Rdzon-dpon Sans-rgyas
Hum-bu, the minor and from the Dge-bsiien who all together
made a single mandala.
The painter who executed the paintings with care was the
most honorable master, the venerable Dpal-hphel-ba, of the
glorious Gnas-riiin, the master together with his disciples.
Be it auspicious.
Ye-Ses-hbum, the honorable Sog-khan-pa, the honorable
Chos-bkras, one of Brag-dmar, one of Sde-chen, the honorable
Bzans of Brag-dkar, Jo- hbum of Cha-dkar, Lna-dar of Rgyanglin, the bow-maker of Stag-rtse made a mandala.
Above the door there is the great mandala of action that has
for its centre the seal of action of Hgro-ba-hdul-ba/Bhirta&imara.
The single donors of these paintings were: the officer assigned to the tents ( I ) , the diviner (mo-ston) of Khan-dmar, the
cavalry official Dar-ba-lna, the honorable Dpal-bzans, Rabbzan, superintendent of the lands of Sgo-gsum, that of Nahun-rdzon, Mgon-bzans of Gyag-lun, Blo-gros-grags-pa of
Dus-sna.
T o the north of the door, above, there is the great mandala
of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap~i,taken from E;Ijig-rten-gsum-lasrnam-par-rgyal-bahi-rtoglTrailokyavijaya-kalpa; below there is
a great mandala of all the Tathagatas, which is called the wheel
of the three worlds, great mandala of all the Tathiigatas, taken
from
the
Hjig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyal-bahi-rtog-pal
Trailokyavijaya-kalpa.
The donors of the mandala above were the honorat.de
Lhun-po, one of Brag-nag, the honorable Sans-rgyas of

.--------------------------------------------------------(1) Instead of dpon-pa read dpon-po.
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Chan-mo, Dpal-mgon of Gser-khan, Phyug-po-sruri, Dpal-mo,
Skyab-pa of Hgar, one of Bran-lun.
On the wall to the north, above, there is the great mandala of
Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijayataken from the Csanba nor-bu thig-bhi rgyud (1). Below it, there is the mandala of
am-rnkhahi-siiiri-po1AkaSagarbha taken from the Hjig-rtengsum-las-rnam-par-rgyal-bahi-rtog-pdTrai10 kyavijaya-kalpa.
Below there is the mandala of Rdo-rje-dbyindvajradhatu
commented upon by ... according to the meaning of the secret
tantra of all the explanatory tantras.
The donors of these paintings were Chos-skyons of Ri-bobrag, Dpal-skyori, Rjes-po of GSes-giiir, Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshan
of in-ro and Blo-bkras.
FOURTH TEMPLE
Above the southern part of the central wall there is the
mandala of the four seals of Rnam-snanlvairocana, that submits the creatures (hpo-hdul) and is taken from the third chapter.
Below there is the mandala of the single seal of Hgro-bahdul-bdB hfi tadamara.
Below there is the mandala called "Lotus (Padma) of the
mandalas of all the Tathagatas", as it is explained by the Hjigrten-gsum-las-mam-par-rgyal-bahi-rtog-p~railokyavijaya-kalpa.
The donors of these paintings were the official of Dbu-ri, in
Gnas-chen, the chief archer Pad-ma-rgyal, the honorable Norbu-rgyal, the honorable Chos of La-mo and by the land-supervisor of Rtsa-phu.
Honour to Vajrasattva. In the centre of the .southern wall
there is the great mandala of the four seals of the physical plane

......................................................................................
( I ) Toh.482 Trailokyavijaya-rnahakalparsja.
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intended for submitting the creatures: it is a detailed mandala.
It is taken from the third chapter concerning the submission of
creatures and has the purpose of favouring creatures who may
be converted, pertaining to the mystic family of the lotus. For
its centre it has the seal of the absolute of supreme gnosis, since
it serves to counteract ignorance and forms the third chapter
of the fundamental Tantra.
O n the south-western side there is the mandala of the four
seals of the Buddha Gtsug-phudlSikhin. O n the north-western
side there is the mandala of four seals of Padma-tin-lie-hdzid
Padmasamadhi.
O n the north-eastern corner there is the mandala of the four
symbols of Padma-nes-pahi-dban-phyug.
T h e donor of these paintings was the Nan-so-chen-mo.
Be it auspicious.
CAMPANA, LOWER FLOOR
1. There are the gods forming the mandala of the blessed'
GSin-rje-gSedIYamantaka, red, presiding over the mandala of
the five gods, in their irate forms, and pertaining to the mystic
family of Rnam-snanlvairocana; he is together with the
mother; there is also the series of Bla-mas who were initiated to
his mysteries (1). Below there is the coupled Chos-skyonlDharmapala, Cur-mgon/PaiiJara-Natha and Rnam-sraslvaiiravana.

This painting was dedicated as the protecting divinity of the
great king ruling according to the law: Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-

( I ) The schools or descendants ( b ~ g y u d of
) masters are always divided in
two branches; that of those who received the initiatic baptism (dban-bkah) and
h a t . of those who were re-instructed in the interpretation of the texts
(bid-bkah).Guide to Zha-lu by B u - s t ~ np. 15b.
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bphags-pa.
The painter who executed these paintings with care was the
honorable reverend Dkon-mchog-bzan-po of Jo-nan, master
and disciples.
By virtue of the merit so procured may all creatures quickly
obtain the spiritual plane of GSin-rje-gSedYamantaka.
[3] These are the gods who compose the mandala of the
blessed Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya (according to the Gsan-bahdus-pdGuhyasamija) who presides over the mandala of thirtyseven divinities and is derived from the fundamental tantra
Gsan-ba-hdus-pdGuhyasamaja of the mystic family of
Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya taken from the tantras of the "father"
category (1) who fundamentally teach.. . yoga.
[5] This (is the mandala) of the gods of the cycle of Hkhorlo-chen-poIMahacakra, taken from the Phyag-nu-rdo-rje dragPo-gsum-hdul-gyi-rgyud together with the series of Bla-mas
initiated in such a school, displayed according to the explanations of the great ascetic Sa[ba]ripa, and Dza-ri-pa and the writings of Chos-kyi-rgyal of Dmar. These paintings were dedicated as a protective deity of the great king who rules according to the Law.
The painter who executed the paintings with care was the
honorable reverend Sans-rin-pa of Hkhar-dgah, the master
with his disciples.
By virtue of the merit so procured may all creatures reach
the (spiritual plane) of Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara.
[6] This ... the gods of the mandala of Hjig-rten-dban-phyug/
LokeSvara that comprises seventeen gods, according to the
Dpal Gsan-ba-hdus-pa/Guhyasamaja... tantra of the category of
Yogatantras.

.--------------____--------------------------------------------------(1) T h e tantras of the anuttara category are divided in two classes: father
end mother. T h e reasons of this division are many. I have discussed it at
length in a study to be published soon.
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...was dedicated as tutelary divinity of the great king etc.
The painter was the honorable venerable Dkon-mchog-bzanpo of Jo-nan.
[7] This is the display of the gods, five in all, principal deity
with his acolytes, of the mandala called of GSin-rje-gSed Hjampahi-rdo-rje1Mafijuvajra Yamari taken from the GSin-rje-gied
nag-pohi-rgyudKrsna-Yamari-tantra..
. in his irate aspect, of
the mystic family of Rnam-snadvairocana; also this was dedicated as tutelary deity ... as before.
The painter.. as before.
[9] Honour to Sri Yamantaka.
This is the figure of GSin-rje-gSedIYamantaka, manifestation
of hatred, accompanied by his messengers, taken from the tantric (chapter) that realizes all magic actions (protected) by the
fearful god GSin-rje-gSed nag-poIKrsna-Yamari of the mystic
family of Rnam-par-snan-mdzadIVairocana, taken from the
Tantra. of the "father" category, fundamentally teaching liturgy
through the means that great yoga is.
Also this painting was executed as tutelary divinity... as
before.
The painter who executed the paintings with care was... as
before.
[lo] Honour to Sri RaktaYamantaka.
This is the figure of the blessed Hjam-dpal-giin-rje-gSedl
MarijuSri-Yamantaka, red, who presides over the mandala of
thirteen divinities, accompanied by the series of Bla-mas who
were initiated in his mysteries. It is taken from the 25th chapter of the GSin-rje-gied-dmar-pohi rgyud1Rakta-Yarnari-tantra,
"father" tantra of the category of mahayoga-tantras.

All this ... etc.
The painter. .. as before.
[ l 11 Honour to Sri~alacakra.
This is the display of the gods forming the mandala of the
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blessed Dpal-GSin-rje-gSed-dgra-nag1Kwa-Ya m a r presiding
over the mandala of thirteen deities, accompanied by the series
of Bla-mas who were initiated in his baptism and in his teachings. It is taken from the "father" tantra of the Yogatantra called De-bzhin-giegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gstrn-thugs giin-rje-gied-nagpohi rgyud.
This.. as before.
The painter who did the paintings with care was the most
honorable of Thar-pa, in that of Lhar-tse, the master with his
disciples.
[12] On this wall there are the Chos-skyodDharmapala pertaining to Gsin-rje-giedlYamantaka red and black ... fifteen
(gods) together with Las-gSin1Karma-Yama.
By virtue of the merit thus procured may all creatures
become Giin-rje-gSedNamantaka.
Be it propitious.

CAMPANA, UPPER FLOOR
[l] Homage to SriKalacakra.
1. You whose body is more subtle than the most subtle grain
of sand, whose word transcends the word, indefectible, with all
forms, whose spirit is full of supreme blessedness, glorious
Dus-kyi-hkhor-lo/Kalacakra; through your work, everything
may be completely purified.
2. 0 glorious one, the display of your highest paradise, well
displayed, varied, similar to the rainbow, divinity realized in the
mandala of the spirit (I), such is this paradise figured on this
display (2).

---*------------___-----------.------------*------------------------------------------

(1) Because before the representation of the mandala in art, he who performs the ceremony or the painting must become god.
(2) That is, the painting reproduces its heavenly paradise exactly.
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3. This has been well realized on orders on ~i-ma-khyehdren who completely collected all things needed for this work;
she sits on a large throne and possesses a devotion which
created that moon of the noble family, she who is his mother,
of the king ruling according to the law.
4. May the merit so well procured grow.
The painter of these illustrated paradises was the learned
Dpal-hphel-ba of Gnas-rAin in Nan-stod who together with his
brother, did them with the skill of his hands.

5. By virtue of the merit derived from it may all creatures
attain the spiritual plane of the all-knowing.
Be it auspicious.

[2] Honour to Cakravajra.
1. That glorious one who is great indefectible inborn
beatitude, is joined with mother gnosis and insubstantiality and
(manifests itself) with the mother endowed of (visible) form;
with the phenomenic (nirmanakzya) and mystic body (sambhogakaya) and with that of the law that is union of the two,
coming (to us) on the way of the great vehicle, delighted itself
in making those heroes dance (who are capable of supreme
realization).

2. As to what concerns this display of his varied and wonderful paradise as the rainbow (painted) in conformity with the
explanation of the great ascetic Dom-bhi (1) etc. who was like a
chariot on which supreme ascetics from India went up, and
without contradicting the doctrines of the Tantras, its perfections connected with the abundance of all favorable circoming (to us) on the way of the great vehicle, delighted itself
cumstances ,adequate to its beautiful consecretion (were the
......................................................................................
(1) One of the greatest Siddhas of mediaeval Tantric schools
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works) of Byan-sems Ni-ma-khye-hdren who possesses a pure
devotion and is the mother of the sun... in the sky.
3. The painter was the learned Dpal-hphel together with his
brother assisted by his disciples; he is the glory of the learned
ones, most learned in this discipline (1) (of painting) which is
the sum of all arts, and who respects the vows and has much
moral energy.
Be it propitious.

[3] Honour to Cakrasamvara.
1. That great beatitude coming on the celestial way of the
sphere of the luminous ether is the body of the vajra [absolute
and mystic (body)] moulded together; [he is Heruka; the
mother joined with him is the prajfia (2) Rdo-rje-phag-mo1Vajravarahi]; this (forming his mandala) of sixtytwo divinities is
(varied) like the rainbow.
2. This paradise varied by well displayed figures, according
to what has been explained by Nag-po-spyod-paIKrsnacarin,
the great ascetic of India and in conformity with the Indian
and Tibetan doctors who did interpret thedoctrine of the Tantras, was caused to be well done by Byan-sems
~i-ma-khye-hdrenwho possesses a very pure devotion, is
mother of a son who is (an ornament) of his noble family like
the moon of the (sky) and sits on a great throne.
3. The painter who executed these paintings's0 well with the
skill of his hand was the learned Dpal-hphel together with his
brother assisted by his scholars; he respects the vows and has
much moral energy.
Be it auspicious.

......................................................................................
(1) Lit. knowable.
(2) PrajA%= consort.
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[4] Honour to Cakrasamvara.
1. The great beatitude that comes by the celestial way of the
sphere of the luminous ether (is the body of the vajra, imponderable body) like the rainbow, indestructible; absolute (body)
and mystic body moulded together, he is Heruka; the mother
joined with him is the prajfia Rdo-rje-phag-moIVajravmhi;
this array of sixtytwo divinities (forming his mandala) is (varied) like the rainbow.
2. This paradise varied by well displayed paintings, according to (what) has been explained by Lo-yi-pi the great ascetic
of India and in conformity with the liturgical system of the Indian and Tibetan doctors who did interpret the doctrine of the
Tantras was well done by Byan-sems Ni-ma-khye-hdren who
possesses a very pure devotion, is mother (of a son who is by
nobility the ornament of) his family Like the moon (in the sky)
and sits on a great throne.
3. The painter who executed these paintings we1 with the
skill of his hand was the learned Dpal-hphel together with his
brother assisted by his scholars. He is the glory of the learned
ones, most learned in this discipline (of painting) that is the
chief of all arts, and respects the vows and has great moral
,energy.
Be it auspicious.
[5] Honour to Sri~akrasamvara.
1. Your body is without duality and is inborn beatitude, your
word is indefectible and omniform, your spirit knows all that is
knowable; to you, Heruka, glorious receptacle of the (divine
spirit) togetherwith those beings adhering to you, be homage.
2. This display of your world, varied and similar to the rainbow never seen before, marvellous variety of drawings was well
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kxecuted, having colleaed all the accordant things, by Byan-ems
Ri-ma-khye-hdren, full of faith, the mother of a noble family
bho sits on the great throne and moves the banner of pure
nevotion.

3. The painter who executed the paintings well with the
mastery of his hand was Dpal-hphel with his brother and
assisted by his disciples. He is from the glorious land of Gnasrfiin; highest among those who know this science of painting,
respects the vows and is full of moral energy.
4. For telling this not a single time, this display of the (divine) land similar to the rainbow, but seen for the first time,
represents Heruka with the army of heroes and heroines (1)
who form his retinue.

5. The donor of this wonderful display of paradises was,
made well with faith and longing by Ni-ma-khye-hdren possessing pure devotion, the great mother sitting on a large throne.

6. The painter who executed these paintings with the ability
d his hands was the highest among painters, the learned Dpalhphel together with his brother; he is from Gnas-riiin in
Nan-stod.

7. By virtue of the merit so procured may the creatures
reach the heaven of yoga.
Be it auspicious.
[6] Om, be well.
1. You whose body is like the rainbow ... you whose spirit
knows the knowable ...
2. That receptacle of the divine spirit together with those
beings that on him adhere...

The spirit which is pure ...
'

(1) About whom see Indo-Tibcrica IIV2.42.
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[8] Honour to Buddhakapala.
1. May the glorious Buddhakapala bring infinite good to this
world, he who has come from the very clear heaveply way and
is identical with wisdom consisting in the (experience) of
non-duality and is accompanied by twentyfive deities.

2. This your paradise similar to the rainbow, never seen before, varied by well placed drawings, excellent, extraordinary ...

[9] Honour to Pukaekanatha (1).
1. You, o protector, that are a sun (2) of insubstantiality and
of compassion have come through the large heavenly way of
gnosis, and opened the garden of lotuses that Mahayana is.

2. These are two wonderful paradises in which there is your
image surrounded by your retinue; the donor that had them
executed with faith was Byan-sems Ni-ma-khyed-hdren who
has the glorious fortune of noble descent and of every kind of
richness and who put evey energy to collect virtuous aScumulation be it of faith, be it of liberality, and of others.
Be it auspicious.
[lo] Honour to Dakipafica-nitha (3).

1. You who come through the celestial way which is light
similar to a double rainbow, (with) an army of five glorious
Mkhah-hgro-ma1Dakinis do good to this world.

2. This wonderful display of your land was executed with pure

(1) I cannot understand which divinity is hidden under this evidently erroneous name.
(2) For "sun" the expression "he who is drawn by seven horses" is used.
(3) That is the cycle of the five dakinis.
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intention by Byan-sems Ni-ma-khye-hdren-pa possessing all the
favourable circumstances for such an execution.
[ l 11 1. (...) you who know the means, the streams of compassion in the ocean of illumination ...

2. 0 Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvara, guide of our actions,
you who possess a gem having infinite virtues, d o good to this
world.. .

3. T h e painter who painted these frescoes well and with care
was the honorable reverend ~ ~ a l - h p hof
e lGnas-riiin, together
with his brother.

APPENDIX I
SOME OBSERVATIONS O N T H E INSCRIPTIONS
The inscriptions collected and translated in this volume have,
then,'a noticeable value since they allow us to identify with perfect surety the Tantric cycles represented by the paintings.
Without their guidance it would often be difficult to recognize
the religious texts which serired as inspiration to the painters
and the organic connection that an arcane liturgy established
between the divinities represented on the walls of the temples.
From the historical point of view the inscriptions are then
very interesting because they give us, as I have already said,
precise data about the painters, about the schools they pertain
to and about the artistic centres that were the most active and
fertile during the XV century. Furthermore, they shed good
light on the titles and offices of a Tibetan feudal state at the
time of Mongol domination, transmitted also when that regime
ceased to have effective political authority over Tibet. As I have
hinted above the Sku-hbum rose by the will of the Chos-rgyal
~ab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphappa;but the major part of the expenses were sustained by the aristocracy and by the
functionaries of the State. The desire of the king was equivalent to an order to which it was difficult to say no, and so the

nobles and the civilian and military functionaries found themselves compelled to rival, within the limits of their means, in
gifts and offerings in order to bring to completion this work
that was at once of devotion and of art. Since our knowledge of
Tibetan administration is very scanty, it is not out of place to
give here the list of titles and offices recorded in the inscriptions.
blon-chen dmag-dpon-chen-mo (111.20) possibly a title of two
charges: blon chen, great counsellor, covering at the same time
the office of generalissimo (dmag-dpon-chen-mo).
Nan-blon, chamberlain (1.5, 11.2).
Nan-chen, dome 1 (title of the king as dignitary at the Saskya-pa court).
Nan-so, dome 1, 2.
Nan-so-chen-mo, prefect of the palace 11.3, 11.4, IV.8.,
Dpon-yig, chancellor 11.13, 1 14, 116.
Sde-pa (I.5), governor.
Rdzon-dpon 1.9, 111.16, IV.lO, 115. Prefect, officer commanding a rdzon.
Gfier-chen, superintendent 1.5, 11.2.

MILITARY CHARGES
Dmag-dpon-chen-mo, generalissimo I I I .PO.
Rgya-dpon, centurion I .6.
Bcu-dpon, decurion (chief of ten) 1.6.
Mi-dpon , infantry officer 117.
Mdah-dpon, archer 116.
Rta-dpon, cavalry officer 117.

ECCLESIASTICAL CHARGES
OR OFFICES PERFORMED IN CONVENTS
Spyi-pa, superintendent of monastery, dome 4:
Dbu-mdzad, bursar, administrator of the convent.
Re-gnas-chen-po, first assistant 11.1 5.
Re-gnas, assistant 1.5.
Thab-dpon, chief cook 111.10.
Dus-mchod-fie-gnas, assistant of ceremonies fixed by the
calendar III.1.
$ikgfier, in charge of the distribution of wood.
Gsol-ja-ba, in charge of the distribution of tea.
Gsol-dpon, in charge of ceremonies.
Gzhis-gfier, administrator of lands I.5.

CRAFTSMEN
Gzhu-mkhan, maker of bows.
Rdo-bzo-ba, worker of stone.
Mo-ston, diviner.
Rtsis-mkhan, astrologer.

APPENDIX I1
CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO
INDO-TIBETICA, VOLUMES 1-111

VOLUME I
In the index of the works by Bu-ston in volume PHA
there is a Byan-chub-chen-pohi mchod-rten-gyi tshad-byin-rlabs
dpal-hbar.
p. 25 n.1 and so elsewhere : instead of Bkah-dum-pa read
B kah-gdams-pa.
p. 64 line 10 : instead of Rnam-par-snan-mmd read "mduzd.
p. 64 line 3 1 : instead of fie-hkhor read par-bskor.
p. 81 n.46 : instead of Tshe-pa-med read Tshe-dpag-med.
I erred by mixing u p Ami&bha and Amitayuh who I have
distinguished at length in Indo-Tibetica II1/1.82.
p. 88 n.87 : this type of MaiijuSri corresponds to that known
by the name of Arapacana. On this name see S. Lkvi, Y s a,
in Mkmorial Syluain Leui, p.355.
p. 9 1 n. 110 : for Phyag-dor read Phyag-rdor.

p. 94 : instead of Samvara one must read Samvara; about
whom it is necessary to see what has been written in
Indo-Tibetica III/2.16ff.

p. 96 n. 1 17-120 : This iconographic type that I have called Vajradaka rep)-oduces instead a divinity very common in the
Tibetan schools, especially that of the Dge-lugs-pa, I mean to
say Gsan-ba-hdus-pa/Guhyasam2ja, name of the famous
tantra and of the divinity inspiring it, who is, however, a
manifestation of Aksobhya. He is one of the yi-dam of the
Yellow Sect. For his iconography see Indo-Tikvtica 11112.182.
p. 105 n.145-147 : this Siddha may be identified with Virtipa
who is recognized as the earthly adiguru of the Sa-skya-pa
school.

p. 1 15 v.27 : for gyou read gym.
p. 122 line 18 : instead of "of the height of umbrellas" read:
"on which the umbrellas are fixed".
p. 123 line 10 : instead of "plus three quarters" read "plus the
third of a quarter".
p. 123 line 21 : (gab) "the depression on the surface of the
mchod-rten".,
p. 124 line 7 : "edge" is not correct; rtse, literally "point", in this
case indicates any point of the circumference of the wheels.
VOLUME I1
p. 17 : instead of Btsan-lde Klon-rdol has, in agreement with
Bu-ston and the Deb-ther : Rtse-lde.
T o the quoted historical works one has to add the following
treatise : Lhar-bcas h ~ o - b a h i mchod-sdon Jo-bo dnul-sku
mched-gsum snon-byuri-gt gtam clan brjod-p&i rin-cha v a i - d i i - ~ asnmpohi pz-wah. This text, which is a guide to the temple of Kojarnath

to the south-east of Manasarovar, gives as son of Hod-lde
Btsan-lde, like the Rgyal-rabs; it is not surprising because the
monastery belongs to the Sa-skya-pa sect, like the author of
the Rgyal-rabs.

THE CHRONOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF THE
DEB-THER-SNON-PO AND THE CHRONOLOGY
ADOPTED IN INDO-TIBETICA

(Note by Doctor Luciano Petech)
The chronology of the Deb-ther-snon-po, though very correct in itself, may very often give place to some doubts, because
it rests for its greatest part, on an erroneous basis. The very
accurate chronographic system followed by Gzhon-nu-dpal
consists in the following procedure: the date to be determined
is expressed in the usual sexagesimal cycle; then is fixed the
number of years elapsed from a basic date, well known to
everybody, because very meticulously determined in the early
folios of the book, and always expressed with its cyclical names
and the mention of the event to which it refers to. A typical
example: AtiSa came to Tibet in the year water-horse, 413th
after the birth of the king Sron-btsan-sgam-po in the year
earth-bull.
There are three or four of these base-dates; theebirth of king
Sron-btsan-sgam-po, the persecution of Buddhism by king
Glari-dar-ma, the coming of AtiSa to Tibet and lastly (but
rather rare) the date of composition of the Deb-ther-snon-po.
But the second and the third have been fixed as a function of
the first, that is then the one more frequently used. One may

then speak of a first rudimentary attempt of the employment
of an era of the Indian type, as for instance the Vikramasamvat; rudimentary attempt that, however, does not find any
subsequent development in Tibet.
Gzhon-nu-dpal had to employ this complicated and heavy
system in order to attempt to avoid the great inconvenience of
the sexagesimal cycle, that is that a date expressed in cyclical
names does appear again and again identical to itself every
sixty years. Nevertheless, not even could he avoid the traps of
this cycle; and a very grave mistake nested right in the most delicate point of the whole construction: the birth-year of Sronbtsan-sgam-po, basis of the entire chronology of the Deb-thersnon-po. The founder of the Tibetan State'was born in the
year earth-bull. Now, in order to interpret this cyclical name we
meet with such unreconcilable contradictions that we have to
admit absolutely two well distinct chronological systems,
coexisting in parallel in the Deb-ther-snon-po : "when Kao-tsu
of the Than mounted the throne in the year earth-tiger (618)
Sron-btsan-sgam-po was in his 50th year, having completed his
49th year".
From the quoted passage it appears therefore that Sronbtsan-sgam-po was born in the year 569. And there are other
elements confirming such a date. Thus we know with absolute
certainty that Sron-btsan-sgam-po died in (the year) 650, as it is
affirmed in agreement by the two Than-shu, by the Rgyal-rabs
and by Bu-ston. On the other side, according to the Tibetan
tradition (Bu-ston, Padma-dkar-po) he lived 82 years (and in
fact his son died before him and he was succeded by his grandson). Therefore 650 - 82 = 569. Furthermore, the persecution
of Glan-dar-ma, occurred in the year iron-bird 841 (Than-shu
and various Tibetan sources), took place 273 years after the
birth of Sron-btsan-sgam-po; and 84 1 - 273 = 569.

There is then no doubt that the real birth of the king occurred in 569. And in reality the dates of the Tibetan kings calculated by Gzhon-nu-dpal on this basis coincide almost to perfection with those referred to in the Than-shu :

Tsu-chih-tsien
(name unknown)
Kho-li-kho-tsu
Ta-mo

797-804
804-816
816-838
838-842

1. T h e first system is used exclusively in the last leaves of
chapter KA. Gzhon-nu-dpal was a Sa-skya-pa monk, therefore
pertaining to a sect very close in political and cultural relatiohs
with China; it is not even to be excluded that he knew the
Chinese language. In any case he has devoted special care to
the chronology of the great neighbouring nation, a thing not
often done in Tibet. And there are, in fact, Chinese synchronisms that give maximum value 10 his accurate chronology.

......................................................................................
(1) Actually this is the name of the king who reigned from 797 to 804.
About the causes o f this mistake see L. Petech, A Study on the Chronicles of
Ladukh, Calcutta 1939 : 70ff.
(2) Transcription from Chinese.
(3) Transcription from Chinese.

In the last folios of chapter KA there is an accurate
chronological summary of the history of the empire, which is
translated, as it seems, directly from Chinese sources. Beginning with the legendary origins, he speaks about the Chou,
about the Tshin, dilates rather vastly about the Han (the rather
important place given to the usurper Wan Man has to be
noted), briefly hints at the period of division and at the Sui
dynasty, and at great length at the Thari dynasty; parallel to
the chronology of the Than emperors runs that of the Tibetan
kings. Both the series are completely based on the two
Than-shu. After the Than are listed the Sun and the Yuan; the
last emperors mentioned are the first nine of the Min dynasty.
The work was completed in the year fire-monkey, 1 lth year of
the period ChCn Hua, 108th from the coming to the Min (folio
27a). Since the Chinese as well as the Tibetans count both the
starting and ending years, the eleventh year of the ChCn Hua
(started in 1465) would be 1475. But the year fire-monkey corresponds to 1476, and actually in the calculations based on this
date it is always interpreted as 1476. The mistake has possibly a
religious reason: the author did not want to renounce the sacred number of 108 years from the beginning of the Min
dynasty, prote&ing the Sa-skya-pa.
11. Throughout the remainder of the work a fictitious date is
used for the birth of Sron-btsan-sgam-po, namely, 629.
Though false in itself, it is adopted as the basis of the entire
chronological system of the Deb-ther-snon-po and leads to very
correct results, that can be checked from the other sources
(Chinese synchronisms; important dates in the history of Central Asia, for example dates of the Mongol kings). If, instead,
one would employ the date of 569 deplorable confusion and

and manifestly absurd i-esdts would follow. Some examples will
prove the accuracy of this affirmation.
T h e composition of the book (in 1476 very sure date, see
above) occurred
848 years
after
the
birth
of
Sron-btsan-sgam-po (KHA folio 3b); 1476-848 = 629.
AtiSa came to Tibet 435 years before the publication of the
work (KHA folio 5a); 1476 - 435 = 1042; this date is confirmed by the Vaidtirya-dkar-po and by the tables of the Rehumig; it cannot by any means have occurred in the year 982,
because it took place during the first sexagesimal cycle (the 60
years system was introduced in Tibet in the year 1023). O n the
other hand, it took place in the year 4 PI after the death of
Sron-btsan-sgam-po (CA folio 2 0 6 : 1042 - 4 14 = 629.
Summing u p : the chronology of Gzhon-nu-dpal is in general
of absolute correctness; but is based in great part on a fictitious
date, mere and simple point of departure that has nothing to
d o with the birth of Sron-btsan-sgam-po.
In vol.11 of Indo-Tibetica therefore the dates far the birth and
death o f Rin-chen-bzan-po (958 and 1055) are exact. Instead
the date 901 for the persecution of Glan-dar-ma (p.12) is
erroneous and it should be corrected to 84 1.
p. 25 line 22 : Instead of Tbling one has to read Ta-bo.
P. 32 line 36 : Instead of Rgyan read Rgyan that is Rkyan. See
above 1.93.

p. 63 : Kha-char has surely to be identified with Hkhor-chags
now known by the name of Khojarnath, famous temple to
south-east of the Manasarovar. See Tucci, Santi e briganti,
p. 38.

p. 94X : Instead of fasciculus 2 read fasciculus HA.

VOLUME 111.1
p. 59ff. All that is said here about the mandalas of Vairocana
has to be completed and corrected on the whole and in
details according to what I have written in the first part of
volume IV on p.lO8ff.

p. 60 in the scheme of the Vajradhatu-mandala one has to consider that the four Buddhas placed to the four sides of Vairocana are represented with the face turned towards him,
namely, towards the inside. Consequently it changes the
order of the Bodhisattvas who are represented aroud them,
as it was rightly noted by Tajima, The seating positions of
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in the Vajradhatu-mandala, in
Young E a t , The Italo-Japanese number, 1939:61.

VOLUME 111.2
p. 11'7 : The divinity reproduced on the plate LXXIII and'that
I could not identify at the time is, as I had almost seen, a
hypostasis of Vairocana. See Indo-Tibetica IVl1.239.

p. 165 line 16 : Instead of Bhiitavinayaka read Bhutadamara.
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tshul gyi min gi grans 78
Bsah lun 20, 2.2 10
Bstan srun 2.246
Bsam gtan phar phyin 239
Btsan Ide 2.281
\

Btsan Dpal hbyor rin chen 156 Byan ri se brag 57
btsas 53
Byan sems brgyad 10 1
Btsas phu 56
Byan sems bskyed ma thag tu
Btsas rnams kyi ri 52
chos kyi hkhor lo bskor ba
2.184
Btsas rnams kyi ri che 52
Bu d a r 2.183
Byan sems bzan mo d p a l 7 9
Buddhagupta 11 1
Bya phrug 2.201
Buddhakapala 163,2.272
Bya yul 86, 89
Bu r e 2.174
Bye mdah 5 6 , 6 2
Bu ston 15, 25, 29, 53, 65, 68,Byi bzhin 259
69, 70, 71, 77, 78, 79, 110,Byug pa ma 2.237
142, 179, 2.151, 157, 160,Bzad skyon 243
'Bzan ldan 19, 2.175
212,240, 252
bya hdab 171
Bzan po dpal76, 7 8 , 8 0
Byams pa 70, 101, 189, 215,Bzan ri 19, 2.137, 170, 176,
243, 250, 2.151, 170, 199
197
Byams pas zhus pahi mdo 198 Bzan skyon 250
Byan 85
Bzhad ldan ma 284
Byan chub chen po 70
Bzhad ma 287,289
Byan chub chen bohi mchodBzhad pa 273,274
rten gyi tshad byin rlabsbzhens 2.133
Bzhin byad 257
dpal hbar 2.279
bzhi thog bla bran 82
Byan chub dpal227
Byan chub hod 167
Bzod pahi phar phyin 239
byan chub mchog 106, 112
bzo sbyans 30
Byan chub rdo rje 90
C
Byan chub rgyal mtshan 91,92
Byan chub rin chen 90
Byan chub sems dpah dbugscamunda 268
dbyun 233
Canda 268
Byah (chub) sems (dpah) rdoCandPli 260
Candrakirti 109
rje 225, 244, 2.195
Byan hbrog 89
Candraprabha 149
Candravyakaranasiitravrtti 59
Bya ni 257

Chos kyi sems ma 232
Cauri 260
Chags h&ms pahi sgrd ma Chos kyi sprin gyi sa 258
Chos la dban 241
203, 2.155, 163
Chos hdzin rgyal po 275, 282
Cha lu 2.228
Chandra Das, see Das
Chos 1di.h 69
Changra, see Lcaxi ra
Chos ma 276
Chos rdo rje 2.2 13
Chan mo 2.262
Chos rgyal ba 2.257
Chaudhuri 16 1
Chavannes 76, 2.245
Chos rgyal sku hbum chen
pohi dkar chag 46
Chen po 220
Chinnamundavajrayoginichos rje ba 77
Chos rje Blo ldan 2.149
sadhana 64
Chos rje Las ras 2.149
Cho li co wa 77
chol kha (gsum) 85, 86, 18'7 Chos rje Nam ston 2.149
Chos rje tharns cad mkhyen p:
Chomolhari 50, 53
Chom rkun hjigs skyob sgrol Bu ston lo tsa vahi rnam
par thar ba shin pohi me tog
ma 204
Choroshika 68
25,79
Chos 2.263
chos sku 169
Chos sku hod zer 63,67, 68
Chos bzan 70
Chos chen pohi rin po che 221 Chos skyon 2.193,267
Chos (kyi) blo gros 99, 103,1Chosskyon bkra Sis 20, 2.206
Chukmak, see Hchad man
104, 121, 2.133
Chu gri hdzin pa 220
Chos kyi dkon mchog 228
Chos kyi grags pa bstan pahi Chu hjigs skyob sgrol ma 204
Chu lha 10 1 , 257, 276, 2.193
dban phyug 124
lChu lha sdod byed 262
Chos kyi rdo rje ma 230
Chos kyi hbyun gnas 2.145,Chulung Chu 49
236
Chu mig 6 0 , 8 5 , 8 9
Chos kyi rgya12.205
Chu rag btsogs pohi ri 52
Chos kyi rgyal po 82
Chure 53
Chos kyi rin chen 66
Chu Sel ma 194
Chos kyi rin chen hdzin pa.Chu skyes dam pa 266
211
Chu srnad 259

'

Chu srin ma 282
Chu stod 259
Chu tshan 59
Cog gru 68
Cog ro 68
Crooke 174
Csoma de Koros

247,288

Dban phyug che 2.199
Dban phyug chen po 253,279,
2.185

Dban phyug dpal91
Dban phyug ma 209
Dban po 155
Dban skur rin po che 221
D
Dben logs 2.167
Dbu dkar po (of Zhan) 209
Dakarnava 161
dbugs dbyun 243,244
dbu rtse 38, 141, 2.153
DPki(ni)paiicanatha 272
Dbu ru 87
dal hbyor 2.244
Dbus 85, 2.135
Dam can 2.226, 231
Dam pahi chos kyi byun rshul Dbus gtsan gnas rten rags rims
legs pa bSad pa bston pahi
gyis mtshan byan mdor
bsdus dad pahi sa bon 45
rgya mtshor hjug pahi gru
chen 86
Dbyans can 282
Dbyans can ma 2 1 1
dam uhig 107, 2.204
Dbyid kyi lha 235, 288
Dam pa rgya gar 2.18 1
Dbyug hdzin po 220
Dam tshig dban phyug 265
Dbyug snon can 180, 181, 196,
Dan pahi sans rgyas 244
200, 247, 252, 2.149, 155
Dan po sans rgyas 232
Dar dbyans ta ka lce la hjug pa Deb ther snon po 73,91, 2.281
De bzhin gSegs lcags kyu ma
256
Das, S. Ch. 41, 144
284
Dban ban hdugs (lotsava) De bzhin gSegs pa 2.153
De bzhin gSegs pa dgra bcom
2.136
pa yan dag par rdzogs pahi
dban bkah 2.264
sans rgyas nan son thams
Dban brtson 91
cad yons su sbyon bahi gzi
Dban chen dar 2.228
brjid kyi rgyal pohi brtag
Dban me lha 268
Dban mo 2.193
263
Pbah phyug 220, 237, 246, De bzhin gSegs pahi rigs khro

bo giin gSed dmar pohi
rgyud 294
De bzhin gSegs pa thams cad
kyi sku gsun dan thugs gsal
bahi rgyan bkod pa 2.190,
198,245, 259
De bzhin gSegs pa thams cad
kyi sku gsun thugs gSin rje
gSed nag pohi rgyud 2.267
De bzhin gSegs rigs 270
De bzhin spyan 184
De fiid bsdus 2.196, 235, 240,
250, 254
Dgah bahi dban phyug 246
Dgah bahi rdo rje 276
Dgah ba la chags ma 284
Dgah ba mo 2.185
Dgah bo 188, 25 1
Dgah bo sprin phun 258
Dgah byed 188
Dgah byed dban phyug 234,
287
Dgah ldan 67, 2.167
Dgah sdon 70
Dgah zlog pa 282
Dgar bsfien pa 2.260
Dge ba 2.163, 223
Dge bahi sgrol ma 203
(Dge bSes) Po to pa 2.23 1
Dge hdun grub 39,41
dge lugs pa 3 9 , 4 1
Dge ma 19
Dgon gsar 2.176, 258
Dgon thun 2.172

d harani 2.204
Dharmakara 2.145
Dharmakirti 2.225
DharmakoSa 2.226
dharmamudra 2.204
Dharmapalaraksita 7 1
Dharmasangraha 237
Dharmatrata 2.244
Dinnaga 120
Dipamkara 101
dkah 2.226
Dkarbdud 158
Dkar chen hbar hphreri 192
Dkar chen hbar hphren ma
192
Dkar mo 184
Dkar mo fii zla 153
Dkon mchog bzan po 19,
2.153, 166, 195, 258, 265,
266
Dkyil 50
Dkyil hkhor bkod brtsom
hphro ba 2.140
Dkyil hkhor cho ga yon tan
hbyun gnas 2.195
Dkyil hkhor gsal byed fii mahi
hod zer zhes bya bahi skabs
dan po las rtsa rgyud de iiid
bsdus pahi dkyil hkhor gyi
bkod pa 106, 111
dmag dpon 96
Dmar 2.265
Dmugs (Rmugs) hdzin 2.140
dmyal srun 260

Dnos grub hbyun bahi sgrol
ma 203
Dnos grub kyi gtso mo 284
Do chen 5 0 , 6 3
Do chun 63
Do dam 2.216 Dohako.sa 2.2 18
Dom gdon 153
Don grub 232, 274, 2.256
Don grub bzan po 2.156
Don grub skyabs 20, 2.220,

Dpah bzans pa 2.145
Dpal bkra Jis 2.146
Dpal brtsegs 2.226
Dpal bzans 2.144
Dpal chen 20, 2.190
Dpal chen mo 143, 2.172, 193
Dpal chen nam mkhah, see
Bdag mo dpal chen rgyal
mo
Dpal chen rgyal mo 2.252
Dpal gdan bzhi pahi dkyil
hkhor rgyas pahi sgrub
228,261
Don ri 2.151, 153, 198, 205
thabs mi brjed par dran
don rtse (tse) 2 19, 2.186
byed pa 298
~ &sonso rig ma 2.194
Dpal gsan ba hdus pa Mjam
Don thams cad grub,pahi -sgrol pahi rdo rje 294
ma 203
Dpal gOin rje g9ed gra nag
Don thams cad grub pa rab tu, 2.267
sbyin pahi sgsol ma 2.163
Dpal hbum 9 1
Don thams cad (s)grub par Dpal hbyor 19
byed pa 2.185
Dpal hbyor rin chen 20, 2.182
Don yod dpal90
Dpal hdzin 161
yod grub (pa), Don yod Dpal hkhor bde chen (see Dpal
hkhor sde chen) 147,
206,223,23 1,249
Don yod lcags kyu 2.149
2.225, 234
Don yod pad ma gtsug tor 186 Dpal hkhor btsan 61,2.225
Don yod rgyal mtshan 80
Dpal hkhor chos sde 49, 62,
Don yod zhags cho ga zhib mo
72, 147
2.156, 164, 182
Dpal hkhor lo sdom pa 298
Don (yod) zhags (pa) 2.149, Dpal hkhor lo sdom p&i
sgrub thabs kyi hgrel
165, 166, 183
Don yod zhags pahi shin po
ba hkhrul ba spon bar
byed pa 298
207
Dpal hkhor sde chen 2.255
Dpah bar hgro ba 250

on

Dpal hphel ba 20
Dpal mchog rigs bsdus kyi
dkyil hkhor bkod pa 155
2 6 9 , 2 7 0 , 2 71
Dpal kyai rdo rje sgrub thabs Dpal mgon 2.263
hkhrul spori 298
Dpal mo 254, 282, 2.263
Dpal kye rdo rjehi bSad rgyud Dpal pad ma chen po 223
rdo rje gur gyi las rgyas Dpal rdo rje gzhon nu 159
pahi lha gsum las phyag na Dpal rdo rje nag po chen pohi
las byed Pu tra min srin
rdo rje hbyun po hdul byed
kyi sgrub thabs rjes gnan
gsum gyi gtm cho ga rjes
man nag dan bcas 2.138
gnan dan bcas pa glog gi
spu gri 124
Dpal kye rdo rje lhan cig skyes
pahi sgrub thabs byin rlabs Dpal Sa skya pahi bstan srun
man nag dan bcas 298
mgon po che chun las
mkhan lcam dral dur khrod
Dpal ldan gdan bzhi rgyud
bdag po chen po dan bcas
162
pa rnams la gtor ma hbul
Dpal ldan gSin rje dgra nag gi
bahi cho ga bphrin las myur
mnon par rtogs pa gsod
byed pahi hjigs run 296
mgyogs kyi pho fia 124
Dpal Sa skya pahi yab chos yan
Dpal ldan legs pa 2.222, 223
Dpal ldan lha mo 96, 195
phur thun mon gi bkah srun
dkar bdud lcam dral gyi
Dpal ldan lha mo hdod h a m s
sgrub thabs rjes gnan dan
kyi dban phyug ma 128
bcas 124, 158
Dpal ldan lha mo rdo rje rab
Dpal skyon 2.263
brtan ma 96
Dpal ldan lhan cig skyes pa mi Dpal spas 2 15
hgyur ba chen 297
Dpo 259
Dpal ldan mgon 2.260
dpon 83
Dpal ldan rdo rje hgros 26 1
dpon chen 90
Dpal ldan Zhva lu pahi bstan dpon chen po 2.140
pa la bkah drin che b a ' h ~dpon mo che 2.140
skye bu dam pa rnams kyi dpon yig 83
rnam thar lo rgyus ~o Dpun bzan 189
mtshar dad pahi hjug nogs Dpyal54, 70
2.2 13
(Dpyal ston chen po) Hphags

rgyal ba 83
Dra ba can 250
Dra ba can gyi hod 236
Drag byed 2.159
Drag mo 220,242,288,2.185
$rag mo dbu skra 199
Drag po 2.193
Dran mahi ri 52
Dran ston Mthah bra1 58,6Y
Dras 141
Dregs 13 1
pregun gonpa 122
b r i chab ma 188, 249, 2.192,
203

Dun skyon 176, 235,257
DurgatipariSodhana 110, 112
Dus gsum sans rgyas 101
Dus kyi dbyug ma 247
Dus kyi dgah ba mo 247
Dus kyi dril bu ma 252
Dus kyi gnod sbyin mo 247,
252

Dus kyi hkhor lo 160, 167,
296, 2.223

Dus kyi lcags kyu ma 252
Dus kyi lcags sgrog ma 252
Dus kyi mtshan mo 252
Dus kyi srin mo 247
Dus kyi zhags pa ma 252
Dus sna 2.261
Dutreil de Rhins 34
Dvags po rin po che 2.220
Dza ba ri pa 295
Dzamita 257
Dza ri pa 2.265
Dzu che btsan po 2.283

dri gtsan 99
Dril bu 247
Dril bu pa 164
Dril chen 287
Dri ma 23 1
Dri med ma 261
Dri med pahi sa 238
Dri za (Hdri) 2.190, 193
Dri zahi rgyal po 235
E
Dri za zur phud lna ba 254
Drojung 50, 67 (see Hdu
Ekajata 128, 195
chun, Hdul chun)
Drongtse (see Hbrori rtse) 52,
56, 65, 66, 67
F
drun 83
Fo tsu li tai thun tsai 74, 75, 77
drun yig pa 83
dud grans 88
Dug chen hjoms 251
G
Dug sel ma.214, 241, 2.163
Gab Phya dkar 50
Dun dkar 8

Gad 2.172
Gaganagaiija 149
Ga mo lun 57
Ganapati 268
Gan ba bzan po (Can bzari) 48,
83, 194, 235, 255, 2.136, 140
Can ba bzan po chen po 194
Gan bzan 57
gandhakuli 99
gandhola 99
Gandi 128, 13 1
Gan.po 25 1
Gan ro (Gans ro) 49,65
Cans 65
Cans bzan po, see Gan ba bzan
PO
Gans can yul gyi sa la spyod
pahi mtho ris kyi rgyal blon
gtso bo brjod pahi deb ther
rdzogs ldan gzhon nuhi
dgah ston dbyid kyi rgyal
mohi glu dbyans 78
Gans dkar 83
Ga phud 56
Gar gyi dban phyug 287
Gar ma 2.192, 237, 289
Gar mkhan mchog 2.159
Ga ru na (sic) 255
Gauri 260,268
Gau ri sgrol ma 209
Gdol pa ma 298
gdon 17 1
gdon 2.138
Cdon can ma 2 17

Gdon drug gi rgyud 295
Gdon mi za ba 266
Gdugs dkar gtsug tor 230
Gdugs dkar (mo) 2.143, 155
Gdugs dkar (mo) can 18 1, 182
2.142, 143 ( M u g can ma)
194
Gdun ba bsel ba 25 1
Gdun chen hdzin ma 285
gdun rus 48
Getty 106, 112, 174, 178, 202,
296, 2.218
Ghanppada 164
Ghasmari 260, 298
Clan dar ma 2 1, 61, 2.283
Glan pa phan than 63
Glan pa ser ldin 63
Glan phug 2.153
glegs gin 15 1
Glin ras kyi dgon pa 68
Glin ras pa 2.220
glo bur 149, 171
Glu chen po 223
Glu ma. 23 1, 287, 289, 2.192
Giiah lag can 257
Gnas chen 2.263
Gnas dban phyug 189,2.15 1
Gnas mchog 260
Gnas riiin 19, 20, 31, '40; 44,
49, 58, 63, 66, 69, 2.160,
174, 176,271,213,268
Giie hu thun gnas gnon me
256
giier chen 2.276

giier pa 79
gnod 2.138
Gnod mdzad 195
Gnod mdzes 181
Gnod sbyin 194,2 19,220,235,
273, 274, 275, 2.140, 154,
155, 193, 199
Gnod sbyin gan bzan 48
Gnod sbyin;Gar mkhan mchog
2.139
Gnod sbyin ku be ra 254
Gnur pa (lama) 251,253
Gobshi 49
Go khyu 2.156
Gon gsum 2.186
Gon gyo 83
Gos dkar mo 189, 2.155
Gra bo lun, see Grahu lun
Grags can ma 249
Grags dban po 91
Grags pa rgyal mtshan 17, 71,
79, 80, 84, 87, 2.155, 215
Grags pa rin chen 162
Grahu lun 59
gran dmyal260
Gra than 59
Gre 259
Grenard 34
Grib gnon 260
Gri gum btsan 65
Gri gum bzan pohi ri 52
Gri rin hdzin pa 220
Gro bzhin 259
Gro mo smad 7

Gro mo stod 7
Grub dban phyug 205
Grub pa 2.185
Grub pahi rnal hbyor dban
phyug 205
Grub pa mo 2.185
Grub rgyal mo 2.162
grum ze 50
Griinwedel 142, 2.2 18
gsan ba 195
Gsan ba hdus hjam rdor gyi
sgrub thabs Hjam dbyans
yid hphrog 161, 294
Gsan ba hdus pa 160, 161,
1.63,2.265
Gsan ba hdus pa mi bskyod pa
294
Gsan ba nor bu thig lehi rgyud
2.263
Gsan ba rgyan bkod kyi dkyil
hkhor gyi rnam gzhag 148
Gsan dban rgyan bkod 2.259
Gsan hdus hjam rdo dkyil cho
ga hjam pahi dbyans kyi
byin rlabs kyi rnam phrul
161,294
Gsan hdus Hjam rdo rje 161
Gsan sgrub ma 2 13
Gsan(s) hdzin mo 205
GSed dmar 160
GSed nag 159
Gser hod lta buhi spyan
mnah 183, 184
Gser hod sen ge rnam rol

(Buddha) 2.145
Gser khan 7 1, 2.263
Gser ldin 63
Gser ldin pa gzhon nu
Gser mdog can (world) 2.2 15
Gser mdog can sgrol ma 203
Gser phren 60
Gser thog 2.170
GSes gfiir 2.263
GSin rje 2.155
GSin rje gSed 180, 181, 188,
196, 212, 217, 237, 286, 288,
293, 295, 2.141, 156, 171,
172,258,264
GSin rje gSed dgra nag 296
GSin rje gSed dmar 161
GSin rje gSed dmar pohi lha
lnahi mnon par rtog pa gSin
rje kun hjoms 294
Gdin rje gSed dmar pohi rgyud
295, 2.266
GSin rje gSed Hjam dpal rdo
rje 295
GSin rje gSed Hjam pahi rdo
rje 2.266
GSin rje gSed nag po 2.266
GSin rje gSed nag pohi rgyud
2.226
GSin rje hjoms ma 2 14
GSin rje sdom-byed 2 15
GSin rje sdom byed ma 214
Gsod pa 220
Gsos ma 2.185
Gsun rdo rje hdzin pa 212

Gter sgrom can 205
gti mug 116
Gti mug gSin rje gSed 293
Gtsan 85, 86, 87, 2.135
gtsan khan 99, 151
Gtsan pa Rgyas ras pa 58,
2.220
Gtsug dguhi dkyil hkhor gyi
bkod pa 2.196
Gtsug hchan 189
Gtsug hphyan 2.157
Gtsug phud 2.264
Gtsug tor 245, 2.152, 159
Gtsug tor chen mo 240
Gtsug tor cher hbyun 208
Gtsug tor dbyans 208
Gtsug tor 'dri ma med pahi
gzuns kyi cho ga 2.173
Gtsug tor gdugs dkar 240,
2.252
Gtsug tor gdugs dkar mo 184
Gtsug tor gyen hbyun 208
Gtsug tor gzi brjid phun po
2.252
Gtsug tor hbar ba 195, 2.155,
16'7
Gtsug tor hkhor lo sgyur ba
2.252
Gtsug tor rnam par gsal ba
2.252
Gtsug tor rnam par rgyal (ba)
240, 241, 2.252
Gtsug tor sted hgro 2.252
Gtsug tor sten hgro chen PO

2.252
gtum 220

Gtum chen mo 192
gtum mo 2.2 18
Gtum mo 199, 220, 2.185
Gtum mo then mo 182, 186
Gtum pahi dban phyug 288
Gtum po 288
Gud chun 63
Guge 23,24,25,44,86, 124
Guhyasamaja 70, 105, 109, 162
Gulmamasi 177
Gun sron gun btsan 2.283
gur 124
Cur mgon 62, 123, 124, 125,
196, 217, 287, 2.142, 156,
157, 166, 169, 171, 193, 196,
206,264

Cur mgon pohi khro bcubi
bsrun hkhor rdo rjehi brag
rdzon bar chad kun sel 125
Gur mo 50,70,85
Gu ru lha khan 57
Cur zhal pu tra gsum gyis
bzlog mdos gon dkar rdor
gdan gyi zhe sol nag hgros
su bkod pa 124
gu Sri 74
Gyag sde 20,2.180, 262
Gya gyu 260
gyan 94
Gyani 63
Gyantse. see Rgyal rtse 10, 47,
passim

Gyaridung 59
Gyas (Gyah) bzan 85,86,89
Gyas ru 87, 2.133
Gyatrak 59
Gye dmar 63
Gye gos hphe12.261
Gyen hbyun 240
Gyen hbyuri chen 240
Gyog du ma can 255
Gyon dor 260
gyon ru 87
Gyo ru 86
Gyu lun 2.172, 218, 229
Gyun drun 280
Gyun drun iii Sar 53.69
Gyun mo 298
Gyu ral hdzin 2.224
Gyu run 2.164
Gzag zan 260
Gzah 182
Gzah lhag 234,258, 267
Gzah yum chen mo 190
Gzegs ma 2.156
Gzhan gyis mi thub 180, 186,
209

Gzhan gyis mi thub ma 182,
183, 186, 191, 192, 2.147,
152

Gzhan gyis mi thub ma gdugs
dkar mo can 2.143
Gzhi bdag 6 1
Gzhi byed phun po 240
Gzhis stod 58
Gzhon (of Mgar) 2.146'

-

Hbar ras pa 7
Hbir ba pa (see Viriipa) 2.14 1
Hbras khud 63, 122
Hbras mo dgon pa 59
Hbre 53
Hbre chen po 62
Hbri gun 85,89
hbri gun pa 92
Hbri htshams (mtshams) rdza
smug 50
Hbri mtshams 83, 2.153, 157,
160, 170
hbri phrug 30
Hbrog gnas 255,2.140
Hbrom ston rgyal babi hbyun
gnas 2.223, 229, 230
Hbron rtse 52, 65, 66
Hbyun 2.199
Hbyun ba chen po 2.199
Hbyun po dban ldan 256
Hbyun po Dge ba 262
Hbyun po hdul byed 179,
2.140
H
Hbyun pohi rgyal po dban
ldan 254
Hchad man 59
Ha ho 57
Hchar kha 251
Ha San 132
Hchi bdag hjoms pa 2.198
Ha zhan 2.244,246
Hchi hjoms ma 2 14
Hban gron 60
Hchi med rna sgra 202
Hban sna bo 61
Hbar ba chen mo 182, 192
Hchi tu no mo han chen po 96
Hbar bahi hphren ba dgos Hchol pa 2.141
dkar mo 183
hdod chags 116
'Hbar bahi rdo rje hphren 183 Hdod dguhi char phebs 2.158
Gzhon dban 90
Gzhon nu 246
Gzhon nu don grub 2.260
Gzhon nu dpal63, 103
Gzhon nu gdon drug 274
Gzhon nu hod 2.135
Gzhon nu kar ti ka 233
Gzhon nu ma 220, 242, 288,
2.185
Gzhon nu nor bzan 62
Gzhon nu rdo rje sde 2.157
Gzhon nu smin drug 188
Gzi brjid 273
Gzi brjid phun po skal ba che
230
gzig gdon 153
Gzi ldan ma 2 14
Gzugs gzi brjid chen mo 183
Gzugs rdo rje ma 2.173
Gzuns grva lna 2 17
Gzuns kyi phyag rgya ma 284
Gzuns mo lha mo 283,2.205

Hdod khams dban phyug
2.171
Hdod khams dban phyug ma
200
Hdod khams lha mo 153
Hdod lha 2.182, 193, 206
Hdod pa can 257
Hdod pahi dban phyug 246
Hdod (pahi) rgyal (po) 180,
181, 2.176
Hdon 84
Hdre ( see Hbre) 2.199
Hdul chun, Hdu chun 50
hdus khan 38, 148
Hdu sron man po rje 2.283
Hdzam bha la 204, 255,
2.151, 154, 156, 163, 173,
169, 170, 193, 196, 231
Hdzam glin chen pohi rgyas
Mad snod bcud kun gsal me
ion 45
Hdze ta ri 2.161, 162
Hdzin chen ma 197
Hdzin pa mo 205
Heruka mchog 298
Hevajratantra 2 10
~evajrodbhavakuru
kul1a'sadhana 2 10
Hgar 2.263
Hgar btsun 2.139
Hgegs 2.138
Hgegs (Bgegs) mthar byed
181, 197, 206, 2.141
Hgos Khri bzan 50

Hgos yul (Mgos yul) 50, 53,
63, 2.201 (Gos)
Hgrags hbum 2.228
Hgro (ba) hdul (ba) 2.258, 263
Hgro ba hgugs pa sgrol ma
203
Hgro bzan 2 16
Hgro mgon hphags pa 2.152
Hgur ldin 67
Hgu ru 2.144
Hgu ru lun 2.144
Hjah lun 56
Hjah sa 82
Hjam dbyans (pa) 152, 190,
191, 2.151, 248
Hjam dbyans dan p*i
sans
rgyas 2 11
%am dbyans dkar po 239,240
Hjam dbyans nag gi dban
phyug 21 1
Hjam dbyans nag gi rgyal po
211
Hjam dbyans rgyal po rol pa
210
Hjam dbyans rin chen rgyal
mtshan 2. 227
Hjam dbyans rin rgya12.213
Hjam dbyans smra bahi sen ge
166
Hjam dbyans smra bahi sen ge
sgrub thabs 2.18 1
Hjam dbyans yan lag med pahi
rdo rje 2 11
Hjam dpal 189, 219, 222, 224,

226, 443, 2.136, 146, 169,
184
4Hjam dpal blo gros rgya mtsho
2.170
Wam dpal brtan pahi hkhor lo
2.170
Hjam dpal bSes gden 112, 23 1,
2.191
Hjam dpal chos dbyans gsan
211
Hjam dpal dge legs rgya
mtsho 114, 130
Hjam dpal grags pa 112, 233,
2.194
Hjam dpal gsan ba 62
Hjam dpal gsan ba (Rgya) 53,
58,64
Hjam dpal gsan ldan 2.192
Hjam dpal gdin rje gSed 295
Hjam dpal gyi mtshan yan dag
par brjod 2.191
Hjam dpal rgyu hphrul dra ba
2.191, 194
Hjam dpal rtsa rgyud 193,
2.156
Hjam dpal sgyu hphrul dra ba
2.191, 194
Hjam dpal ye Ses 244
Hjam dpal ye Ses sems dpah
232, 242, 2.170, 194
Hjam glin mgon po 61
Hjam pahi dbyans 2 15.2.176
Hjam pa po 257
Hjam po hkhyil ba 2.140

Hjam rdo 2.164
%am rdor 2.164
Hjig rten dban du byed po 209
Hjig rten dban phyug 185,
191, 209, 219, 223, 224, 226,
228, 2.152, 164, 167, 183,
184,265
Hjig rten gsum hchin 247, 252
Hjig rten gsum hdul 247, 252
Hjig rten gsum hjig 247, 252
Hjig rten gsum las rnam par
rgyal.ba 195, 2.239,
- 251
Hjig rten gsum las rnam par
rgyal bahi rtog ba 2.262, 263
Hjig rten gsum snan (ba) 247,
2.197
Hjig rten mgon po 96
Hjigs byed 2.202, 203
~Hjigsbyed kun hgro 261
Hjigs byed ma 220, 261, 288,
2.185
Hjigs byed Pra mi ta 268
hjigs med 17 1
Hjigs med hbyun gnas 2.236
Hjigs med nam mkhah 77, 157
Hjigs pa med pa 251
Hjims pa 2.237
Hjog PO 176,235, 257
Hkhar dgah, see Mkhar kha
hkhor lam 149
Hkhor lo chen po 2.265
Hkhor lo hchan 206
Hkhor lo hdzin ma 206
Hkhor 10s bsgyur ba 240,

277, 2.186, 200, 201, 206,
207
Hkhor lo thams cad ma 284
Hkhor stod 50
hkhyams 149
Hmes chen po 88
Hod byed pahi sa 238
Hod dpag med 202, 206, 210,
218, 222, 23 1, 236, 243, 250,
2.145, 146, 160, 162, 238,
254
Hod dpag med dbugs dbyun
2.194
Hod dpag med gar gyi dban
phyug 274
Hod hphro bahi sa 238
Hod kyi hphren ba 208
Hod ldan ma 261
Hod lde 2.281
Hod srun 25 1
Hod zer can 214, 241, 261
Hod zer can ma 173, 177,202
Hod zer can mahi sgrub thabs
179
Hod zer gtsug tor 2 12
Hod zer sen ge 90
Hoffmann 2.158
Hog dpag ma 197
Hol dar 2.144
Hom than 58, 2.146
hor phigs 66
Hor sog 2.180
Hphags dpal44,79,80,81
Hphags ma 194

Hphags ma sgrol ma stobs
chen mo 183
Hphags pa 84,85,88
Hphags pa blo gros rgyal
mtshan dpal bzari po 179
Hphags pa dpal bzan po 65,
82, 92, 150, 2.130, 149
Hphags pa gnas kyi dban
phyug 190
Hphags pa Hjam dpal 193
Hphags pa kun nas sgor hjug
pahi hod zer gtsug tor dri
ma med par snan ba de
bzhin gSegs pa thams cad kyi
sfiin po dan dam tshig la
rnam par lta ba 2.173
Hphags pa mkhah hgro ma
rdo rje gur zhes bya bahi
rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po
brtag 124
Uphags pa rin chen 79
Hphags pa Ses rab 104
Hphags pa sgrol ma 192
Hphags skyes pa ma 2.159
Hphran rin 2.260
Hphren ba can 186
Hphrog ma 230, 235, 2.140,
193
Htshe phran rgya hdzin 206
Huan lun 74
Hiim mdzad 160,270,277
hu sri 87
Huth 157
Hyacinthe 87

Indra 233
Indrabhiiti 209
Indrani 268
Iwang, see Gye dmar

J
Jambhala 194
Jfianapada 195
Jo bo 148
Jo bo rje lugs kyi sgrol ma iier
gcig gi sgrub thabs rjes gnan
dari bcas 203
Jo bo rje lugs kyi sgrol ma fier
gcig sgrub thabs dnos grub
par rnam gfiis kyi ban
mdzod 203
Jo legs 2.212
Jo mo lha ri 53
Jomolhari, see Chomolhari
Jo nan 2.166,258, 265,266
K

Kailasa 2.224
Kala, see Skar la
Kalabhairava 268
Kalo 177
Kalpatika 263
Kama 222
Kgmadhenu 263
KamalaSila 152, 2.224, 225
Kampadzong 50
Kangmar 63, see Khan mar
Kapalin 268

karma 115
Kar ma ba ksi 59, 65
Kar ma bstan skyon 70
Karmagaruda 2 16
Karmavajrapani 2 16
Kartika 288
Kaumari 268
Kawaguchi 65
KPya 1 15
Kehu di nya 251
Kekochutsen 58
Ke sar 69
Keuri 260
Keu Si 254
Khab gsar 2.19 1
Kha che pan chen (see
hkyaSri) 2.166
Khalatse 141
Kha mo ze 59
Khanis gsum rnam par rgyal
ba 181, 188, 196, 220, 237,
2.155, 171, 205, 211, 239,
255
Khan mar 66
Kha rag khyun btsun 26 1
Kharo, see Mkhah ro 57
Khasarpana 7 1, 2.168
khatvanga 288
Khatvanga hdzin ma 286
Khatvanga hdzin pa 220
Khi li nu si lun 2.283
Khi li phi pu 2.283
Khi li so san 2.283

'Khi li su lun lie tsan 2.283
Khi tsan lun tsan 2.283
Kho li kho tsu 2.283
Khotan 33, 34, 2.136, 224
khri dpon 8 6 . 7 9
khri hdegs 170
Khri lde gtsug btsan 2.283
Khri ral pa can 6 2 , 6 6 , 6 9 , 142
khri skor 85, 86
Khri sron lde btsan 56, 58, 66,
70, 143, 152, 2.245, 283
khro ba 116
Khro bo 159,220
Khro bo bdud rtsihi hkhyil ba
212
Khro bo bsrun ba 277
Khro bo bzhad pa 277
Khro bo chags pa 277
Khro bo chos 272
Khro (bo) giier can 272, 2.149
Khro bo gnod mdzad 206
Khro bo gnod sbyin 277
Khro bo gSin rje gSed 206,
212, 2.251
Khro bo gzegs ma 2.251
Khro bo gzhan mi thub pa
206,212
Khro bo gzi brjid 277
Khro bo gzigs ma 196
Khro bo hjig rten gsum rgyal
246, 257
Khro bo hjig rten gsum snan
252
Khro bo hkhor 10s bsgyur ba

212, 2.238
Khro bo ka na 286
Khro bo khro gfier can 272,
277
Khro bo khu tshur 277
Khro bo legs pa 277
Khro bo me ltar hbar ba 2.197
Khro bo mi gyo ba 212,2.251
Khro bo phyag na rdo rje
hkhor lo chen po 295
Khro bo rdo rje 272
Khro bo rdo rje chos 277
Khro bo rdo rje dran 273
Khro bo rdo rje gtsug tor 197,
206
Khro bo rdo rje hbab pa 277
Khro bo rdo rje hdzin pa 220
Khro bo rdo rje las 277
Khro bo rdo rje sde 277
Khro bo rdo rje sems dpah
272,277
Khro bo rgya 277
Khro bo rgyal mtshan 277
Khro bo rgyal po 277
Khro bo rgyal po dan sdig pa
2.155
Khro bo rgyal po sdig pa 196
Khro bo rin chen 277
Khro bo rnon po 277
Khro bo rta mgrin 197, 206,
2.25 1
Khro bo sen ge gdon can 212
Khro bo smra ba 277
Khro bo stobs po che 212

Khro bo tak ki 286
khro gfier 274
Khro gfier can 190, 207, 208,
214, 2.155, 202, 252
.Khro mo 229, 2.157
Khro mo brtsegs 2.143
Khro mo chen mo 260,265
Khro mo dbyug snon can 212
Khro mo gar ma 273
Khro mo glu ma 273
Khro mo ma bcas ma 248
Khro mo phren ba 273
Khro mo rdo rje sems ma 277
Khro mo Rme (b)rtsegs 180,
2.141
Khro mo rtahi gdon can ma
212
Khro mo sems ma 272
Khro mo sgeg mo 273
Khro mo spyan gdon can ma
212
Khro mo stag gi gdon can ma
212
Khro rgyal ba 2.238
Khro rgyal dban phyug 20,
2.191
khru 170
Khruns sa 58
Khrums smad 259
Khrums stod 259
Khud po che 2.157
Khu le 58
Khun ko lo 75
Khu tshur 273,274,275

Khu tshur can 257
Khyab hjug 188, 223, 246,
254,. 279, 288, 2.155, 185,
193
Khyab hjug ma 220, 242, 268,
288
~ h ~53,
i 85
d
Khyun (family153
Khyun 63
Khyun Khams pa chen po 59
Khyus hgro 255
Kia le wa tsa~ipu 9 1
Ki la ki la ya 2.155
Ki li ki lahi gzugs can hdzin
ma 229
Ki li ma li 194,235
Ki li ma li chen po 194
Ki rta 2.214
Klaproth 87
Klon rdol (bla ma) 78,88
Klu 2.199
Klu dban gi rgyal po 2.176
Klu dgah 58
Klu grub (see Nagarjuna)
2.155, 176, 177, 182, 201
Kluhi rgyal ba 205
Klubi rgyal mtshan 68
~ b j a r n a t h2.28 1
Kon rig 2.136
Kosalalankara 67, 103, 2.22 1
Koyasan 2 07
Kriyasamuccaya 14, 194
Kriyasangraha 2.152
Kriyatantra 170, 183, 187, 190,

205, 213
krodha 116
Krodha 268
~rodharAjatrailok~avija~aSadhana 268
KrsnAcat-ya 164
Ksitigarbha 149
Kubera 255, 2.68, 2.140
Kun bzans 2.15 1
Kun dgah ba (of Rgya) 19,
2.140
Kun dgah bkra Sis rgyal
mtshan 82, 2.215
Kun dgah blo dpal bzan po 75
Kun dgah blo gros 76
Kun dgah blo gros rgyal
mtshan 121
Kun dgah blo gros rgyal
mtshan dpal bzan po 82
Kun dgah blohi hbyun gnas
rgyal mtshan dpal bzan po
75
Kun dgah bo 25 1
Kun dgah bsod nams bzan po
76
Kun dgah bzan po 90
Kun dgah don grub 7 9 , 8 0
Kun dgah gzhon nu 90
Kun dgah hphags pa 45, 61,
79, 2.258
Kun dgah legs hbyun gnas 76
Kun dgah legs pahi hbyun
gnas blo gros rgyal mtshan
dpal bzan po 75, 76

Kun

dgah

iii

mahi

rgyal

mtshan dpal bzan po 80
Kun dgah rgyal mtshan
2.141, 165
Kun dgah rgyal mtshan dpal
bzan po 76, 81, 82, 94, 95,
99, 104, 105
Kun dgah rin chen 125
Kun dgah shin po 74, 253,
2.138, 155, 198, 206, 235,
236,252
Kun gzigs tshe d p a g med 202,
2.161
Kun hdzin ma 284
Kun ko eul kien tshan pan
tsan
pu 76
Kun ko i si p u kiun la si kia le
tshan pa le tsan pu 76
Kun ko lie si pa chhun na si
kien tshan pan tsan 75
Kuil ko lo ku lo si kien tshan
pan tsan 75
Kun nas hod zer 262
Kun rig 112, 2.196
Kon rig gi dkyil hkhor gyi
bkod pa 245
Kun sgrub dban phyug 206
Kun tu hod kyi sa 238
Kun tu bzan po 58, 189, 190,
193, 215, 235, 240, 242, 250,
266, 284, 2.175, 176
Kun tu rgyal ba 188

Kun (tu) snan (ba) 254, 262
Kun tu snan bahi blo gros 262
kuo Se 74
Kurukulla 164, 209, 2.168, 169
Kyai rdo rje, Kye r d o rje 164,
216
Kyai rdo rje rgyud 2.169
Kyangphu 93, see Rkyan phu
Kyirong, see Skyid sron
L

Las kyi rdo rje 2 18
Las kyi rdo rje ma 276
Las kyi rgyal po 275
las kyi rigs 269, 270
Las kyi sems ma 232
Las kyi sems dpah 275, 2.207
Las kyi sgrib pa thams cad
rnam par sbyon ma 241
Las kyi tshe dpag med 2.161
Las la dban 24 1
Las ma 276

La smad 88
Las nan po 288
Las stod 64, 8 8
Laufer 30, 87
La Vallee Poussin 292
Lag na rdo rje rig ser phren Lcags kyu 247, 2.208
183
Lcags kyu hdzin pa 220
Lag na rdo rje rigs ma 192
Lcags mo 2.258
lag pahi hdu byed '30
Lcags pa 50
Lalou 2.70, 138, 149
lcags ri 94
lam hbras 154
Lcags sgrog 247, 2.208
La mo 2.263
Lcags than 19, 2.1 66
lam rim 154
Icam dral 129, 158
Langgnin 64
Lcan lo can (paradise) 2.158
las 107
Lcan ra 54, 57, 64, 65, 79
Las 274
Lce 54, 70
Las byed 195
Lce A mes chen po 7 1
Las d r u g dgon pa 60
Lce btsun 71
Las giin 2.267
Lce d u g 256
Las kyi gsan ba 2 18
Ice spyan 13 1
Las kyi hirm mdzad 269, 2.207 cog po 68.
Las kyi mgon po 96
Ldan yul 2.185
Las kyi mi gyo ba 188
Ide'sku 36
Lag 259
lag bde mkhas 30
lag bzan 155
Lag bzaris 2.157

Ide sku mkhas pa 36
Leb 89
Le brgan rtsi dan rin chen ma
183
Le Coq 137
Legs ldan 195, 284, 2.143
Legs pa 20, 2.2 10
Legs pa d p a l 9 0
Legs pahi blo gros pahi sa 238
Legs rin 2.146
Legs skyon ma 2 14
le tshe 205
Levi 2.245, 279
Lha bo 2.214
Lha btsun 6, 4 2 , 6 6
Lha bzari grags 70
Iha bzo mkhas pa 36
Lha chen 187, 246, 2.196,201
Lha chen po 288, 2.199
Lha chun 56
Lha dgah 58
Lha d o 5 6 , 6 6
Lhag chun 69
Lhag pa 191
Lhahi dban po 68, 208
Lhahi rgyal mtshan 20, 36,
2.156, 162, 182,213,245
lham 50
Lha ma yin 2.193
Lha ma yin gyi srin mo 155
Lha ma yin thags bzan ris 254
Lha min (Lha ma yin) 2.198
Lha mo 79, 196,287,2.157
Lha mo bzhad pa ma 2 12

Lha mo dpa12.177
Lha mo dpal chen mo 2.158,
167
Lha mo gdug pa mo 190
Lha mo glan pohi rdo rje 209
Lha mo grags ldan ma 208
Lha mo gtum mo chen mo
2.152
Lha mo gzi brjid 276
Lha mo hod zer can 18 1
Lha mo Ice spyan rdo rje 209
Lha mo phyag na rdo rje 209
Lha mo rab brtan rdo rje 209
Lha mo rdo rje dpal276
Lha mo rigs byed ma 210
Lha mo rin chen gdugs ma
22 1
Lha rno rin chen rgyal mtshan
22 1
Lha mo rnn chen srog Sin mo
22 1
Lha mo rna can ma 22 1
Lha mo ye Ses khu tshur ma
225
Lha mtsha~ns258
Lha phu 2.176
Lhar bcas hgro bahi mchod
sdon J o bo dnul sku
mched gsum snon byun gi
gsam dan brjod pahi rin
chen vai d u rya snon pohi pi
wan 2.280
Lha rje rgya nag 67
Lha rtse 19, 20, 36, 2.144, 145,

147, 151, 153, 158, 162,
163, 177, 183, 190, 191,
205, 206, 209, 220, 223,
228, 2 3 1; 257.
Lha sa 6 5 , 8 6
lha sde 88
Lho 8 5
Lho brag 8 5
Lhun grub 2.261
Lhun po 2.262
L,i 33, 34, 139
li lugs 3 3
Lippa 8
Ljons chen 2.140
Lna r-tsen 2.140
Lo chun Legs Ses 103
Log hdren 2.56, 260
logs kyi ri ~noljir h i i ~kh;llns 30
Lo ston (Ktlo rje clbail phyug)
70
ltar zon 30
ltas nan 5 1
Lto hphye rab br-tan 255
ltun bsags 136
Lu d d h a vajrapani 2 16
Lui pa (Lu yi pa) 155, 161, 298
2.2 16
Lun d m a r 5 8
Lung mar, see Lun d m a r
Lun nag 63
Lus nan 2.193
M
ma chen 2.184

Mag d g e ldiri 56, 67, 144
Mahadanda 96
Mahakala 125 ff, 200, 2.22 1,
226, 229
Mahakarunagarbhamadala
207
mah2karunamandala 208
Mahalaksmi 268
Mahamati 149
Mahamaya 164
mahamudra 2.187
mahasukha 170
Mahitsivaramasi 177
Mahavair-ocanAbhisambodhi
3.109
Mahfivyi~tp;~tti
25 1
hfah;lv;1ks;1se11ip:1ti11ila1n
'

I~i~~-;~~.atllia~-a\~ajl-a~~in
11Ac.ii k1.i1111;1
t~(1al;idevaganas-

toll-a 293
hlahei\~i~l-i
2(i8, 2.203
h l ; ~Ijgag II;L2.5 1
blaiti-eya 122, 149, 193, 198
Maitr-ipa 4 , 164, 2.176, 177
Ma luii 2.139
Mamaki 189, 190, 195, 206,
2.155, 252
Ma mo 220, 226, 227, 257,
260, 288, 2.110, 185, 2 10
Ma mo hjigs ma 282
Man 5 0
lnanas 1 15
Manasija 222
mandala 1 15

Man d a r ra 2.260
MafijuSri 149, 193
Man lun 5 8 , 6 8
Man lun 6 3
Manoharii 268
Mara 2.147
marana 2.15 1
Ma rgad byed pa 257
Marici 174
Markamasi 177
mar khyu 157
Mar me ma 188,216, 231,
2.192, 208
M a r m e m d z a d 101, 149, 192,.
2.229
Mar me sgrol ma 209
Mar pa 2.219, 220
Mar pa r d o rje ye ,68
Ma runs htshe 2.199
Ma ru rtke 124
Mar yul 86
Ma ta sa bzaris 2.144
Mati 36, 105, 2.135
Matrka 268
matsarya 116
Maudgalyayana 173
MayajalakramaryavalokiteSvarasadhana 2.148
Ma zans d a r po 79
Mchu 259
Mchod pahi lha mo 182, 186,
196, 210, 233, 2.150, 152,
245

mchog 220
MThog sbyin sgrol ma 203
Mdah hbum 7 1
Mdah hdzin ma 286
Mdans can ma 26 1
Mdans ldan ma 2 1 4 , 2 17
Mdans slar hphrog ma 284
Mdog 2.133
Mdo I-gyud zab mohi chos kyi
lun rjes gnail dbail khrid
thob yig gzhan. phan rill chen
dbah rgyal lhag bsam pun da
ri kahihphrei~has spud pa 47
Mdosde69
Mdo smad 86
Mdo stod 86
Mdun brdar 260
mdun rin 157
Mdzod hdzin ma 285
Me bzhi 259, 260
Me hjigs skyob sgrol ma 204
Me lcehi hkhor lo can 256
Me lha 10 1,268,276,288,
2.155
Me Iha Gsal byed 262
Me ltar hbar ba 285, 297
Me ltar hbar ba gsan ba 2.209
Me ltar hbar ba phra mo 229
mes dpon gsum 152
Me tog sgrol ma 2.160
hle tog ma 188, 231, 249,
2.193, 208
Mgar (Dgar) 2.146, 221

Mgo 259
Mgon bzans 2.262
mgon khan 9 5
Mgon po 103, 194.2.147, 167
Mgon po ben 96, 195, 2.140,
208,240
Mgon po phyag drug 1 4 2 , 2 0 3
Mgon po skyabs 2.162, 163
Mgon rin 2.144, 261
Mgos Khyun rgod rtsal 143
Mgos phag ri (see Phag ri) 5 0
Mgos yul, see Hgos yul
Mgos (Hgos) yul stod gsum 5 0
Mi bskyod pa 205, 206, 222,
23 1, 232, 266, 277, 295,
2.160, 238, 254, 265
Mi bskyod pa rdo rje 160
Mi dban phyug 205
Mig dmar 191,234, 267,258,
280,288
Mig hphyan 257
Mig mi bzan 2.159
Migyoba 121, 149, 180, 187,
189, 196, 208, 247, 252,
2.150, 151, 155, 171, 176
Mi gyo ba dkar po 21 1
Mi gyo bahi rtul phod pa
rgyud 2.151
Mi gyo bahi sa 238
Mi gyo tshe dpag med 202,
2.161
Miham ci 2.1-93
Miham ci rgyal po 235
mi hjigs pa 170

Mi hkhrugs 216, 2.152, 163,
180
Mi la ras pa 2.219, 220
Min 82
Min chen 251
Min po 220, 227, 2.189, 193
Min po gsum 226
Min srin 124
Mi pham ma 261
Mi pho Iha bsruns 2.258
Mi rgod hjigs skyob sgrol ma
204
mi sde 88
Mi thub hphren ba can 183
Mjug rin 191,234
Mkhah hgro 131,2.199
Mkhah hgro ma 2.171, 272
Mkhah hgro ma brtsegs 180
Mkhah hgro rdo rje gur 162
Mkhah hgro rgya mtsho 161
Mkhah ldin 171
Mkhah ldin ser mig can 254,
255
Mkhah ro 57
Mkhar chen brag 2.177
Mkhar kha (Hkar dgah) 20,
2.144, 216, 228, 231, 261,
265
Mkhas spyod pa 2.342
Mnag gzhug ded dpon 253
Mnag gzhug rdo rje bde ba
254
Mnag gzhug yid d u hon ba
253

Mnag pa 253
Mhah ris 85
Mnah ris Skor gsum 8 1
Mnon brjod kyi bstan bcos
mkhas pahi r n a rgyan
2.134
Mnon dgah ba .(heaven) 62
Mnon d u gyur pahi sa 238
mnon mtho 2.214
Mnon par dgah ba (paradise)
2 17
Mnon phyogs 208, 2.155
Mnon spyod m e Iha 268
moha 116
Mo lun 60
Mon bde 2.153
Mon bu 124
Mon bu pu tra 123, 124, 129
Mon gre 259
Mon gru 259
Mon (h)gro 68
Mon mo gser gyi spu gri ma
130
Mon skyer chu 50
Mon yor 92
Mos pa la dban 241
Mos spyod kyi sa 238
Mou hgal gyi bu 251
Mra Chu 60
Mthah gdon 248
Mthah mahi zhal 248
Mthah yas 178, 325, 257,
2.238
Mthah yas kyi bu 188

Mthah yas zhal ma 249
Mthon ba don yod 135,256
Mthu bri 2.231
Mthu can 275
Mthu chen 243
Mthu chen po 185
Mthu~chenthob 207, 236
Mtshan brjod kyi dkyil hkhor
gyi bkod pa 2 11,232
mtshan ma bzhi 2.186,201
Mtshan yan d a g par brjod pa
21 1, 2.170
Mtsho po 2.190
mudra 107, 1 17
Mu ne btsan po 2.283
Mu rgan ta ka myur bas hjug
pa 256
Mus P. 10, 11
Myan, see
Mya nan dan m u n pa thams
cad nes par hjoms pahi blo
gros 2 1 1, 250
Mya nan gyi m u n pa thams
cad rnam par hjoms pahi blo
gros 236, 2.170
Mya nan hjoms 243
Mya nan sel bahi sgrol ma 203
Myan myan, see
iian
Myan yul stod smad bar gsum
gyi no mtshar gtam gyi legs
biad mkhas pahi hjug nogs
25, 42, passim
Myur bas hjug pahi d u g 256

an

an

Narn mkhahi mtshan can 151
Narn mkhahi spyan ma 190,
208
Nabs so 259
Narn mkhah ldin 264, 2.193,
Na bzah dkar mo 206
199
~a dpon (see Hjam dpal grags
Narn mkhah ldin dban po 235
pa) 2.194
Narn mkhah mdzod 107ff,
Nagarjuna 128, 152,217,
2 1 1, 2 19, 222, 224, 226, 229,
2.225
236, 250, 293, 2.184, 186
Wag gi dban phyug 2.170
Narn mkhah hod zer 19,2.162
Wag gi rgyal po 2.170
Narn mkhah legs 76
Nag mo 220,261, 288, 2.185
Nag m o chen mo 220,288,
Narn mkhah rdo rje 276
2.185
Narn (mkhah) sfiin (po) 185,
Nag mo gnod sbyin 129, 130
215, 221, 222, 224, 226, 229,
Nagon 6 3
236, 243, 266, 2.184, 186,
Nag po 259, 260
191, 194, 258
Nag po chen po 96,219,234, Narn mkhah tshul khrims
287, 288, 2.185
2.183
Nag po gnod sbyin 129, 130
Nan 47
Nag po pa 298
Nan bar 4 8 , 5 0
Nag po spyod pa 164
nan chen 82, 84, 2.240
nags rfiin 143
chu 47
Nag tsho (mtsho) 2.230, 23 1
htsho 69
Na hu rdzon 2.262
Nan fian 48
Nan sgrib can 256
Nairatmya 95
Nan smad 48, SO
Namasangiti 1 12
nan so 2.240, 246
Narn gru 257,259, 261
nan so chen mo 226, 2.165,
Narn mkhah bzan po 36,
258, 264
2.205, 206, 210, 212, 220,
Wan son kun hdren 243,250
223,228
Narn mkhah dban phyug ma
Wan son las sbyon bahi
sgrol ma 202
196
Wan son sbyon ba 107
Narn mkhah dge ma 249
Wan son thams cad sbyon ba
Narn mkhah dpal20, 2.177

an
an

Nor bu (buhi) khyun rtse 52,
265
Wan son thams cad yons su
56, 68
sbyon ba gzi brjid kyi rgyal Nor bu rgya12.263
Nor khyun stag ro 68
Po 2.196
Nan stod 48, 49, 54, 143, Nor ldan gyi gzuns 24 1
Nor lhahi rgyal po 255
2.225, 268, 271
Nor rgyas 235,257
Nan stod skor la phebs pahi
Nor rgyas kyi bu 176
lam yig tshigs bcad 47
Nor rgyun ma 193, 194,2.144,
Napte 57
169, 172, 174, 177, 198
Na rag don sprugs 260
Nor sbyin 288
Naro pan chen, Na r o pa
Nug 19, 2.169, 202, 203
2.2 18, 220
Nurshika 60
Narthang 85
Nyang chu 48 (see Nan chu)
Nas lun 2.232
Nyera chu 49
fie bar hkhor 25 1
fie gnas 7 1
Nenying, see Gnas rfiin 40
nes par legs pa 2.2 14
ni hireyas 2.2 14
Ni ma 191, 234, 258,267,
272, 274, 288, 2.155
Ni ma khye hdren 2. 246, 268,
269,270,271, 272
Ni ma rnarn snan 2.173
Ni ma sbas (pa), Soryagrlpta
204, 2.163
in ro 49, 57, 59, 2.145, 231,
26 1, 263
nirmanakaya 2.268
Nodzin kangsa 48
Nor bdag 2.170
Nor (bu) bzan (po) 2 10, 2 18,
235, 255, 2.140
Nor buhi hod can 273

0

Omura 112
P
Pad hbyun (gnas) 2.224
Padakramamasi 177
Pad ma 235, 273
Pad ma can 70, 2 17,261
Pad ma chen (Pad chen), Pad
ma chen po 176, 223, 235,
257
Pad ma chen po chags pahi
mtshon chahi mtshan ma 224
Pad ma chen po gtum pohi
dban phvug 223
Pad ma chen pohi fii ma 223
Pad ma chen po nag po 224

Pad ma chen po Ai ma min gi
224
Pad ma chen po rgya mtsho
224
Pad ma chen po rgya mtsho
min hri 224
Pad ma chen po rlun gi Iha
min dhi 224
Pad ma chen po sa hdzin 223
Pad ma chen po sa hdzin Lha
mo min Sri 224
Pad ma d r a ba 205,2.165
Pad (ma) dra bcu gcig zhal
205
Padmagaruda 2 16
Pad ma hbyun gnas 205,206
Pad mahi bsrun ba 275
Pad mahi chos hdzin 218
Pad mahi dban phyug 205
Pad mahi gar gyi dban phyug
275, 2.164
Pad mahi las 275
Pad mahi mchi babi blo gros
218
Pad mahi mnon mtshan rdo
rje mtshan 183
Pad mahi phyag 206
Pad mahi sems dpah 274, 276
Pad mahi sgrol ma 274
Pad mahi sgrub phug 57
Pad mahi smra ba 275
Pad mahi spyan 184
Pad mahi yan lag 189, 190,
2.151

Pad mahi zhal ma 248
Pad ma mi gyo ba 188
Pad ma mnon mtshan ma 192
Pad ma mthar byed 18 1,237
Pad ma (naga) 176
Pad ma nes pahi dban
phyug 2.264
Pad ma nor bskal 79
Pad ma rgyal mo 2 18
Pad ma rin chen 273
Pad ma rgya12.263
Padmasambhava 47, 5 1, 57,
66, 156
Pad ma sems dpah 2.207
Pad ma sgos ma 299
Pad ma sgrol ma 299
Pad ma spyan ma 299
Pad ma than yig 5 0 , 9 0
Pad ma tin ne hdzin 2.264
Pad ma tshe dpag med 2.161
Padmavajrapani 2 16
Padmavalokiteivarasya Padmajalakramena bhagavanmandalapfijjavidhi 2.149
palaka 15 1
Pango, see Span dkar 60
pafijara 123
Pafi ji ka 255
Pan tso ra 105, 2.135
Paramaditantra 109, 1 10, 1 12
parirtha 2.226
Paro chu 50
Yaro dzong .5O
Pa sans 19 1. 234, 2.58. 267

Pascalis ,106
Pas khu 64
Pa snarn 69
Pa snarn pa 69
Pa snam zhol po 69
Yatali 177
Pa tshab lotsava 69, 70
Pa tshab Pe nam (Pa snarn) 69
Pelliot 63, 74, 77, 87
Penchoka 64
Pennangshopu 69
Petech 24, 2.281, 283
Phag gru 86
Phag rno 242, 2.185, 193
Phag mo d r u 92
Phag mo gru 89, 92
Phag mo mnon par byan chub
pa 163
Phag ri 50, 53
Phag zhal chen 205
Phari, see Phag ri
Phar ldin 6 3
phibs 66
Pho lun 60
Pho Aa 196,253
Pho Aa kun tu snan ba 254
Pho Aa rno 19 1
Pho Aa rno rul ma 282
Pho Aa rdo rje ded dpon'254
Pho Aa rdo rje hjigs pa 281
Pho Aa rdo rje ma 281
Pho Aa rdo rje rlun 28 1
Pho iia rdo rje tho ba 281
Pho Aa rnam par snan ba 253

Phren ba ma 2.194
phrin las 1 15
Phun po gsurn pahi rndo 185,
2.145
Phur bu, Phur pa 191, 234,
258, 268
Phyag hphel 2.261
Phyag na rdo rje (Phyag rdor)
158, 179, 186, 187, 189,
190, 199, 204, 209, 216,
218, 222, 224, 225, 246,
266, .2.149, 159, 167, 170,
172, 176, 180, 201, 202,
249,262
Phyag na rdo rje drag po
gsum hdul gyi rgyud 2.265
Phyag na rdo rje gar rnkhan
179
Phyag na rdo rje gar rnkhan
mchog 2.139, 140
Phyag na rdo rje hbyun po
hdul byed 200, 2.137, 138
Phyag na rdo rje hchi bdag
245
Phyag na rdo rje hchi bdag
hjorns pa 266
Phyag na rdo rje hgro bzans
2.176, 177
Phyag na rdo rje lcags sbugs
216, 2.176
Phyag na rdo rje sa hog 2.139
Phyag na rin chen 236
Phyag rdor hkhor chen 163
Phyag rdor hkhor chen gyi

bstod pa bstod pas don
thams cad hgrub pa 163
Phyag rgya 183
Phyag rgya brten ma 2 13, 2 15
Phyan mans 2.261
phyi d a r 134,56
Phyi hbruns 2.133
phyin 50
Phyir bzlog ma chen mo 186,
2.147
phyi sgrib can 256
Phyogs skyon 102, 13 1, 184.
208, 246, 248, 296, 2.143,
157, 172, 193, 197, 201
.Phyogs bcu sans rgyas 120
Phyug po sgan dkar po 90
Phyug po srun 2.268
Pi ci kun d a 235
pien sian 199
pir thog 3 1
Po0 8
Porten 63
Prabhfitaratna 175
prajiia 170, 2.243
pustika 2.15 1
Prajiiap2ramit.a 120, 15 1,
2.188
Prajiiaparamitinayaiatapa~caSatika 2.245, 259
Pramoh2 260
Pratyekabuddha (twelve) 25 1
Przyluski 1 17
Pu hrans 86
Pu ka eka na tha (?) 2.272

Pukkasi 260, 298
Puraicaryarnava 268
Yiirnabhadra 48, 57
Pu tra min srin 123, 200
R
Ra 50
Rab brtan kun bzan hphags
pa 17, 42, 44, 61, 65, 68, 73,
78, 79, 2.144, 188, 219, 233,
243 249, 264
Rab bzari 2.262
Rab dgah 235
Rab dgah baG sa 238
Rab hbyor 25 1
Rab hbyor bzan po hphags pa
79, 2.240
rabs bdun 135
Rab sim 254
Rab tu bzan m o 194
Rab tu dan bahi sgrol ma 209
Rab tu dgah ma 194
Rab. tu dpah bahi sgrol ma 203
Rab tu sbyin pahi sgrol ma
2.163
Rab tu zhi bar byed pahi lha
nlo 201
raga 1 16
Ra khyi rgyal 2.145
Raktayamarisadhana 294
Ra ksa pu tra (Raksasaputra)
123
Ral gcig ma 186, 196, 209,
210, 2.148, 149, 163

Ral gri hdzin pa 220
Ral pa can 50, 56, 67, 152,
289
Ralung 85
Ran byin gyis brlab pahi rigs
byed ma 2.169
Ran bzhin gyi sgrib pa can
256
Rao 208
Ratnagaruda 2 16
Ratnasambhava 114
RatnavajrapPni 2 16
Rdo lcags 59
Rdo rje ba dan 2.240
Rdo rje bde byed 2 16
Rdo rje bdud rtsi 159
Rdo rje bdud rtsi ma 260
Rdo rje bdud rtsi rgyud 159
Rdo rje bdug spos ma 216
Rdo rje be con 180, 195, 2.155
Rdo rje bsad pa 232
Rdo rje bsdams 286
Rdo rje bsrun, Rdo rje
bsrun ba 23 1, 232, 249
Rdo rje bzhad mo 196
Rdo rje bzhad pa 223,231,
233
Rdo rje chags pa 23 1, 240,
272, 277
Rdo rje che 181
Rdo rje chos 151, 23 1, 232,
244, 265, 266, 2.184
Rdo rje chu dban ma 190
Rdo rje dam pa sbyin pa 208

Rdo rje dban 281
Rdo rje dban phyug 205
Rdo rje dban phyug (Lo ston).
70, 84
Rdo rje dban phyug ma 196
Rdo rje dban skur ma 284
Rdo rje dbugs dbyun 2.19 1
Rdo rje dbyid 289
Rdo rje dbyig pa ma 280
Rdo rje dbyins 283, 2.194,
235,251, 254,258
Rdo rje dbyins dkyil hkhor
23 1
Rdo rje dbyiris (kyi) dban
phyug ma 205, 206,283
Rdo rje dbyins las rgyal 2 16
Rdo rje dbyug pa 280
Rdo rje dgah ba mo 281
Rdo rje dgun 289
Rdo rje dgun ma 2 19
Rdo rje dkar mo 276
Rdo rje dnos grub hbyun ma
196
Rdo rje don yod dgah ma 276
Rdo rje dpal232
Rdo rje dpal pa 2.228
Rdo rje dran ma 209
Rdo rje drag mo 196
Rdo rje dran pa 222,289
Rdo rje dri 223, 2.192
Rdo rje dril bu 279
Rdo rje dril bu ma 2 16
Rdo rje dus ma 282
Rdo rje gandhari 2 10

Rdo rje gar ma 218,223
Rdo rje gdan1Mahabodhi 56,
67, 144, 291, 2.183, 214
Rdo rje gdan bzhi 160
Rdo rje gdon dkar mo 196
,Rdo rje gdug pa hdul2 16
Rdo rje gdun 222
Rdo rje glan sna 280
Rdo rje gnod byed mo 196
Rdo rje gnod sbyin 223, 224,
225, 226, 23 1, 232, 249,
2.184, 210, 240
Rdo rje gsod byed ma 197
Rdo rje gtsug hchan 287
Rdo rje gtsug tor 286, 2.240
Rdo rje gtum mo 163, 197
Rdo rje gtum po 180
Rdo rje gur brtag giiis 162
Rdo rje gyen du ita bahi gdon
196
Rdo rje gzhon nu 279
Kdo rje gzhon nuhi rig hdzin
ma 183
Kdo rje gzhon nu ma 192, 196
Rdo rje gzi brjid 23 1, 233
Rdo rje gzugs 2.223, 193
Rdo rje gzugs ma 233
Rdo rje hbar ba mo 281
Rdo rje hbebs 289, 2.236
Rdo rje hbyun ba 2.237
Rdo rje hchan 73, 154, 170,
231, 2.138
Rdo rje hdzin pa 2.153
Rdo rje hgros 184

Rdo rje hjigs byed 16 1, 294,
2.239
Rdo rje hju ba ma 280
Rdo rje hkhor lo 229, 2.188
Rdo rje hkhyil ba 280
Rdo rje hod 280
Rdo rje hod ma 280
Rdo rje hphags pa 294
Rdo rje $phren 'ba 165, 2 3 1,
280, 2.142
Rdo rje hphyor ma 281
Rdo rje ham mdzad 159, 18 1,
1
220, 224, 226, 240,
267, 269, 278, 2.155, 184,
186, 196, 202, 203, 206,
207, 212, 239,255
Rdo rje ham mdzad kyi sgrub
thabs 159
Rdo rje khrag hthun 237
Rdo rje khrag hthun ma 197
Rdo rje khro bo 2.157
Rdo rje khu tshur 219,224,
225, 226, 229, 231, 232, 249,
280, 286, 2.184, 185, 188,
258
Rdo rje khyab hjug ma 196
Rdo rje ki la ki la 196
Rdo rje ki la ki la ya 222
Rdo rje ki li ki la ya ma 289
Rdo rje ki li ki li 286, 289
Rdo rje k u n ma 284
Rdo rje kun tu hdzin 216
Rdo rje las 15 1, 225, 232, 249,
266, 275, 279, 2.240

Rdo rje las kyi phar phyin 239
Rdo rje las ma 230, 243
Rdo rje las rab 273
Rdo rje ...las skyob 216
Rdo rje lcags kyu 195, 28 1 ,
286, 289, 2.155
Rdo rje lcags kyu ma 2 16
Rdo rje lcags sgrog 209
Rdo rje lcags sgrog ma 190
Rdo rje legs (pa) 230, 232,
272,277
Rdo rje lha mo sgrog pa 276
Rdo rje bags 225
Rdo rje lu gu rgyud 183, 192
Rdo rje ma chen mo 196
Rdo rje mar me ma 2 18
Rdo rje mchu chen ma 192
Rdo rje me dari bi ma hbar ba
2.155
Rdo rje me dan iii ma hbar
ltar 196
Rdo rje me ltar hbar ba 237,
2.236
Rdo rje me tog ma 2 16
Rdo rje mgon po 287
Rdo rje mgyogs ma 28 1
Rdo rje mi bzad hjoms 2 16
Rdo rje mi gyo ba 187
Rdo rje mkhah hgro ma 199
Rdo rje mkhah rnam hjoms pa
183
Rdo rje mthu chen 216
Rdo rje mtshan mo 196
Rdo rje mtshon cha 280, 289

Rdo rje mtshon cha hdzin 285
Rdo rje mtshon cha ma 284
Rdo rje nag mo 2.240
Rdo rje nag po chen po 125,
130, 165
Rdo rje nam mkhah 186
Rdo rje iii hod 184
Rdo rje iii ma 232
Rdo rje pad nra 243
Rdo rje pad mo 284
Rdo rje phag mo 144, 2.269,
270
Rdo rje pho ba mo 281
Rdo rje phur bu 180
Rdo rje phur pa rtsa bahi
rgyud kyi dum bu 1.59
Rdo rje phyag htshal287
Rdo rje phyag rgya can 205
Rdo rje rab bl-tan ma 2.159
Rdo rje rab tu hdul 216
Rdo rje rans byed ma 197
Rdo rje rdo rje ma 225
Rdo rje rgyal mtshan 23 1 ,
2.263
Rdo rje rgyal po (rgyal ba)
231, 232, 240, 272, 277, 287,
2.183
Rdo rje rgyu 231, 232
Rdo rje rig pahi rgyal po 286
Rdo rje rigs 270, 277, 2.239
Rdo rje rin chen 23 1 , 233,
2.207
Rdo rje rin chen bzan po 273
Rdo rje rin po che 232

Rdo rje ri phug ma 2.159
Rdo rje rkan gdub 287
Rdo rje rlun 197
Rdo rje rmons byed ma 197
Rdo rje rnam par hjoms pa
180
Rdo rje rnam rgyal28 1
Rdo rje rnon po 231,232, 287
Rdo rje ro 233, 2.192
Rdo rje ro lans ma 197, 209
Rdo rje rtse mo 2.206, 240,
27 1
Rdo rje rtse mo rtog pa thams
cad bsdus pa 2.203
Rdo rje sa hog 179, 2.139
Rdo rje sa hog gi rgyud kyi
rgyal ba 2.139
Rdo rje sbran rtsi 2 19, 222
Rdo rje sde 269, 286
Rdo rje sems dpah 100, 151,
219, 220, 222, 224, 225, 227,
231, 240, 242, 265, 266, 276,
2.187, 188, 200, 207, 211,
212, 238
Rdo rje sems dpah hbugs
dbyun 2.21 1
Rdo rje ser- mo 196, 279
Rdo rje ser smug 280
Rdo rje sgeg mo 23 1
Rdo rje sgo ba ma 28 1
Rdo rje sgra 223, 244, 2.193
Rdo rje sgrog 287
Rdo rje sgrol ma 2 11, 2 12,
276, 2.163

Rdo rje sgrol ma dkar mo 2 12
Rdo rje sgyu ma 2 18
Rdo rje sku mchog 225
Rdo rje smra ba 225,231, 232
Rdo rje snan byed ma 197
Rdo rje shems ma 225
Rdo rje sfiems pa 222,286,
289
Rdo rje siiin p.0 215, 230, 236,
250, 2.195, 257
Rdo rje shin po rgyan gyi
rgyud 2.158, 170, 176, 190,
257
Rdo rje siiin po rgyan gyi
rgyud kyi dkyil hkhor gyi
rnam gzhag 230,245
Rdo rje sprin 219, 222,289
Rdo rje spyan ma 276
Rdo rje srin mo 2 16
Rdo rje ston 222, 289
Rdo rje ston ka 229
Rdo rje tho ba 180
Rdo rje thugs ma 284
Rdo rje tin ne hdzin 225
Rdo rje tshe dpag med 2.165
Rdo rje tshol byed ma 197
Rdo rje tshug par dkah 197
Rdo rje utsa rya 2.139
Rdo rje yid las byun ba 222
Rdo rje za ba ma 280
Rdo rje zhags pa 286, 2.240
Rdo rje zhags pa ma 2 16
Rdo rje zhi ba ma 280
Rdo rje zhi ba mo 197

Rdzi lun 60
Rgyal mtshan dpal 7
kdzogs pahi sgrol ma 209
Rgyal mtshan hgrags 18, 137,
rdzon dpon 4 1
2.137
Rdzon 40s 20, 2.190
Rgyal mtshan rtse mohi dpun
rdzu hphrul 171
(b) rgyan 197, 284, 2.137
Rdzu hphrul cher ston 251
Rgyal po chen po 2.152
Rdzu hphrul la dban 24 1
Rygal po dar 2.261
rdzu hphrul rkan pa 218
Rgyal po rnam sras kyi mnon
Re ma ti 209
rtogs dgos hdod hbyun ba
Rgan byad ma 2.193
2. 140
Rgod po lun 6 1
Rgyal rabs gsal bahi me lon
Rgya 19,274
31,66.
rgyab yo1 135
Rgyal rtse 6 1, see Gyantse
rgya dpon 89
Rgyal Se 3'6, 2.158
Rgyag 2.257
Rgyal sras lam rim bsdus 105
Rgya gnas 63, 133
rgya lugs 33
Rgya grags 59
Rgyal ...zhon pa 2.164
Rgyal ba 240, 261, 288, 2.207 Rgya ma 85,89
Rgyal ba bzan po 9 1
Rgya me ba 2.159
Rgyal bahi byed pa 220, 230, Rgya mi 2.164
2.185
Rgya mkhar 56, 68, 2.152
Rgyal bahi rdo rje ma 192
Rgya mkhar lun 67
Rgyal bahi gtsug tor 230
Rgya mkhar rtsehi ri 52
Rgyal bahi Sgrol ma 2 10
Rgya mtsho nes par sgrogs pa
Rgyal chen (sde bzhi) 166,
2.153
191, 200, 246, 2.157, 158,
Rgyan 50
166, 167,. 197
Rgyan dkar gon ma 61
Rgyal khan 19, 168, 169,
Rgyan gon 70
2.202, 203
Rgyan mkhar 36, 2.172, 201
Rgyal khyun mchog 2 16
Rgyan ro (see Rkyan ro) 49,
Rgyal mkhar rtse (Gyantse)
53, 56, 62, 63, 2.139, 146,
2.225

Rgyal mtshan 19, 272, 273,
274, 2.160

16i

Rgyan ro chu 57
rgya phigs 66, 67

rgya phugs 66
Rgyas ldan ma 213, 214,215
Rgyas pa 260
Rgyas pahi me lha 268
Rgyu 272
Rgyud mi dad 260
rgyud phyi ma 1 1 1,
rgyud phyi mahi phyi ma 11 1
Rgyun Ses 260
Ri bo brag 2.263
Ri bo che 60
Ri bo rgyal ba 25 1
Ri dvags rgyal po 257
Rig hdzin 2.193
Rig ma 2.202, 251
Rig ma gos dkar mo 299
Rig pa chen mo 190
Rig pa hdzin chen po 2.164
Rig pahi'lha mo 2.149
Rig pahi sgrol ma 2.163
Rig pa mchog 286
Rigs 2.199
Rigs byed ma 2.169
Rigs bzan gi mkhah hgro ma
snan hod hbum gyi rnam
thar 46
Rigs gsum mgon po 102
Rigs kyi bdag po 2.160
Rigs kyis byin 2.152
Rigs ldan 176, 188, 235, 257
rigs lna 141
Rigs mdzes ma 276
Rig snags hchan 26 1
Ri khrod dgah ldan 61

Ri khrod lo ma can 241
Ri khrod lo ma can ma 190
Ri khrod lo ma gyon ma 142,
185, 186, 2.147
Ri khrod ma 298
Ri ku 93
Ri lun 2.172
ri rno 29
ri mo mkhas pa 31
ri mor bkod byed pa 30
ri mor bkod pa 30
Ri nan 4 6 , 4 9 , 6 0
Ri nan phug chu 60
Rin chen 273
Rin chen blo gros dpal bzan
PO 44
Rin chen bzan po 103, 2.225
Rin chen chags pa 273
Rin chen char hbebs 2.250
Rin chen dban phyug 205
Rin chen (dpal) grub 20,
2.2 12, 2 16, 240, 252
Rin <hen dpal hbyor 2.2 13
Rin chen dpal ldan ma 276
Rin chen glin 2.257
Rin chen grub, see Bu ston
Rin chen gtso mo 284
Rin chen (gyl) serns dpah 273
Rin chen hbyun ldan 206,222,
231, 232, 233, 266, 2.238,
254
Rin chen hgrags 19, 63, 2.137
Rin chen las 275
Rin chen legs pa 273

Rin chen Ita ba 2.250
Rin chen ma 192, 276
Rin chen mi gyo ba 187
Rin chen pad ma 274, 2.250
Rin chen pad mahi phar
phyin 239
Rin chen rdo rje 266
Rin chen rdo rje ma 230,243
Rin chen rgyal mtshan 2.144
Rin chen rgyal po 273
Rin chen rigs 270
Rin chen sems ma 232
Rin chen sgan 60, 69
Rin chen sgrol ma 24 1, 284
Rin chen siiin po 59, 2.146
Rin chen tshe dpag med 2.16 1
Rin d u son bahi sa 238
Rin po che chen po nor stsol
ba 221
Rin po che chen po ro myari
ba 221
Rin thun 2.223
Rje bo 84
Rje btsun chen po 2.154, 155
Rje btsun Hbar ras pa rgyal
mtshan dpal bzan pohi rnam
thar mgur hbum dan bcas 7
Rje btsun pa 2.143
Rjes po 2.263
Rkyan 2.135, 135
Rkyan hdur 67,68
Rkyan pku 56,63,93, 104
Rkyari ro 2.135
Rlun lha 208, 276, 2.193

Rlun lha gyo byed 262
Rma bya chen mo. 180, 190,
2.163, 175

Rme (Sme) brtsegs 179, 2.140
Rmog 58
Rmugs hdzin 242
Rna bihi sgrol ma 2 10
Rnal hbyor ma 2: 199
Rnam bsgyins 2.143
Rnam dag gtsug nor 203,
2.163

Rnam man thos 2.158
rna mo 49
Rnam par gsal ba 266 Rnam (par) hgyin (bsgyins)
bahi rdo rje ma 183, 184
Rnam (par) hjoms (pa) 181,
2.142, 171, 172, 211

Rnam (par) hjoms pa mo 186
Rnam par hphro byed snam
rgyal230
Rnam (par) rgyal (ba) 2.160,
202,238,239,288

Rnam (par) rgyal bahi gtsug
tor 2.160
Rnam par rgyal bahi sgrol ma
203

Rnam (par) rgyal ma 201, 2 17,
261, 2.160

Rnam par snan byed 254
Rnam (par) (snan) mdzad 174,
205, 208, 231, 235, 265, 242,
243, 244, 270, 277, 291,
2.160, 191, 234, 239, 258,

266
Rnam par snah mdzad dbugs
dbyun 2.194
Rnam par snan mdzad mnon
byan chub rgyud 193, 207,
215, 2.156, 176
Rnam par snan mdzad mnon
par byan chub pa cho ga
phan bde kun hbyun las
bdag bskyed 109
Rnam par thar ba 240
Rnam (thos) sras 204, 209,
216, 235, 2.140, 143, 151,
158, 159, 166, 167, 177, 182,
206,231,264
Rnam thos sras zhi ba bde
byed 199
rfiin ma pa 40, 4 1, 43, 72, 143
Rnog 69, 2.224
Rnog (lotsava of) 63, 164,
2.225
Rnon po 260,272, 274
Roerich 133
Ro lans 2 16
Ro lans ma 299
rta babs 236
Rta bdag 200, 2.158
Rta mchog 237
Rta mchog rgyal po 209
Rta mchog ye Ses rdo rje 209
Rta mchog ye Ses rol pa 2.167
Rta mgrin 120, 130, 186, 187,
188, 195, 196, 208, 209,
210, 212, 242, 247, 252,

2.144, 148, 149, 155,
166, 167,168, 172, 176
Rta mgrin mchog ye Ses rdo
rje 186
Rta ra, see Rte ra
Rta rna mo 218
Rta thul25 1
Rte ra 53,56,69
Rtog pa thams cad bsdus pa
2.187, 189, 210
Rtog pa thams cad bsdus pahi
rtsa babi rgyud 228, 229,
285
rtsa rgyud 111
Rtsa hkhor 52
Rtsa phu 2.263
Rtse chen 57,65
Rtse dman 2.260
Rtse Ide 55, 69
Rtsis Gnas gsar 66
ru 49, 87
ru hdren 130, 157
Ruta bhata 123
Ru lu ra ksa si 123
Rva lotsava 62
Rva l u i ~5'7, 58,'59, 2.220
S
Sa ba ri pa 2.265
Sa bdag Lag chen 262
Sa chen 74
Sadhanamala 106, 176, 179,
180,182,193,195,196,203

Saddharrnapundarika
175.
198
Sad na legs 70, 2.283
Sa ga 259
Sag tshal, biag (tshal) 19, 20,
2.158, 206, 209
Sahi shin, Sahi shin po 190,
197, 211, 235, 2.170
Sahi lha rno 242
Sa hog 181
Sakang 63
Sakti 117
Sa kya b6es giien 2,235,236
$a kya rngon po 189, 190,
2.151
Sakyamitra 111
!hkyamuni 173, 292,2.2 12
SakyaSri 63, 65, 67, -70,134,
2.139, 212, 227
$a kya sen ge 247
Sa kya thub pa 101,205,206
Sa kya ye Ses 2.165
Sa lha 276
Sa lu 105, 2.139
Sa ma 49
Samada 56, 2.134
Sarnantabhadra 149
Samantarnukhapraveiarairni-

Sam bu rtse dgu 49
Sam bu rtse dguhi ri 52
Sa med gans dkar 261
Samhara 268
Samputatantra 164, 165
Sans 68, 85
Sans htshal64
Sans rgyas 2.152, 262.
Sans rgyas bzan po 19, 2.144
Sans rgyas chos hdzin 2.203
Sans rgyas chos hdzin rgyal po
269
Sans rgyas dkon mchog 228
Sans rgyas dpal 184
Sans rgyas gsan ba 2.206, 225,
235
Sans rgyas gzugs can 272
Saris rgyas rnkhah hgro ma
199
Sans rgyas iii ma 273, 283,
2.208
Sans rgyas phun tshogs 86
Sans rgyas rgyal rntshan 2.142
Sans (rgyas) rin pa 20, 2.265
Sans rgyas sna tshogs 2.205
Sans rgyas sna tshogs gzugs
can 274
Sans rgyas tharns cad kyi chos
vimalo~ni~aprabh~svarasa- kyi rndzod dan ldan 24 1
Sans rgyas thod pa 163, 164,
rvatathagatahrdayasamayavilokitadharani 2.1 73
299
Sans rgyas thod pa zhes bya
samaya 117
bahi rnal hbyor rnahi rgyud
Sa ma sa 50
kyi rgyal po 163
sarnbhogabya 198, 2.268

Sans rgyas tshe dpag med Sbra 85
Sbran rtsir byed pa 220, 234,
2.161
Sans rgyas ye ies 7 1
2.185
Santamati 149
Sbre Iha khan 67
$antigarbha 2.225
Sbrul 2.199
Santika 2.15 1
Sbrul hjigs skyob sgrol ma 204
Santiraksita (Zhi ba tsho) 2.224 Sbrul nag phyag 206
Saopu 56
sbyin bdag 156
Sa phud 63
Sbyin pahi phar phyin 239
Sa ri 259
Schmidt 80
Sa rihi bu 25 1
Schulemann 92
Sariputra (pada) 64, 173
sde rtsis 88
Sariputrasvamin 69
Sdin phu 59
Sarvanivaranaviskambhin 149 Sdo bzo 2.183
Sarvarthasadhanyaryaprasan- : Sdon nag 2.177
natara 203
Se brag gyah lun 5 7 , 6 9
Sarvavidvairocana 112
Sel dkar rgyal rtse 57, 61
Sarvajfiamitra 204
Sems bskyed ma thag tu chos
Sa skya 67, passim
kyi hkhor lo bskor ba 212,
Sa skya bzan po 90
224,225
Sa skya gdun rabs 77
Sems can thams cad dban du
Sa skya hgro mgon Phyag
byed 2 11
na 71
Sems la dban 240
Sa skya hphags pa 74
Sems ma 274,275, 2.206
Sa skya pa 28, 37, 39, 43, Sems ma rdo rje ma 230, 232,
2.214
243
Sa skya Pan chen 74, 159, 179, Sen ge dpal90
Sen ge gdon 153
181, 2.157
Sa za 131
Seli ge phug snam chu 57
Sa zahi hjigs skyob sgrol ma Sen ge rnam rgyal 24
Sen ge sgra 251, 2.164, 183
204
Sba Gsal snan 58
Sen ge sgra rgyal po 206
Sbal gdon 52
Sen lden nags (kyi) Sgrol (ma)
Sbas lun 56, 66
202, 209, 2.162

Se ra sgrub sde 69
Ser phyin gtso bor gyur hjam
dpa1230
Ser phyin phar phyin 232
Ser skya 260, 280
ser sna 116
Ser sna g4in rje gSed 293
Ser snahi grien por rdo rje rin
chen 229
Se Se ki ku lio siu tsi 74, 75
Ses ~ a byan
b
chub 2.184
Ses rab dpal 19, 2.1 50
Ses rab dpal bzan po (bzans
pa) 19, 2.142, 168, 202, 203
Ses rab hbar, see Hbre chen
PO
Ses rab hbyun gnas 71
Ses rab mgyogs can 25 1
Ses rab mthar byed 181, 237
Ses rab pha rol tu phyin pa
tshul rgya lna bcu 2.245, 259
Ses rab phel ma 24 1
Ses rab rgya mtsho 19, 2.154,
175
Ses rdor 2.144
Setan 59
Seu 65
Seu mon ta ka hjug pahi hdre
256
Sgeg mo 223, 275, 289, 2.156,
167, 17 1, 194, 239,287,251
Sgeg (pahi) rdo rje 242, 244,
2.196
Sgo ba 241,2.193

Sgo gsum 2.262
Sgohi dban po 235
Sgo kur can 256
Sgo mo 2.162
Sgo mthah yas ma 24 1
Sgo ru 2.172
Sgo skyon 131, 152, 153
Sgo srun gdul dkah 208
Sgra 191
Sgra d u n hphel206
Sgra gcan 234, 254
Sgra gcan hdzin 251 Sgra rnam par sgrogs pa 208
Sgrib (thams cad rnam par) sel
ba 193,215, 237
Sgri rins ljons btsan 66
Sgrol dkar 193, 214
Sgrol ma 2.149, 155, 163, 174,
175, 195, 206, 207, 23 1, 252,
267
Sgrol ma bla med 165
Sgrol ma chen mo 2.163
Sgrol ma bjigs brgyad skyob
105
Sgrol ma khro giier can 183
Sgrol ma nor sbyin mo 2.163
Sgrol ma tsun da 209
Sgro lun 50
Sgrub srun mo 205
Sgrub thabs kun las btus. pa
14, 298
Sgrub thabs rgya mtsho 14,
194, 2.138, 150, 154, 155,
156, 157, 160, 163, 167,

168, 170, 174
Sgyu hphrul cheii mohi mnon
rtogs rgyas pahi sgyu hphruk
chen mo hbyun ba 298
Sgyu hphrul dra ba 163,.
187, 210, 2.168, 238
Sgyu ma rdo rje 279
Shigatse 42, 85
Shonang, see So man
Shuto 58
Siddha 155
Siddharajiii 2.162
~iladhvaja70
Sin lun 2.175
Sin tu go cha ma (mo) 214,
215,219 '
Si tu 83, 87
Siva 155
Skabs giiis pa spyod pahi
rgyud kyi dkyil hkhor gyi
bkod pa 189
Skabs gsum pa bya rgyud kyi
dkyil hkhor gyi rnam gzhag
179
Skag 259
Skar la 50
Skem byed 257,260
ske rags 50
sku 164
Sku gsun thugs gsan rgyan
bkod pa 2.198
sku gzugs hbur du gtod pa 36
Sku1 byed ma 24 1
sku mched 3 1

sku zhan 71, 151, 2.213
skya 94
Skya 2.261
Skyab pa 2.263
Skyan, see rkyan
Skya rgan (bla ma) 2.149
Skye ba la dban 24 1
Skye dguhi bdag po 260
Skyegs 142
Skyegs gnas riiin 142
Skye rguhi bdag mo 276 Skyes bu dam po rnams kyi
rnam par -thar pa rin po
chehi gter mdzod 44
Skyes bu sen gehi zhal206
Skyid khud 58
Skyid sgo 143
Skyid sron 9, 15'7
Skyin ldin 67
Skyin mkhar lun 67
Skyo (lotsava) 161
Skyon ba 2.207
slehu 50
Sman bla 173
Smari mo 2.201
Smaisni 260
Smin drug 259
Smon hgro lotsava 68
Smon lam gyi phar phyin 239
Smon lam la dban 241
Smra ba 272, 274
Smra b a b sen ge 2 17
Smra bahi sgra can 25 1
Smrti 7 1
'

Smr.tyupasthana 172
sna dar 56
Sna gsal snan 58
Snags srin mo 205
snam bu 49, 2.236
Snan ba brtsegs pa 25 1
Snan mdzad rdo rje gtsug tor
grags 183
Snan mthah yas 232
Snar ma 259
Snar than 60
Sna thod 57
Sna tshogs hkhor lo 274
Sna tshogs sgo 262
Siie mo 19, 20, 2.137, 171,
176, 180, 197
SAen ne 2.184

Shin po kye rdo rje 164
Sno bsans chen mo 196
Snron 259
Snubs 259
snum htsher 30
Sog PO 2.179
So khad 2.145
Sol po (lama) 2.171
Sol po (lotsava of) 2 12
So man 141
Son 2.223
sor mo 170
So sor (h)bran ma 2 13, 2 14
So so rig ma 2.194
Span dkar 49,60
Span lun gi ri 52
Span me Ion 2.169

Spas ma 194
Spen ba (pa) 191, 234, 258,
267

Speu dmar 104
Spo blans 2.177
Spobs brtsegs 236,243,250
Spobs kyi glan 250
Spos khan 56,69
Sprin mo 288, 2.185
Sprin sgro 2.238
Sprin zam 2.172
Spyan gdug pahi zhal2 15
Spyan legs 2 15
Spyan lun 60
Spyan ma 206, 2.252
Spyan mnah 2.231
Spyan a s gzigs 182, 185, 189,
190, 201, 205, 206, 215,
236, 242, 291, 295, 2.131,
148, 149, 163, 165, 182,
231,252

Spyan ras gzigs bcu gcig zhal
151

Spyan ras gzigs dban phyug
205, 2.164, 165

Spyan ras gzigs dban
hgro hdul byed 2 17
Spyan ras gzigs dban
mkhah spyod 2.183
Spyan ras gzigs dban
pad ma gar gyi dbari

phyug
phyug
phyug
phyug

207

Spyan ras gzigs don yod zhags
pa 2.148

Spyan ras gzigs gar gyi dban Srin po 260, 2.143, 155, 199
phyug 196
Srin po lan ka mgrin bcu 254,
Spyan ras gzigs Ha la ha la
255
209, 2.148, 167
Srivasund hara 193
Spyan ras gzigs Hari Hari Sron btsan sgam po 58, 63, 66,
2.164
68, 70, 152, 290, 2.283
Spyan ras gzigs hjig rten mgon Srub srun ba 205
PO 211
Srul po 257
Spyan ras gzigs khro bahi Stag gdon 153
rgyal po 266
Stag gdon can 388
Spyan ras gzigs mgrin snon Stag lun 86, 89
can 21 1
Stag ri 2.145
Spyan ras gzigs padma dra ba Stag rtse 53, 56, 68, 69, 2.159
299
Stag sna 36, 2.172
Spyan ras gzigs sems Aid nal Stag tshal 68
bso 215
Stag tshal yo1 lcags 68
Spyan ras gzigs yid bzhin nor Stag zhon 2.169, 186
bu 2.183
Steri 70
Spyi rins 2.215
Stobs bzan 246
Spyiu tshugs thur &as 256
Stobs chen 180,2.140
Spyod dkah bahi sa 238
Stobs chen mo 182
Spyod pahi elban po 235
Stobs kyi lha 288
Sram 2.172
Stobs kyi phar phyin 239
Sraddhakaravarman 2.236
Stobs ldan 235
Sr~catuh~ithakh~atatantrar~ja
Stobs po che 195, 196, 2.154,
162
155, 156
Srihe~ajratantrakram~a
Stobs rgyu 235, 257
svadhisth~nakurukull~Stod lun 59
sadhana 2 10
ston dpon 89
Srimati 96
ston skor 88
Srin mo 228, 2.140
Sudhana149
Srin mo 123, 220, 227, 2.185, Sukhavati 27
Sukhavativyuha 2.145
190
Srin mo bzhi 226
Sulocana 149

Sum brtsegs 254
188,235
Sum pa mkhan po 77
Thal bar rab tu hjig pahi lha
Sum pa mkhas pa 2.184
mo rdo rje 229
Sundaralankara 252, 256, 260, Thams cad bsruh ba ma 284
263
Than dpe 2.142
Suo nan tsan pu 76
than ka 24
Siiryagupta 204
Than po che ba 86
Siitralan kara 2.242
Thar pa 2.144, 145, 183, 212,
267
T
Thar pa glin 70
Thar pa pa 19
Tabo 106
Tha skar 259
them skas 87, 170
T a che tu lun 2.137
ther ma 50
tai bsvi tu, see Tai si tu
Tai si tu 44, 87
Thod pa bzan po 288
Thogs med yid 205
Tajima 112
Thomas 34, 53
Takse, see Stag rtse
Talo 17 7
Thon mi Sam bho ta 2.226
Talung '85
Thub chen 2 12,291
T a min 2.215
Thub pa 191,2.152
Thub pa rdo rje 279
T a mo 283
T a mo ta le 2.244
Thugs kyi rdo rje 165
Tangan 60
Thugs rdo rje hdzin pa 212
Thugs .rje chen po 7 1, 104
TPra 142
Taranatha 20
Thugs rje chen po hgro hdul
Tattvslokakari 110
ba 2.182
Tattvasangraha 110, 111, 119, Thugs rje chen po Pad ma
dra ba 164
149, 233, 240, 245
Tejomasi 177
Thugs rje chen po pad ma dra
bahi sgrub thabs thugs rje
T e lo Ses rab bzan [pol (see Ti
hod zer hbyun ba 164, 299
10 p2) 2.218
Thu gu 50
thab dpon 2.18
Ti lo p i 2.220
Thabs kyi phar phyin 234
Thag (Thags) bzan ris 155, ti Se 75

.ti sri 75
Togano 112,207
Toktri gompa 63
Toling 23
Toussaint 50
Trailokyavijayamahakalparaja
2.263
Traring
52
(instead
of
Treding)
Trigu Tso 9
Trumbayung chu 49,57
Trungsa, see Khruns sa
Tsang po 9 , 4 8 , 8 3
Tsan ne(s) 19, 2.173, 176
Tsan-p,u pan pa lian 76
Tsaparang 23, 37, 107, 203
Tsa(r) rtsi ka 196, 2.148, 157
Tsechen, see Rtse chen 52
Tseu ma 260
tsha dmyal200
Tsha hod can (of Zhan) 209
Tshal pa 84, 85, 89,92
Tshan pa (Tsan pa) 36, (btsan)
1, 180
Tshans ma 220, 242, 253, 266,
268, 288, 2.185
Tshan(S) pa 188, 224, 246,
253, 279, 2.150, 176, 193,
199,223, 288
Tshan thi mur pa 2.260
Tshe chu ma 57
Tshe dban rgya12.258
.Tshe dpag rned 18, 139, 184,
1.97, 201, 202, 2 18, 230,

266, 267, 2.147, 149, 161,
163, 201, 231,258
Tshe dpag med hchi med rna
sgra 2.161
Tshe dpag med hchi med rna
sgrahi dkyil cho ga tshe dpal
ye Ses bsam hgrub 2.16 1
Tshe dpag rned lha dgu 2.16 1
'Tshe hdzin ma -213
Tshe la dban 240
Tshe thag 2.62 1
Tshogs bdag chags pa 194
Tshogs bdag dmar chen 194,
2. ,153
Tshogs bdag ser po 194
Tshogs (kyi) bdag (po) 194,
242, 246, 281, 288, 2.193
Tshon hdus 49
Tshul khrirns hbar pa 2.231
Tshul khrims hbyun gnas 7 0
Tshul khrims phar phyin 239
Tshul khrims rgyal mtshav
2.230
Tshul khrims rgyal po, see Pa
tshab lotsava
Tshul khrims rin chen 2.198
Tson kha pa 41, 122
Tsu chih tsien 2.283
Tuna 2.144
T u n Huang 27
Tusita 198

u
Ucchusma 179

Udayamasi 177
Varahamukhi 177, 178
Ugrataraptijiividhi 64
Varali 177
Uma 200, 220, 233, 237, 247, Varuna 2.165, 167
253, 2.203
VasantaSri 193
Unmattabhairava 268
Vasiljev 45
Upakarna 255
VasuSri 193
upPya 170,2.243
vaSya 2.15 1
Vernadski 88
v
vimoksamukha 167
vPc 115
Vinaya 69
Vaidtirya dkar po'74, 85
Vinayaka 2.199
Vairocana 114
VirOpa 94, 154, 162, 181
Vairocanagarbha 149
Visnu 155
vaiiaradya 170
W
Vaisnavi 268
Vaiali 260
Waddell 46, 60
Vajrabodhi 111
Walsh 148
Vajradhara 95
Wei tsan -thu che 87
Vajradh~tumandala 67, 107,
Y
110, 111, 113, 119, 150,
yab rin 154
2.204
Vajradhatumandalopayika 109 Yamari 159
Yamdrok Tso, see Yar Hbrog
V a j r a p ~ 149,
i
2.137
VajraSekharatantra 104, 110, Yan dag. hchan byed ma 213,
214, 215
111
Yan dag Ses 200, 25 1, 2.140
Vajravarahi 144
Yan lag med pahi fdo rje
Vajravarman 263
2.170
Vajravidaranlmandalavidhi
Yar hbrog 85,89
180
Vajravidaraninamasnanavidhi yar khyu 157
Ye mgon 2.164
180
Ye Ses bhai ra va 268
Vajravidaranisadhana 180
Ye Ses grags pa 2 15
Vajrodaya 103
Ye Ses kyi phar phyin 239
Van Gulik 187
/

Ye Ses la dban 24 1
Ye Ses mgon (po) 64, 96,209
Ye Ses mgon po ben dmar gyi
bsfien sgrub las gsum gyi
rnam par bSad pa bdud sde
rab tu hjoms pahi gnam
lcags hbar bahi hkhor lo 96
Ye Bes mgon po phyag bzhi
209
Ye Ses mi zad pahi za ma tog
24 1
Ye 6es mkhah hgro ma 165,
299
Ye Ses tog 243, 250
Ye Ses tshe dpag med 202,
2.161, 202
Ye Ses zhabs 105, 161
Yid bzhin nor bu 205, 206,
218
Yid bzari ma 261
Yid gzhun ma 261
Yid hphrog 249
Yid las hbyun ba 289
Yid ma gyogs 208
Yid myur 251
Yid myur ma 2 18
yi dvags 2.199
'Yi ge drug ma 217
Yo byad l a dban 240
Yo1 Drari sron 68
Yo1 ston chen po chos &ia
68
Yo1 Thog hbebs 58, 59,68
Yon btsun 90
Yons su rdmgs byed sgrol ma
203

Yon tan blo gros 2.228
Yon tan bzan po pa 2.18 1
Yon tan dpal 2.146
Yon tan tshe dpag med 202,
2.161
Yu ba gdon 48
Yuen shi 75ff., 91
Yul hkhor skyon ba 2.140
Yul hkhor srun 255
Yul hkhor s u n ma 2.159
Yul las rnam (par) rgyal ba
189, 190, 2.151
Yum chen mo 120, 189, 190,
230, 248, 249, 295, 2.15 1, 190

z
Za khud 2.167
Za ba mo 220,288, 2.185
za sna 2.133
Zans dkar (lotsava) 111, 112
Zehu ston 59
Zehu than 59
Ze q o va gdon 52
Zha ba mo 288
Zhags hdzin ma 286
zhags hdzin pa 220
Zhags pa 247, 2.208
zhal gser 103
Zha lu 15, 26, 29, 39, 50, 70,
71, 77, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89
Zha luhi gtsug lag khan gi
gzhal yas khan nub ma byai
ma dar ma iho ma rnams na
bzhugs pahi dkyil hkhor
sogs kyi dkar chag 71

Zha lu pa 41, 71, 147
Zhan btsun 90
Zhi ba 2.185
Zhi bahi Iha mo 192
Zhi bahi Iha rnams kyi mchod
ma 183
Zhi ba rndun thun 226
Zhi ba me lha 268
Zhi ba mo (ma) 192,220, 288,
2.185
zhin khams 30
Zhin skyon 131
Zho nan 63
Zhu Son 2.153
zhva mo 49
Zla ba 191, 234, 258, 267, 288,
2.155
Zla ba hod 184, 215,236,243
Zla hod rdo rje hdzin 184
Zlog pa ma 284
Zo ba 2.201
Zur phud lna ba 255

